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Editors’ Note
N pursuit of our desire for the artistic and the thoroughly modern, we
have used linoleum-blocks in many of the illustrations of this book.
The carving of the blocks by hand and the printing of these, from which

prints the engraver makes the finished plates, require hours of tedious labor.
We trust that these will be received favorablv bv all who read this book.

Elizabeth Peoples
Naughton E. Reuter
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To

COL. C. O. SHERRILL
City Manager oj Cincinnati

who is attempting to make our city a place
oj beauty and utility,

The Class of ’27

in recognition oj his tireless efforts
and of his numerous accomplishments,

dedicates its Annual.
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Foreword
INCINNATI has recently completed a year of splendid
development in private and public enterprise. Not only
have many important undertakings been initiated, but

the foundation has been laid for a period of steady and reason¬

ably rapid growth for the entire City.
The adoption of the bonds and special tax levies proposed

by the City, the County, and Schools, to provide funds for their
constructive programs, indicates an optimism on the part of the
people that augurs well for our future.

In this era of growth, on whose threshold we are now stand¬
ing, no influence can be more potent for good than that of the
66,000 pupils and the 1,700 teachers enrolled in the ninety public
schools of the City. Among these, Withrow High School is un¬
excelled in its span in scholarship, athletics, and training for
civic service.

I wish for the school and for the class of 1927 every success.

C. O. Sherrill,
City Manager
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CINCINNATI FROM DEVOU PARK (COVINGTON, KY.)

Cincinnati
How beautiful our city is,

Like song the vision thrills;
Her gallant towers, soaring, rise
And with a thousand flashing eyes

Look out across the hills.

Photo by Longley
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LINCOLN STATUE IN LYTLE PARK Courtesy oj Mr. Paul Briol

E’en in the weather-beaten bronze
His spirit seems to brood;

The beauty of that rugged face
Invalidates the commonplace

And makes a solitude.
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TYLER-DAVIDSON FOUNTAIN Courtesy oj Mr. R. P. Nute

In rain or shine I love the Square,
But most on balmy nights

In summer, when the fountains play
And old men sit and watch the spray

Reflect the happy lights.
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UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI
Photo by IFebb Studio

No marble palace do we see
Nor precipiced grim fort;

Strength, dignity, and beauty—all
Must intermingle in the hall

Where Knowledge holds her court.
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ART MUSEUM Courtesy oj Mr. It. P. Nute

In glorifying simple charm
The aim of art is laid;

When Nature decks with living lace
A shrine of symmetry and grace,

The debt is aptly paid.
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WITHROW HIGH SCHOOL Photo by L > i j'.rj

We’ll dedicate full many a verse
To you, when we’ve begun

To know just why your whimsey spell
Suggests a hundred songs so well—

But hides the words for one 1
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WITHROW LIBRARY Courtesy oj Mr. Jenkins

A quiet room, almost austere,
But it belies its looks.

For lands are here. Here royal fights
Are waged. Sea depths, gray mountain heights,

The world—all in these books.
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Sometimes the splendid course of life
Seems but a dismal jest;

One hour at Mother Nature's side—
And the tired mind, revivified.

Finds hope is repossessed!

James Golden, '27
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RIVER FRONT ABOUT 1840
From an Old Print
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Education in Cincinnati
HE fundamental necessity to obtain protection to property and commerce is the
education of the citizens of the community. All educational activities of Cincin¬
nati were in private hands until 1829. Those children whose parents did not pay

did not receive instruction. At that time there were forty-seven schools with a total
enrollment of sixteen hundred. Cincinnati was then, and until the Civil War continued
to be, the center of learning for the West and Southwest.

The Cincinnati College was the outgrowth of the Cincinnati Lancaster Seminary,
which was established in 1815 through the efforts of Dr. Daniel Drake and Reverend
Joshua L. Wilson. In this school the older pupils, under the direction of teachers, were
used as monitors and teachers for the younger children. William H. McGuffy, the
author of the celebrated school readers, and Ormsby M. Mitchell, the founder of the
Cincinnati Observatory, were members of the faculty at the Seminary. William Henry
Harrison was a director. The school occupied a building erected on the present site of
the Mercantile Library Building.

Professional education began in Cincinnati with the establishment of the Ohio
Medical College in 1820. Lane Theological Seminary and the Cincinnati Law School
were established a few years later.

The leading spirit in establishing public schools in Cincinnati was Nathaniel Guilford.
The result of his work was a law passed in 1828 providing for public schools in Ohio.
The city acting under the provision of this law, constructed two buildings of brick and
stone of two rooms each. One stood on the river bank near the Front Street pumping
station, and the other on Sycamore Street, near Fifth Street. A little later four other
buildings were occupied, but all were crude structures and utterly inadequate.

It was in this same period that the Cincinnati high schools had their beginning.
William Woodward felt the need of education in the West, and, through the influence
of his friend, Samuel Lewis, provided for the establishment of Woodward Free Grammar
School. Later he changed the conditions of his gift to make it possible for the trustees
to establish a high school. The school was opened on October 24, 1831, and during its
existence it has been called successively Woodward Free Grammar School, Woodward
College, and Woodward High School.

Thomas Hughes, Woodward’s neighbor, was an
English shoemaker. Following Woodward’s ex¬
ample, he bequeathed twenty-seven acres of land
to the city for the establishment of a school. The
lund thus created was the beginning of Hughes
High School.

George Graham employed an architect to plan
a model schoolhouse. In 1833 he had this school
built on his own lot on Race Street. When it was

completed, he offered the whole property to the
Council for the cost of the building. The Council
at first refused to pay the amount, but finally
accepted the building. It was brick, two stories
high, and had two rooms on each floor. Nine other
schools patterned after this model were afterwards
built at a total cost of $96,000. Those ten schools
were controlled by a Board of Trustees which was
composed of one member from each ward. Nath¬
aniel Guilford was the chairman of the first Board.
Men teachers then received from three hundred
to five hundred dollars per year, and women from
two hundred to two hundred and fifty dollars.

Evening schools were established for boys in
1840, and for girls in 1855. These schools were
founded for the boys and girls who must work, for

the adults who lacked the advantage of an earlier education, and for foreigners who
wished to learn the'American language.

One of the Early Elementary Schools
From an Old Print
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From the beginning of schools in our city both the public and private schools have
ranked high. After the evening schools were established, there came a time when the
schools of Cincinnati were in the hands of the politicians. The schools suffered from
lack of funds, and for many years not a single new school house was erected.

Then came the renaissance of education in Cincinnati. Under the leadership of
an able superintendent, aided by high-class men in the Board of Education, and a large
body of earnest teachers, the school system began to improve. The work was reorganized
so as to make it meet the present-day needs of the community; and many old buildings,
that were inadequate, unsafe, and unsanitary, were remodelled or replaced by new ones.
Within twelve years, thirty buildings were constructed or remodelled; and some were
replaced by handsome new ones at a total cost of five million dollars. The cost of the
new Hughes, Woodward, and Withrow High Schools is included in this. In these high
schools there are offered the general, manual training, domestic science, commercial,
industrial, music, art, and agricultural courses. The business of the high school is to
furnish both liberal and definite vocational training to the student who knows what he
wants to do; and to furnish to those who are undecided as to their choice of a vocation
experiences which will assist them to choose.

Vacation schools are provided as recreation centers for children who must stay in
the city during the summer. These schools do not continue the book work of the regular
school. Its curriculum includes such occupations as appeal to a child whose school
books have been put away for a time, but who must be kept busy.

Summer Academic Schools, which were instituted in 1908, have two purposes: to
enable pupils who failed in one or two subjects to catch up, and to enable unusually
bright pupils to skip a grade.

When Charles McMicken died in 1858, he gave by will almost the whole of his
estate valued at $1,000,000 for the purpose of establishing and maintaining two colleges
in Cincinnati. Nearly one-half the property thus devised was lost by a court decision;
so that for ten years the revenue derived from the estate was applied to its improve¬
ment. Finally there was passed by the General Assembly of Ohio an act under which
the University of Cincinnati was established. In 1874 the Academic Department, now

called the McMicken College of Liberal Arts, was
formally organized. In the years that followed
the many varied departments that round out the
functions of a complete university have been or¬
ganized. The College of Engineering is noted for
its cooperative course. Students are handled in
pairs, the members of each alternating so that one
student is at work while the other is attending
college classes. In this way the practice of engin¬
eering is taught in the shops or on a railroad, under
actual commercial conditions, and the science
underlying the practice is taught i.n the University.
The College for Teachers is also a cooperative
school; and the College of Medicine is arranged on
a cooperative basis with the General Hospital.

There are today seventy parochial schools in
Cincinnati in which there are 500 teachers and
19,000 pupils.

It thus appears that Cincinnati, “with well-
defined purposes” is seeking through the cooper¬
ation . of all its civic, commercial, industrial, and
educational institutions to develop a unified system
of public education that shall adequately meet the
needs of all its people.

Florence E. Conners, '27.
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Linoleum Block by Ed. Fern, '27
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MR. E. D. LYON

Principal oj Withrow High School
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Teachers Directory
Edmund D. Lyon . Principal Anne H. King English
Walter Peoples . Assistant Principal Sophie Krouse Physical Education
Rose E. Agerter Student Adviser Ludwig Lang Printing
Olive F. Marshall Secretary Walter R. Leach . Industrial
Thelma Thaubald Assistant Secretary A. 0. Mathias . Alathematics
Clarence C. Abrams . Physicat Education Ellis Meredith . English
Ann Allen Science Editii Morrison J'mglish, History
Grace Anshutz . English Mary Rosalie Mudge . Spanish
Dorothy Atkins Oral English Ada M. Murphy. English
Bertha M. Baehr . French Kate P. Perin General Science, Zoology
Edward Baker . . . . . Chemistry Mary Louise Perkins Spanish
Helen Becker Latin Charlotte Piciiel Spanish
Alice L. Bell . . . . English Mary Helen Pooley . Librarian
Alice L. Betts . Botany Frank A. Ralston History, Civics
Elberta Bigler Spanish Katherine Ratterman . . . . English
Estelle Borreson. English, La/in Clara M. Raum Alathematics
Elizabeth Braunecker . English Matthew Regan Physics, Alathematics
C. J. Brubaker Chemistry R. C. Rencenberger . Electricity
A. H. Carlson . . . .

Industrial Arts F. L. Reuter
. Physical Educa lion

May S. Conner . Alaihemal ics Mary E. Rowell . Alathematics
S. Louisa Cook . . Art Ruth Schneider. Commercial
Effie Corcoran . Commercial F. L. Schoenle . French, German
Alice Cox French Nellie B. Seay' . Commercial
William S. Cushing General Science Paul H. Seay . . Commercial
Emma Dann .

I.ahn Martha F,. Shumard . Household Arts
Adra Dickinson . . . . History Jessie E. Sibcy . Special
Marjorie Dill .

, Jssist.int Lihrarian Pauline Crumb Smith Chamber Alusic
Alice M. Donnelly Lalin Mabel G. Spellmire General Science
Dorothy Duncan . Engluh, Latin, Mathematics Louise Spilman . English
Carl Duning .... Physical Education Flora E. Stoehr . English
Mildred Fennekohl. Physica l Educat io n Jessie B. Strate Science, Commercial
Clyde E. Fieger . . Commercial Joseph Surdo . . Alusic
Royal R. Fliehman . Physics Helen A. Swineford Alathematics
Stella Green Art Helen H. Taylor . Physical Education
Ruth Grove . . . . Latin Elizabeth E. Tucker Spanish
J. M. Hamilton History, Civics Marjorie Vance . Chemistry, Household Science
Idoletta Hardisty . History E. C. Van Winkle Alathematics

John P. Herdtner. Industrial Florine M. Vatter Household Arts
Mary Hildebrandt . English Stella M. Wagner . English
Alice Hirst . Harmony Nelson S. Walke . Physical Education
Grace H. Hopson Household Arts C. R. Walker Industrial
F. O. Horton .... History, Civics Nelson Walker Ijatin
C. M. Hunt . History, Civics Arthur R. Webster Alathematics
Catherine James .

. French William C. Wilson . Alathematics
Bertram W. Jenkins English Clara S. Winspear . Commercial
Effie M. Jones . EnglLh A. M. Wonnell Penmanship
Mamie C. Keller History Winifred Zettel General Science
Grace M. Kiess . Arts and Crajts T. H. Ziegler . Commercial
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Clyde Fieger

HERE is always one person upon whom the success of a great work depends.
So it is with the Withrow Annual. One name should rightfully be as¬
sociated with the success of this work. This honor should be placed upon

Mr. Fieger, a member of the Withrow Faculty, and an adviser for the Annual
Staff for six years. It is for this reason that the Annual Staff asks you to join
them in extending to him your congratulations for his work which has been
made successful through his line enthusiasm, artistic interest, and his executive
ability.

The Annual Staff
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Greeting to the Class of 1927
OME of us who are no longer young would like to know what sort of a place this
town of ours will be in fifty years. It is fair to presume that the next half century
will be one of. continued achievement in the arts and sciences. Will men and

women be wiser than they are now? Will there be less of evil and more of good? Will
there be contentment and happiness?

You will live to know the answers to these questions. Not only will you be the
beneficiaries of the discoveries and inventions that are quite certain to come, but some

of you will have a part in their making. If in any particular it is to be a better world,
you will help to make it so.

We expect much of you. While we shall miss you, we rejoice in your privilege.
May the years to come be even more pleasant and fruitful than have the four years

you have lived at Withrow.
E. D. Lyon.

May, 1927
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Seniors
OUR years ago the Class of '27 entered East High as humble but sincere freshmen.
Slowly we became accustomed to the routines of this splendid institution. Then—
the name of the school was changed to Withrow—in honor of Dr. Withrow, and

East High became a fond memory. However, unlike its name, the Spirit of East High
did not pass, but remained and grew as the spirit of such a school could grow—infinitely.

Having a definite purpose and aim—accomplishment in success—we returned to
school the following fall resolved to make ourselves worthy of the ideals of Withrow.
Our class attained high averages in scholarship and at the same time was well repre¬
sented in athletics and other activities of the school.

The third stage of pleasant journey through Withrow found us as proud Juniors—
proud of our accomplishments in the class room and on the field and proud ot the tact
that we would be the next class to graduate from these walls of learning. Yet we did
not rest on our laurels. Instead we entered into the spirit of the school and set a stand¬
ard pace for the rest of the student body to equal. Our members had a monopoly in
the realm of athletics. We felt our responsibility as leaders of the undergraduates and
felt assured that we had not failed in that respect.

At last, and yet too soon, we were Seniors and our goal was within sight. Not only
did we need to equal the ideals and accomplishments of former classes, but also, we had
to create new ideals and attain greater accomplishments. We know that we have bene¬
fited by our experiences while in Withrow. Our characters have been molded definitely.
We have acquired knowledge and poise. Lifetime acquaintances have been made. We
have been prepared, to a large degree, for our life’s work. Indeed the future looks very
promising.

The Class of ’27 will disperse, but the Spirit of Withrow—dear old Withrow—will
live on forever.

And so we pass on,—making room for other eager students, forgetting many ac¬
quaintances and many events, but never forgetting our Alma Mater, Withrow.

Henry Babbs, ’27.
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HELEN MAY ADAMS

Kalidasa, French Club, Astronomy Club
Honorably Able

MARIE HELEN APPLETON, "Pinky”
Kalidasa, Special Chorus, Camera Club
Happily Active

VIRGINIA ARATA, "Jinny”
Camera Club, Kalidasa

Virtuously Adaptable

JOHN S. BACON, "Johnnie”
Withrow, Dramatic, Boys’ Glee Club, Special

Chorus, Cheer Leader, Baseball ’27
Jollifully Bantering

HAROLD BALLMAN, "Whitey”
Astronomy
Happily Blond

KATHERINE BARTLETT, "Kak”
Pythagoreans, Annual Stajf, Virgiliam, Scribblers,

Kalidasa, G. A. A.

Knowingly Benign

HENRY P. BABBS

Pythagoreans, Withrow, Philologia, Camera, Senior
Orchestra, Boys’ Glee Club, Radio.

Horribly Bashful

ANNA M. BARTRUFF, "Anne”
French Club, Kalidasa, Lunch Room Staff, G. A. A.
Accurately Brief

KATHERINE BACHMAN, "Kay”
Pythagorean, Virgiliani, Annual Stajf, Center Ball LILLIAN BAUMRING, Lil

’23, Hockey ’25, ’26, G. A. A. Kalidasa
Keenly Brilliant Light-heartedly Blond
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NELLIE MAE BEAM, “Nell" DORIS BERMAN

Kalidasa, French Club, Special Chorus, G. A. A., Delightfully Bonny
Astronomy Club

Naively Mischievously Blythe

ALICE MAE BERNING

Kalidasa, Spanish Club, Annual Staff, Special
ELMER BEAMER, "Elm" Chorus, G. A. A.

Philologia, Annual Staff, Special Chorus A Mirthful Beauty
Everybody's Beau

DOROTHY BERTERMANN, “Dot"
WILLIAM BELL, “Bill" Kalidasa

Camera, Glee Club, Special Chorus, Astronomy Dignifiedly Benign
Warmly Benevolent

STEWART BENNETT, “Stew"

Astronomy Club
Seldom Believed

IRVIN BETTMAN, “Shorty"
Philologia, Aenaedae, Pythagorean, French, Radio,

Tower News, Annual Staff
Intensely Beneficial

ROBERT BERL, “Mulligan," “Red"
Law Club, Thalians
Rather Businesslike

CHARLES WILLIAM BIONDI, “Bill"

Philologia, Special Chorus, Roys' Glee Club, Tower
News, Football ’26, ’27, Track ’26

Well Beloved
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DALE BOGART, “Bo" THELMA BRAY, “Tee"
Doesn't Boast Truly Buoyant

DANIEL BONBRIGHT, .“Bonnie," “Bandy"
Philologia, Special Chorus ’26, ’27, Camera, Bops’

Glee Club .'24, ’25, ’26, ’27, Junior Track ’25, ’25
Dandy Boy

ESTHER S. BOSSE, “Es"

Effusively Boyish

VIRGINIA MAE BOTLEY, “Giney"
Thalian Dramatic Club, Kalidasa, G. A. A., Tower

News Slajf, Spanish Club
Vivaciously Beaming

DOROTHY McMILLEN BRADFORD, “Dot"
Latin Club, Debating Club, Girls’ Glee Club, Girls’

Select Chorus

Drollv Benignant

ALLENE BREUER, “Lee"

Virgiliani, Trench Club, Kalidasa, Swimming
Team, Centerball ’23, Manager Senior Track
Team, G. A. A.

Affably Buxom

J. WESLEY BROADHURST, “Wes"
Wilfully Belated

JAMES A. BROADSTON, “Jim," “Broady"
Radio, Orchestra, Tower News

Justly Beneficial

EVELYN BROCK, “Toadie"
Senior Orchestra, Kalidasa

Earnestly Benevolent
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GERTRUDE BRUNNER

French Club, Hockey
Gravely Beneficient

MARATTA K. BURKHARDT, “Mar"

Spanish Club, Camera Club, Kalidasa
Modestly Bashful

RALPH CHAPMAN

Orchestra
Rather Classy

FLORENCE CHOLMONDELEY, “Chumley"
Kalidasa

Frankly Carefree

EDWIN BURROUGHS

Astronomy
Excellent Bluffer

BERNARD CHRISTOPHER, “Barney"
Withrow, Viryiliani

Blithefully Chiding

HOWARD E. CALLAHAN, “Cally"
Withrow, Philoloyia, Virgiham, Euclidean, Track

’25, ’26, ’27

Honestly Candid

JEANNETTE CLARK
Spanish Club, Latin Club, Scribblers, Kalidasa
Jovially Composed

DOROTHY CHAMBERS, “Dotsie"

Kalidasa, Latin Club

Daintily Charming

NORMA M. CLARK, “Norm"

Special Chorus, Astronomy, Girls’ Glee Club, Girls’
Seeled Chorus

Neatly Cheery
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EVERETT W. CLAWSON, “Doc”
Senior Orchestra, Special Chorus
Especially Clever

MARION CORBLY

Mannerly Complacent

NORBERT L. COCHRAN, “Norb”
Euclidean, Withrow, Philotogia
Never Critical

JACK COUGHLIN, “Spike”
Tower News, Withrow, Special Chorus, Philotogia,

French

Jocular Chap

DOROTHY E. COLEMAN, “Dode”
Basket Ball, Baseball, Swimming
Dynamically Cordial

BOB COURTNEY

Philotogia, Football ’26
Busily Clamorous

LILLIAN CONDON, “Lynn”
Law, Kalidasa, G. A. A.

Loquaciously Creative

LESTER COVERT, “Les”
Euclidean, Boys’ Glee Club, Special Chorus
Little Contradicted

FLORENCE E. CONNERS, “Connie”
French, Kalidasa, Special Chorus, Hockey, Basket

Ball, Baseball, Track

Fastidiously Calm

GLADYS M. COWP1JRTHWAITE
Tower News Staff, Kalidasa
Gravely Conservative
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MARY ELIZABETH CRAMER, "Bobbie" MARTHA DAVIS
Kalidasa, Camera Club, G. A. A., TItalian Dra- Latin Club, Kalidasa, Tower News Stajj

matic Club, Scribblers, Special Chorus, As- Musingly Deliberate
tronomy

Merrily Enthusiastically Cute

WILLIAM CRAWFORD, "Bill"
Tower News, Philologia, Thalians, Special Chorus
Witty Cracker

MARION P. DESCHLER, "Doc"
Withrow, Euclidean, Annual Stajj
Marvelously Dormant

JOHN T. CRONE, "Johnny"
Withrow, Philologia, Secretary Senior Class, Junior

Track ’2h, ’25, Senior Track ’26, Captain ’27
Jokingly Candid

JAMES W. DODD, "Jim," “Red"
Astronomy
Jauntily Decked

RUTH CUNNINGHAM

Tower News Stajj, G. A. A., Kalidasa, Spanish
Club

Refreshingly Competent

ROGER DRACKETT, "Roge"
Euclidean, Philologia, Swimming ’26, ’27
Rashly Different

GARNET C. DAVIS, "Darnet"
Girls’ Glee Club, Girls’ Select Chorus, Aeneadae,

G. A. A.

Good-naturedly Determined

OLIVER T. DRESBACH, "Pig," "Twist"
Tower News, Lunch Room Stajj
Overly Determined
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MARJORIE DUNN "Madge"
Special Chorus ’25, Latin Club
Mirthfully Demure

LLOYD R. EVERHARD

Philologia, Periclean, Withrow, Euclidean, Boys’
Glee Club

Loyally Energetic

LAURA EVELYN DUVALL

Kalidasa, Lunch Room StafJ
Loyally Enthusiastically Delightful

MARY ELIZABETH EVERS

Dramatic Club, Kalidasa, Euclidean, Latin Club,
French Club

Merrily Eagerly Entertaining

GEORGE O. EICHE, "Ike"

Generally Esteemed MARY L. FAGIN

Kalidasa, Spanish Club
Mischievously Frolicsome

MALCOLM ELAM, "Mac," "Mike"
Withrow, Camera, Boys’ Glee Club, Special Chorus,

Track ’25, ’26
Much Efficiency

ALMA K. FELDHAUS
G. A. A.

Always Faithful

MURRAY ELSTUN, "Skipper" EMILY L. FERGER, "Em," "Tut"
Editor Tower News, Aenaedae, Withrow, Philologia Thalian Dramatic Club, G. A. A.
Much Enjoyed Exactingly Firm
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ED. B. FERN, "Ed"
French, Dramatic, Tower News, Annual StajJ
Everlastingly Funny

MARIE FOERTMEYER

Senior Orchestra

Musically Fanciful

WILLIAM FETICK, "Bill"
Philologia, Periclean, Pythagorean, Spanish, Band,

Annual StajJ, Tennis
Well Fashioned

MARJORIE BELLE FORD
French Club, Kalidasa, Camera Club
Meekly Feminine

FRED G. FLEIG, "Jerry"
Finely Fabricated

NELLIE FOWLER

Spanish Club, Kalidasa
Naively Frank

BLANCHE C. FLINN, "Polly," "Blanny" BETTIE M. FOY

Dancing Club, G. A. A. Blithely Fascinating
Bland Frankness

WANDA FOERSTER

Senior Orchestra

Winning Friendliness

GEORGE J. FROMHOLD, "Fromme"
Philologia, Camera, Senior Orchestra, Lunch Room

Staff
Greatly Fabled
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MARGARET C. FRY, "Peg," "Midge" LILLIAN GARDNER, "Lil"
French. Club, Dancing Club, G. A. A., Kalidasa, Kalidasa

Baseball, Basket Ball, Hockey Captain ’26, ’21, T •> , , n
... c . . Likeably GenerousTItalians, Swimming Team

Metriculously Fastidious

MAY BELLE FRY

Mirthfully Frisky

EVA M. GARNETTE, "Billy"
Kalidasa, French Club, G. A. A.

Earnestly Grave

PHILIP J. GAIN, "Phil"
f Philologia, Pythagorean

Polished Gentleman
FRANCES RAE GIBBONS, "Frank"

Frankly Gleeful

JOHN GALLOWAY
Euclidean, Annual Staff, Football ’26
Justly Grand

DOROTHY GIESEN, "Dot"

Kalidasa, Aeneadae

Demurely Graceful

MARY HARRISON GAMES

Kalidasa, Aeneadae, Special Chorus, G. A. A.,
Swimming Team ’2h, ’25, Lunch Room Staff

Mellowly Genuine

DONALD GILL, "Don"
Decent Guy
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PEARL GLYNN, "Clix"

Spanish Club, Kalidasa, G. A. A.
Pleasantly Gentle

KATHRYN GOLDEN

Kindly Gay

WALTER GREIFE, "Grief"

Philologia, Aenaedae
Wholly Gracious

;
WILLARD L. GROENE, “Gus,” ‘'Bill"

Radio, Astronomy
Wonderfully Genial

RUTH GRANGER, "Boots"
Kalidasa, Dramatic Club

Radiantly Gracious

HELEN C. GROSSE, "Happy"
Kalidasa, Basket Ball, Baseball

Happily Gambolsome

MARIE GRAUTEN, "Rie"
Kalidasa, Dramatic Club

Merry Genius

CHARLES HAGEN, "Chick"

Philologia, Withrow, Camera, Tennis, Radio,
Swimming ’26, Track ’27

Certainly Handsome

MIRIAM GREEN, "Mim"

Meditatively Genial

JACK HALSEY, "Jack"
Senior Orchestra, Astronomy
Joyously Hopeful
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RUTH HAMMOND, “Boots”
Aenaedae, French Club, Special Chorus, Kalidasa,

G. A. A., Swimming Team ’25
Radiantly Humanistic

JEAN TAYLOR HANDY, "Handy”
G. A. A., Virgiliani, Pythagoreans, Senior Orches¬

tra, Kalidasa, Thalian, Annual Staff, Basket
Ball, Swimming Team

Jovially Honorable

DOROTHY HAUBROCK, "Dot/' "Dodo"
Kalidasa, Center Ball, Swimming
Dependably Heedful

CLARA LUELLA HAWKINS, "Bobby," "Toots"
French Club, Dramatic Club
Candid Honesty

I

l

HERMINE S. HARTE, “Ham”
Special Chorus, Kalidasa, Astronomy Club, Aenae¬

dae, Senior Orchestra, French Club

Habitually Hearty

DONALD HAYNES, "Don"

Virgiliani
Dangerously Handsome

MILDRED HARTSOCK, “Hartsock” WILL HAYNES, “Bill”
Modestly Helpful Willingly Heard

ELEANOR HATTON, “El”
French Club, Kalidasa, Camera Club, launch

Room Staff
Effervescently Happy

ELBERT HECKER, "El"
Orchestra, Euclideans

Educatinglv Humorous
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PIERPOINT HELWIG, "Pier"

Purposely Helpful

RUTH HERSHEY, "Curly"
French Club, Camera Club, Kalidasa
Retiringly Handy

ALBERT HERWEIL, "Al"

Philologia, French, Radio, Pythagorean, Annual
Stajf, Treasurer Senior Class

Always Hatless

FREDERICK L. HOFFMAN, "Fred"
Euclidean

Foolishly Happy

JANE W. HOFFMAN, "Jack"
Camera Club, Kalidasa, G. A. A., Aenaedae,

Astronomy, Basket Ball
Joyously Hilarious

CHARLES B. HOHNSTINE, "Coon"
Track ’26, ’27

Certainly Honest

EDWARD J. HERWEH, "Ed"
Junior Track, Senior Track ’26
Earnestly Happy

CLARA E. HOLDEN

Capably Helpful

GEST HODGE, "Geester," "Dusty"
Pythagorean, French, Annual Stajf, Football ’23,

’2U, ’25, ’26 ROBERTA HOPKINS
Gushingly Handsome Reflectively Heedful
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MERLE C. HOPPER

Radio, Pythagorean
Mirthfully Heroic

MARGARET HUNT, "Peggy”
Dancing Club, Law Club, Kalidasa, G. A. A.
Mirthful Happiness

LOUIS M. HORNBERGER, "Mike”
Baseball'27

Loudly Haranguing

DOROTHY M. HORTON, "Dottie,” "Dodie”
Scribblers, Camera Club, Lunch Room Stajj,

Aeneadae, French Club, Special Chorus, G. A. A.,
Kalidasa

Droll Humor

DOROTHY MAE HUTCHINSON, "Dot”
Orchestra, Astronomy Club
Docile Helper

RALPH JOHANSMAN, "Joe,” "Skinny”
Philologia, Aeneadae

Reservedly Just

FRANK O. HORTON, JR.
Pythagorean, Track ’23, *24, '26, '27, Football '26,

Band

Faithfully Honorable

ELOYSE A. JOHNSON, "Bobbey,” "Bob**
Kalidasa

Earnestly Judicial

JANICE HOXIE, "Sandy**
G. A. A., Kalidasa, Special Chorus
Joyously Hilarious

LOIS ISABEL JOHNSON, "Lou,” "Fluff**
G. A. A., Kalidasa

Irresistibly Jovial
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DOROTHEA JOHNSTON, "Johnny"
Delightfully Jaunty

ELIZABETH C. JONES, "Betty," "Jonesy"
Latin Club, Kalidasa, Special Chorus, G. A. A.,

Center Ball ’23

Effervescent Joy

ELIZABETH KELLER

French Club

Exactingly Konscientious

ALICE KELLERMAN

Scribbler, French ’26, President ’27, Kalidasa

Amicably Kaptivating

M. DOROTHY KERSHNER, "Dot," "Dottie"
Girls’ Glee Club, Special Chorus, G. A. A., Latin

Club, Select Chorus, Lunch Room Stajf, Astron¬
omy Club

Dependably Kind

ROBERT W. KERSHNER, "Bob"

Philologia, Boys’ Glee Club, Tower News, Special-
Chorus, Band, Astronomy

Royally Kind

NEDRA KESTEL, "Ned"
Kalidasa, Spanish Club ’26, ’27, G. A. A.
Naively Kognitive

WILLIAM K. KINDER, "Bill"
Garden, Dramatic
Well Known

LATEURE KENDALL, "Ken"
Track ’26

Likeable Kid

FRANCES KING, "Fran"
Kalidasa

Firmly Konsistent
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FLORENCE KIRKPATRICK

Spanish Club, G. A. A., Kalidasa, Senior Orchestra
Fascinatingly Koy

HOWARD KLINE, "Shorty"
Aenaedae

Happy Kut-up

SELMA B. KROENCKE, "Sam"
French Club, Dancing Club, G. A. A., Basketball

’26, ’27, Baseball ’26, ’27, Swimming Team
Sincerely Komplacent

HELEN LOUISE KYLE

Virgiliam, G. A. A., Kalidasa
Loquaciously Konvivial

EMANUEL KORB, "Eman" ROSS KARSON LANCE

Withrow, Camera, Euclidean, Thalians
Rather Lucky

t

j

VERNON E. KORB

Camera

Very Keen

KATHERINE KOUSCHUETZKY, "Khaki"
Tower News Staff, Lunch Room Staff, Pythagorean,

Girls’ Athletic Association, Girt Scouts, Aenaedae,
Baseball ’26, Hockey ’26

Konscientiously Kapable

VIRGINIA LANDEN, "Jakey"
French Club, Dancing Club, Hockey, Basket Ball,

Baseball, Kalidasa, Astronomy Club
Vigorously Lively

ADA M. LAYMON

Kalidasa, G. A. A.

Actively Lighthearted
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ILSE LEHMANN, "Billy,” "Ilse,” "Bill"
Track ’26

Industriously Lenient

JEWEL LITZ
Kalidasa, G. A. A.

Jovially Lyrical

MINA BELLE LEVI, "Billy"
Dancing Club, Annual Staff, G. A. A., Swimming

Team ’23, ’27, Basket Ball ’27
Metriculously Blandly Loquacious

FRANCIS C. LILIE

Track ’26

Fancy Looker

HAROLD G. LIND, "Red,” "Lindy”
Football ’24, ’25, Basket Ball ’25, Lunch Room

Staff
Happily Ludicrous

ANNA E. LONG, "Anne”
Kalidasa, French Club, Latin Club, G. A. A.,

Annual Staff, Scribblers, Center Ball ’23
Adroitly Loquacious

MELZIN L. LORENZ, "Mel”

Astronomy
Mindfully Literal

EDWARD R. LOTZ, JR., "Eddie”
Special Chorus, Senior Orchestra
Exerutiatingly Lovely

LILLIAN E. LINDAHL, "LiU”
G. A. A.

Laconically Laudable

VICTOR LOWE, "Vic”

Philologia, Astronomy
Voluminously Loud
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CATHERINE LUDLOW

Kalidasa

Companionable Likeable

ALLINE LYKINS, "Al"
Girls’ Glee Club, Girls> Special Group, Special

Chorus, Dancing Club
Animatedly Lighthearted

WILLIAM L. McCORD, "Bill/' "Mac"
Special Chorus, Law
Well Mannered

DOROTHY R. McCRONE, "Dot"
Kalidasa, Virgiliani, Special Chorus, Special Girls’

Chorus, G. A. A., Lunch Room Staff, Tower
News Staff, Swimming Team

Dynamically Majestic

BESSIE MCDERMOTT, "Jerry," "Mac"
Buoyantly Magniloquent

JEANNE MAHL
Kalidasa

Joyfully Merry

CATHRYN A. MATHIS, "Peggy"
Astronomy
Complacently Medallic

MYRA D. MAXNER, "My"
Latin Club, French Club, Kalidasa, Special

Chorus, Center Ball ’23

Memorably Munificent

ROBERT OLIVER MAYER, "Bob"

Radio, Pythagorean
Rather Meticulous

EDNA MEIER, "Eddie"
Camera Club, Kalidasa, G: A. A., Tower News,

Swimming Team
Enthusiastically Mirthful
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WILTON H. MERGLER, "Bill
Tower News

Wilfully Meditative

CHARLES MOELLER, "Charley"
Senior Orchestra

Certainly Musical

JANET MEYER, "Jan," "Janie"
Scribblers, French Club, Kalidasa, Camera Club,

Center Ball ’23

Jauntily Merry

MILDRED MOLLOY, "Mil"
French Club, Kalidasa, Dramatic Club, Special

Chorus

Magically Mysterious

MARIE ANNE MIETH, "Billie"

Mathematically Methodical

ELIZABETH MONCRIEF, "Betty"
Kalidasa, Tower News Stajj, G. A. A., Astronomy

Club

Engagingly Mathematical

MARGARET T. MILLER, "Peggy, "Peg"
Kalidasa, Lalin Club, Math Club, G. A. A., Scrib¬
blers, Swimming Team
Maidenly Meek

MAURICE MOONITZ, "Mooney"
Senior Orchestra, Euclidean
Matchless Musician

CHARLOTTE MILLIGAN

Cheerily Magnetic

ROBERT MOORE, "Bob"
Really Militaristic
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VIRGINIA ANNE MORSE, "Din"
Tkalian Dramatic Club, Euclidean,

Kalidasa, Annual Stajj
Vivaciously Magnetic

WALTER B. MUSSMAN, "Bruz"

Special Chorus, Track ’26
Wilfully Mischievous

BETTY MORTON, "Bet"
Kalidasa, Camera Club, Basket Ball, Baseball
Blissfully Meritorious

DOROTHY D. NEAL, "Dip"
Scribblers, Aeneadae, G. A. A., Annual Staff,

Center Ball, Tennis, Hockey ’26, Swimming,
Baseball, Track, Basket Ball ’27

Deservedly Noted

MARGARET MORTON, "Peg"
Kalidasa, Camera Club, G. A. A., Basket Ball
Merrily Mindful

GRACE NICHOLS

Kalidasa, G. A. A.

Gayly Natural

SIDNEY A. MULLIKIN

Tennis, Special Chorus, Basket Ball ’26
Simply Magnolius

JUNE E. MURRAY, "Juney"
Kalidasa, Basket Ball, G. A. A.
Jauntily Modern

MILDRED NICHOLS, "Mid"
Law Club ’26, Kalidasa, G. A. A.

Manifestly Neighborly

HERMAN NIEDERMEYER, "Herm"

Philologia, Radio, French, Pythagorean
Hardly Nutty
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MARJORIE ANN NOE, "Marge"
Mischievously Naive

EDITH PARRY, "Dede"

Kalidasa, G. A. A., Hockey, Basket Ball
Ever Pleasant

ALTA ODOMS, "Alty"
Glee Club, French Club, Special Chorus
Adeptly Observing

JEANETTE C. PARVIN, "Jerrye," "Jenny"
Senior Orchestra, G. A. A.

Jocosely Prudent

FREDERICK OTT, "Chaunsy"
Band, Football ’26, Track ’27

Ferociously Osculatory

ELEANOR E. PATTEN, "Patty"
Latin Club

Expressly Peaceful

EDITH OTTE, "Dolly"
Kalidasa, Latin Club, Dramatic Club

Enticingly Omniscient

ELIZABETH ANNE PEOPLES, "Peeps"
Euclidean, Kalidasa, Dramatic Club, Lunch

Room Staff, Editor of the Annual
Engaging Personality

ROBERT OTTO, "Bob"

Radically Occupied

LEONORE PIPER

Astronomy
Literally Proficient
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KATHRYN POSTLER

Pythagorean, Spanish Club, Kalidasa,
G. A. A.

Kindly Practical

WORTH REIS

Football ’26, Baseball ’27
Wonderful Runner

JACK PRESSLER
Joyous Person

NAUGHTON E. REUTER, "Naughty"
Tower News, Annual Editor, Philologia, Withrow
Normally Revivifying

ROBERT M. PUTMAN, "Bob"

Philologia, Annual Stajj
Rather Pertinent

WILLIAM REUTER, "Bill"
Track Team ’25, ’26, ’27

Winsomely Rash

MARVIN RALSTON, "Marve"
Withrow, Philologia, Pythagorean
Marvelously Radiant

WILLIAM RIPPEY, "Bill," "Oscar," "Rippske"
Special Chorus, French, Cheer Leader, Annual

Staff
Well Respected

MAURICE RAQUET
Annual SiajJ
Much Revered

JAMES B. ROBERTS, "Jim"
Astronomy, Radio
Jovially Remembered
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ESTHER ELIZABETH ROGERS, “Tess”
G. A. A., Dancing Club
Eminently Reliable

GEORGE W. ROSE, “Bud”

Philologia. Withrow, Pythagorean, Special Chorus',
Tower News

Greatly Revered

CARL ROUSH, “Eddie’'
Withrow, Aenaedae, Boys' Glee Club, Special

Chorus

Certainly Ready

FRANCIS RUSSELL, “Rus”

Special Chorus, Euclidean
Far Renowned

FRED C. SCHARRINGHAUSEN, “Sherry”
Senior Orchestra, Band, Book Room

Frisky Sheik

FLORENCE SCHMALHORST, “Frostie”

Scribblers, Virgiliani, G. A. A., Swimming ’24,
’25, '26, ’27, Baseball '24, ’25

Frankly Sportive

KENNETH SCHMID, “Kenny”
Pythagorean
Kinda Short

MARGARET SCHUCK, “Marge”
G. A. A.

Meritoriously Scholarly

RALPH C. SARGENT, “Sox”

Philologia, Withrow, Pythagorean
Really Serious

CARL SCHWENKMEYER, "Swenk”
Aenaedae

Clever Student
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LINCOLN SEELIG, "Link"
Lovely Sheik

GENEVIEVE A. SEIBEL

French Club, Kalidasa, G. A. A., Tower News
Staff, Basket Ball, Annual Staff

Graciously Sociable

VERA L. SHERWOOD, "Wera"
Kalidasa, Camera Club, G. A. A., Basket Ball

Veraciously Sedate

MARJORIE SHORT, "Shorty"
Senior Orchestra, Kalidasa

Mentally Skilled

RUTH V. SICKENGER

French Club, Astronomy Club, Camera Club,
Kalidasa

Refreshingly Sagacious

BIRDIE K. SMALL, "Chick"
Special Chorus, Camera Club, Kalidasa

Blithely Sincere

DAISYE E. SMITH, "Smitty"
Aeneadae, Latin Club, G. A. A., Basket Ball

Diligently Sage

MARY E. SMITH, "Smitty"
Special Chorus
Modestly Silent

EDNA M. SPONSELLER, "Terry"
Kalidasa, Camera Club

Earnestly Serene

RUTH M. STALEY

Kalidasa, Camera Club, Spanish Club
Resolutely Sunnj^
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SYLVIA STANTON

Specially Sterling

LILLIAN N. STAYTON

Kalidasa, French Club, Camera Club

Laudably Spirited

HOWARD STEWART, “Stewart"

Hugely Studious

MONTI STEWART

Much Sought

ELEANOR CLAIRE STICKEL

Kalidasa, Special Chorus, Virgiliani, Camera Club
Engagingly Sunny

DENHAM A. STIERS, “Den," “D. A."

Philologia, Withrow, Junior Track ’25, Senior
Track ’25, ’26

Dramatically Superior

ALICE VIRGINIA STONE, “Ginger"
Spanish Club, Kalidasa, Special Chorus
Affably Sturdy

PAUL DUDLEY STONER, “Dud"

Pythagoreans
Perfectly Stunning

LEORA E. STRAKA, “Ori"
Peric lean Debating Club
Likeably Self-contained

ESTHER STRITMATTER, “Jim"
Kalidasa, G. A. A., French Club, Swimming Team

Eagerly Studious
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ROBERT M. SWEENEY, "Bob”

Really Swell

DAVID S. TASHMAN, "Tash”
Football ’25

Dreamily Tries

RALPH TAURMAN, "Tar”
Annual Staff, Football ’25, Captain ’26, Junior

Track ’25, Track ’26, ’27, Baseball ’25, ’26, ’27
Remarkably Trained

SADIE TAYLOR

Scribblers, Thalian Dramatic Club, G. A. A.,
Virgiliani, Latin Club, Lunch. Room Staff

Sprightly Talkative

CARL ULRICH

Philo logia

Certainly Useful

LAURINE VAN NESS, "Babe”
Special Chorus, Girls’ Glee Club, G. A. A., Select

Girls’ Chorus

Likeably Versatile

WILLIS G. VINSON

Radio

Wonderfully Vindictive

HELEN ELIZABETH VON OTTE, "Len”

Lunch Room Staff, Kalidasa, Law Club, Basket
Ball

Heartily Vivacious

ROGER VORDENBERG, "Rockey”
Rather Voluminous

CARL FREDERICK WAGNER, "Dutch”
Annual Staff, Astronomy
Ceaselessly Wandering
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DOLORES E. WAGNER, "Dol"
Pythagorean, G. A. A.
Daintily Winsome

CHARLOTTE WALKER, "Shoddie"
Scribblers, French Club

Cordially Wholesome

ELLIS W. WALKER

Orchestra, Band
Erstwhile Wanderer

CLIFFORD E. WARD, "Bud”
Philologia, Special Chorus, Spanish
Ceaselessly Watchful

MARIE WEBER

Kalidasa, Lunch Room StaJJ
Mediaevally Whimsical

ERNST C. WEIER, "Ernie"
Radio, Spanish, Pythagoreans
Exceedingly Well-bred

HAROLD WELSH

Astronomy
Heavily Worded

DOROTHY WHITE, "Dot"

Kalidasa, G. A. A.
Decorously Willful

GLADYS M. WIDMAN

Pythagoreans, Virgiliani
Gravely Winning

NAT WALKER, "Bounse"
Tower News, Lunch Room StaJJ, Annual StaiJ
Natural Worker
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LUCILLE K. WIESE, "Lucy"
Tower News Stajj, Kalidasa, G. A. A.
Loyally Willing

FLORENCE WIOT

Spanish Club
Fascinatingly Whimsical

JOHN R. WILLIAMS, "Johnny"
Boys’ Glee Club
Jubilantly Wide-awake

MARY WOTTRING

Kalidasa

Mischievously Witty

L. MURDOCH WILLIAMS, "Doc"

Masterfully Willful

DOROTHY WULFHORST, "Dot"
Kalidasa, G. A. A., Baseball ’25, Swimming Team

’24, ’25, ’26

Dependably Worthy

’

;
GRACE E. WILLIAMSON, "Sparky" RICHARD YATES, "Dick"

Special Chorus, Spanish Club, Kalidasa, G. A. A. Euclideans
Gleefully Witty Rather Youthful

ROBERT WILSON, "Bob"
Football ’25, Astronomy
Rising Wonder

MABEL YOUNG, "Maybe"
Spanish Club, Girl Scouts] Kalidasa, Special

Chorus, G. A. A.

Marvelously Youthful
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The following members of the Senior class did not have
their pictures taken:

GEDDES BROWN, "Ged”
Euclidean, Cheer Leader, Swimming Team ’25,

’26, ’27
Great Brawn

ARTHUR CLAUDER

Football ’25, ’26, Baseball ’26, ’27
Always Courting

JAMES DAUGHERTY
Pythagorean
Joyously Delving

JOHN DAUGHERTY
Pythagorean
Justly Domineering

ARTHUR FORTWANGLER, "Art"
Orchestra, Band, Baseball ’26
Awfully Foolish

WILLIAM R. MONRO, "Bill"

Wearily Meandering

TOM READ, "Tom"

Pythagorean, Baseball ’27
Terribly Retaliative

KENNETH C. SNOWDEN, "Ken"
Astronomy
Kingly Scholar

GEORGE THOMPSON

Basket Ball ’25, Football ’25, Baseball ’25, ’26,
Track ’26, Astronomy

Generally Thorough

HARRY WILSON

Hard Worker
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Historv of '27
ECALL, Oh you Latin students, that passage from Ovid in which Apollo sat on

his throne surrounded by the days, the months, the years, and the generations.
In much the same position am I, the Spirit of Withrow. Enthroned high in the

heart of each pupil, I am surrounded by countless memories of happy days at Withrow.
You will remember that the seasons stood in the palace of Apollo, each season

typical of the activities of men during its duration. So, also, the seasons stand in my
palace. But Autumn is no longer the season of the harvest, of the crushing of the grapes.
It is the season of football, of crisp, clear days, of hard fought battles, of triumphs on
the field. Winter, still hoary as in the days of Ovid, brings to students at Withrow
innumerable activities: basketball, swimming, dramatics, music, and hard study. Spring
is the season when the young man’s fancy turns to lighter things, and work is neglected
in the joy of warm, beautiful days. Summer brings the crowning event in the life of
every Senior, Commencement, with all its attendant glories and joys.

Now Commencement has come to you crowning the full years which have passed
since first you entered Withrow. How happily you entered then! How gallantly!
The world was yours, you were the world’s: to take or to leave, and you believed it was
to take. “Life is long,” you said.

How swiftly that first year passed. Somehow I think you were different from most
Freshmen. You were not the usual cowering children. No. Quickly you became im¬
bued with that mysterious quality, school spirit. You stood up straight and met the
world with the square look which has won you so many friends.

You were still Freshmen when two sad events occurred. Because of a much re¬

gretted incident, the school was denied the climactical game of a successful football season.
All wore mourning. Then the name of your school was changed. At first you bitterly
opposed this. You said you could never cheer for Withrow as you had for East, that
all your spirit was gone. But you were mistaken. The Withrow Spirit rose triumphant
from the ashes of the departed Spirit of East High, and now I have long been supreme.

During your Sophomore year you lost the ego of the Freshman. In the incoming
class you saw yourself mirrored, and tried to correct the faults thus revealed. You
looked down on the Freshmen as you had been looked down upon when you were Fresh¬
men. How wonderful it was to be a Sophomore!

When your Sophomore year was behind you, and the joys and responsibilities of the
Junior year lay ahead, you responded. The Tower News and Annual claimed your time
and talent. You were charter members of the newly organized Dramatic Club and
year-old Scribblers. The orchestra, the glee clubs, and Special Chorus, the lunchroom
staff, and the various clubs relied on you. You were well represented on that football
team which lost its hard-won championship by a doubtful technicality, and on all the
other teams. You were active in every phase of school life.

Almost before you could realize it you had become Seniors, members of the highest
class in the school, looked up to and deserving of all your honors. For the Senior is the
bulwark of all school activities, and you did not fail to live up to expectations.

The girls founded the Girls Athletic Association, better known as G. A. A., both
to bring greater participation in athletics, and to give greater comradeship and acquaint¬
ance. Worthy aims, indeed!

And now that your Commencement is approaching so rapidly, and your school
days here are almost at a close, you are beginning to realize why the end of your high-
school life is called Commencement instead of Finis. For you are less proud and haughty
now since you know how little you know, and have learned how much there is to learn.

You have been a fine class. You have had athletes who have won records, and
artists who have taken laurels. There are scholars among you, and musicians, writers,
actors, and orators. Many of you will be famous. And I pray that in the moments
of triumph your eyes may grow dim as you lay a bit of the credit on that pure and beau-

' tiful influence which Withrow exerted over you. As one of an endless procession of
classes, you are about to pass out of the life of this school. As for me, “Classes may
come and Classes may go, but I go on forever.’ Bon Voyage.

Katherine Bachman.
Katherine Bartlett.
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Prophecy
NAME HOBBY WANTS TO BE WILL BE

Gest Hodge Football Doctor Masseur
Selma Kroencke Sports Missionary Hockey Champion
Everett Clawson Bassoon Chemist Taffy Puller
Katherine Kouschuetzky. . .Scouting Social Service Worker. . .National Girl Scout

Leader
Art Clauder Athletics Principal Dairyman
Esther Bosse Chattering Botanist Successor to Haggis Bros.
Dorothy Gi esen Reading Journalist Suffragette
Robert Berl Cornet Wrestler Soda Clerk
Lloyd Everhard Drawing Architect Artist
Bob Moore Talking Sailor Pilot on the Island Queen
Eloyse Johnson Dancing Lady of Leisure Judge of Supreme Court
Ruth Hammond Traveling Stick on a horse History Prof, at U. C.
Wm. Reuter Hurdling Dozing Millionaire
Norma Clark Tennis Opera Singer Nurse at John Hopkins
John Daugherty Mathematics Engineer Milkman
Ralph Taurman Sports Coach Dramatic Instructor
Allene Breuer Swimming Skater Sec. Union Central Life

Ins. Co.
Alice Kellerman Athletics Olympian Entrant Premiere Danseuse
Harold Lind Sports Writer Tonsorial Artist
Elizabeth Keller Chasing Butterflies Doctor Fireworks Demonstrator
Pearl Glynn Picking mountain daisies. Big game hunter in

Africa Elevator operator
Daniel Bon bright Track Movie Actor Ticket Taker
Florence Cholmondeley. . . .Talking Fat Lady in side show. .President of Mexico
Mary Smith Books A singer Tragic actress
George Fromhold Dancing Broker Junkman
Naughton Reuter Making friends Artist Vaudeville Actor
Lucille Wiese Drawing Buyer Pres, of Rubber Co.
Alta Odoms Mathematics Chemistry teacher Weather Forecaster
Roberta Hopkins Collecting pins Mousetrap manufacturer .Owner of Chewing Gum

Factory
Bill Mergler Outdoor life Chemical Engineer Soda jerker
Dorothy Bradford Sports Society Editor Arctic explorer
Walter Mussman Fords Bootlegger Revenue officer
Bob Sweeney Eating Get a job from twelve to

one and one hour for
lunch Waiter

Thelma Bray Climbing ladders Hobo .Landscape gardner
Don Gill Athletics Bank Clerk Yegg
Ruth Granger Sports Interior Decorator Radio Announcer
Worth Reis Running Engineer Steeple jack
Dorothy Coleman Sleeping.. To be beautiful Greek teacher
Esther Strittmatter Chewing gum English teacher Boss of the house
Charlotte Walker Music Mephisto in Faust Piano tuner
Henry Babbs Reading Big Business Man Balloonist
Betty Foy Flirting Director of Charm School. Independent Spinster
Pierpoint Helwig Brunettes Architect Conductor
Kenneth Schmid Sports Beat World's Champion.Truck Driver
Gladys Widman Running Tight rope walker Life Insurance agent
Margaret Fry Selling shoe strings Teacher so she can make

out exams Peanut vendor
Bill Rippey Chewing gum Business manager of

Wrigley's Stenographer
Virginia Stone Dancing Trained nurse Undertaker
Robert Putman Managing Business Executive Can stacker
Frances Gibbons. Studying School teacher Sheik Rub-a-Dub-Dub's

favorite wife
Maurice Raquet Tennis Psychologist Superintendent at Long¬

view
Dorothy White Tennis Private secretary Ventriloquist
William Bell Electricity ,. . . .Actor Stagehand
Don Haynes Latin Musician Lawyer
Florence Schmalhorst Deep-sea diving Lady of leisure Famous Hiker
May Belle Fry Driving Chauffeur Instructor in Sign Lan¬

guage

John Galloway Dancing .Business Man Fencing Master
Ed Lotz Music. Beethoven's successor. . .Paul Whiteman's
Tom Read Athletics Pugilist Movie star
Mary Games Swimming Physical Education Secretary of Dept, of

Instructor Education
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NAME HOBBY WANTS TO BE WILL BE

Lincoln Seelig
Doris Berman
Virginia Botley

Eva M. Garnette. . . .

Alice Mae Berning. .

Ellis Walker
Betty Morton
Margaret Morton. . .

Elbert Hecker
Margaret Schuck. . . .

Oliver Dresbacii
Maurice Moonitz. . . .

Murdock Williams. . .

Eleanor Hatton
James Daugherty. . . .

Bob Courtney
June Murray
Roger Vordenberg. ..

Genevieve Seibel. . . .

Charles Moeller. . . .

Grace Williamson. . .

Ci-ias. Hagen
John Williams
Dorothy Neal
Louis Hornberger. . .

Alma Feldhaus
Mina Belle Levi
Carl Wagner
Grace Nichols

Fred Ott
Kathryn Golden.
George Eiche !.
Gertrude Brunner. .

Ralph Sargent
Ruth Hershey
Ernst Weier

Ilse Lehman
Jimmie Dodd
Dorothy Hutchinson
Carl Roush
Allene Lykens

Eddy Burroughs
Elizabeth Peoples. . .

Marjorie Short
Dorothy McCrone ...

Rog Drackett
Marie Weber

Jack Coughlin

Lillian Gardner. . ..

J ean Handy
Florence Wiot
Robert Mayer

Catherine Ludlow. ..

Bob Wilson
Clifford Ward
Lillian Lindahl
Garnet Davis
Vera Sherwood
Philip Gain

Daisy Smith
Helen Von Otte. . . .

Lillian Stayton
Eleanor Patten. . . .

Howard Kline
Willis Vinson

Cars Governor Settlement Worker
Flirting Cow Girl Famous Gold Digger
Debating To float across the Eng¬

lish Channel Dean of U. C.
Reading Authoress Lion tamer
Perfecting alibis High Jumper Ambassador to Spain
Music Architect Cartoonist
Diving Flutist *. Ballet Dancer
Athletics Wealthy Modiste
Brunettest South American Explorer. Stoker
Athletics Newspaper Editor Cub Reporter
Handy Mechanics Agriculturist Big Butter and Egg Man
Sports Musician .Usher at Symphony Con¬

certs
Music Attorney-at-Law Bailiff
Smiling Prima Donna Telephone Operator
Baseball Undecided Artist
Duck Hunting Waffle Magnate Umbrella Man
Baseball An old Maid. . Baseball Reporter
Radio Mechanical Engineer... .Kitchen Mechanic
Basketball Manager of a Tea Room . Big game chaser
Camping Professional Musician. . . Surdo's successor
Driving a Car Astronomer Insurance Collector
Everything Naval Architect Deck Swabber
Collections Druggist Paint Mixer
Swimming Pearl Diver Senator from Iowa
Poultry Raising Business Man Prize-fighter
Music Business Woman Football coach
Dancing Thin Dress Designer
Anything but studying. .Good M. D Horse Doctor
Dancing Accomplished piano

player Composer
Hard Studying Certified Accountant... .Time-keeper
Writing Architect News Correspondent
Music Spank the Ivories. .... .Piano Tuner
Hockey Bridge Expert Mountain Climber
Little Bit of Everything. Mechanical Engineer.... Corporation Lawyer
Keeping quiet Radio Announcer Lecturer

. Extemporaneous
Speaking Electrical Engineer Movie Actor

. Reading Domestic Rose Specialist
Basketball A second Ted Lewis. . . .Drummer Boy

, Studying Librarian Latin teacher
Making good friends. . . .M. D Veterinary

, Dancing Golf Professional Chauffeur of a sight¬
seeing coach

, Sport Leader Milliner
.Drawing Artist Editor of Woman's Page

. Orchestra work Cornet player Comedienne
, Swimming Business Woman Doctor
.Studying Grammar. . . . .To get 100 in exam Janitor
.Silence Lecturer on a Chau¬

tauqua program Sale Crier
.Working with young

men Y. M. C. A. Secretary. . .Circus Clown
. Parties Domestic Science teacher. Stenographer
.Talking Successful Playwright.. .Will raise geese
. Collecting Stamps Stenographer Tea Room Manager
. Monkeying with Radio

and Chemicals Chemical Engineer Chinese General
. Giggling Balloonist Trapeze performer
.Sleeping Secretary of State Mayor of Chicago
.Looking wise To be wise Ben Turpin the Second
. Sewing Art collector Historian
.Discussions Prima Donna Second Marion Talley
. Canoeing Magazine Illustrator.... Milliner
.Dodging Detention. ,. . .Live to see the next Ses-

quicentennial Deep Sea Diver
. Camping. . Cook Teacher of Greek
. Basketball Stenographer Latin Tutor
.Dancing Channel Swimmer Pianist in a theatre
. Reading Good Private Secretary.. Banker
. Catching Flies Dog Catcher Joker
.Explosives and

Chemicals Chemical Engineer Tattooed Man
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NAME HOBBY WANTS TO BE

Virginia Arata

Vernon Korb
Marie Foertmeyer. .

Janet Meyer
Bill Crawford
Kathryn Postler. . .

Harold Ballman. . . .

Bill Monro. .

Janice Hoxie
Katherine Bachman.
Katherine Bartlett

Johnny Bacon
Eleanor Stickel. . . .

Margaret Miller. ..

Marjorie Ford
Albert Herweii

Leanore Piper
Irwin Bettman
Margaret Hunt
Maratta Burkhardt

Lillian Condon

Marion Deschler. . .

Nellie Fowler.
Bill Kinder
Bill Biondi

Calr Schwenkmeyer
Blanche Flinn

Sid Mullikin

Laurine Van Ness. .

Lateure Kendall. . .

Jane Hoffman

Myra Maxner

Arthur Fortwangler

J. Pressler
Jeanette Parvin
Robert Otto
Ross Lance
Sylvia Stanton
Nat Walker

Edith Otte
Walter Greife
Clara Hawkins
Sadie Taylor
Donald Stiers
Edna Sponseller

Mary Fagin
Howard Stewart
Cathryn Mathis
Charlotte Milligan.
Murray Elstun

Mary Wottring
William Haynes
Helen Adams

Victor Lowe

Emanuel Korb
Ken Snowden
Bernard Christopher

WILL BE

.Dancing Private Secretary Aviator for Lunken Air¬
port

.Photography What Boy Scout Executive
. Swimming Librarian Salvation Army Leader.Tennis Costume Designer Ford Demonstrator
. Sleeping Nightwatchman Doorman

. Playing the Piano Musician Music teacher

. Radio Chemist Tramp

.Studying Traveling Salesman Lighthouse Keeper
Dancing . .Designer.

. Bridge Poet....

. Joking Novelist.

. Circus Performer
. Governor of Ohio
.Latin Tutor for College

Boards
■ Music Dentist Boogie Man
■ Playing Tea Party Perfume Manufacturer. .Winner of Sleeping Con¬

test
Swimming Interior Decorator Commercial Artist
Dancing Dietitian Bareback Rider
Electricity. Manager of G. E. Labor¬

atories Lamp Lighter
. Painter Designer Illustrator
Bowling To hold five Aces Gas-meter Reader
Talking Young and Single Lunchroom Supervisor
Dancing Ventriloquist Teacher in mountains of

Kentucky
Reading the Dictionary. .Contributor to Judge ~ ~. Radio Operator on Levia¬

than
. Congressman
.Manager of Pin Factory
. Track Star

Tennis Bootlegger.
Sneezing Buyer for exclusive shop .

Radio Electrical Engineer . .

Saving Pennies Live in Washington,
D. C Senate Page

Tennis Chemist Patent Medicine MagnateHorseback Riding Chinese Laundress A„ Dictator (2nd Musso¬
lini)

Basketball Loafer Chorus Girl with "Fresh
Painters”

Swimming Bookkeeper Trapezist in Johnson's
Circus'

Machinist Engineering Sheik
Stamp Collecting Douglas Fairbanks

Rival Actress
Drinking Tea Botanist Tight-rope Walker on

Keith Circuit
Going out with Blondes. Marry the best looking

Blonde Bachelor
Gymnastics Salesman Baby Movie Star
Jumping Rope Surgeon Undertaker
Reading Bareback Rider Printer
Tennis What? Bat Boy
High-Jumping Bookkeeper Ambulance Driver
Writing To be connected with

State or National For¬
estry Dept Carpenter

Dancing Architect Civics teacher
Blondes or Brunettes... . Chef Latin teacher
Walking Magazine Agent Housewife
Books Detective Steeple Jack
Photography Doctor Dentist
Swimming Traveler Elevator Girl in Union

Central Bldg.
Laughing Follies Girl Ballet Dancer
Sports Electrical Engineer Concrete Mixer
Sewing School teacher Baker
Eating Fat Thin
Catching Whales To beat the Prince of

' Wales' time Jockey
Playing Piano Serious Insurance Collector
Hunting Lawyer Crap Shooter
Reading Prestidigitator.

Bumming Have a line like Mr.
Horton

Playing African Golf. . . .To be ambitious
Tennis Architect
Reading Bootlegger

.Tight-rope Walker for
Barnum & Bailey

. Toreador

.Shepherd

. Porter
. Collar Ad Man
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NAME HOBBY WANTS TO BE WILL BE

Ruth Staley
Dorothy Wulfhorst. .

Edith Parry
Edna Meier
Merle Hopper
Wesley Broadhurst. ..

Mabel Young
Emily Ferger
Monte Stewart

Jewel Litz
Martha Davis
Malcolm Elam

Dorothy Bertermann.
Howard Callahan. . . .

H E RMAN NI ED ERMEYER .

Ralph Johansman
Ada Laymon

Jeanne Mahl
Marvin Ralston
Mildred Nichols
Norbert Cochran

Elizabeth Jones

Lester Covert

Virginia Landen

Marjorie Dunn

Anna Long
Johnny Crone
Marjorie Ann Noe. . . .

William Fetick

Mary Elizabeth Evers

Dale Bogart
Melzin Lorenz
Francis Russell
Hermine Harte
Louise Kyle
Isabel Johnson
Ed Herweh
Dolores Wagner
Leora Straka
Charles Hohnstine. . .

Jack Halsey
Esther Rogers
Anna Bartruff

Ed Fern
Mildred Molloy
Stewart Bennett
Jeannette Clark

Ruth Sickinger
Dorothea Johnson. . . .

Willard Groene
Lillian BauxMring
Francis Lilie
Elizabeth Moncrief. .

Birdie Small
Nellie Mae Beam
George Rose
Evelyn Brock

Florence Conners. . . .

Fred Sciiarringhausen
Miriam Green

Sports Dress Designer Fashion Model
Playing with Indians. .. .Interior Decorator Chemist
Horseback Riding Nurse Doctor's Wife
Dancing Cheer Leader Basket Ball Coach
Radio Engineer Wrestler
Camping Chemical Engineer Dough Mixer
Wearing Earrings Social Worker Storekeeper
Studying Chautauqua Performer. .Night Watchman
Radio President of Electrical

concern Lineman
Painting China Painter Dancing teacher
Reducing Photographer Tennis Champion
Catching Polar Bears in

Florida Sheik Dog Catcher
Reading Social Service Worker. . . Jewelry Designer
Riding Busses Bus Driver.
Shortcircuiting Power To quote formulae

Lines correctly
Redheads Movie Sheik
Dancing Travelling Companion..

Motorman

Barber
Humorist
Proprietor of a Fish

Hatcherv
Owner of a Gift Shop
Hod Carrier

Drawing Private Secretary..
Sports Architect
Walking Kindergarten teacher. . .Antique Collector
Hunting, Fishing, and

Camping Chemical Engineer Incineration Expert
Driving To drive around the Auto Demonstrator in

world Sahara
Channel Swimming Mattress Maker—easy to

lie down on the job. . .Mailman
. Hockey Realtor Basket Ball Coach at

Western

Hiking Nurse Author of Dunn's Book
of Etiquette

Touring Sculptor Architect
Pole Vaulting Champion Vaulter Miner
Writing A Reader Radio Announcer
Tennis Lawyer Caretaker at Hyde Park

Courts

Catching Lightning Bugs. Cartoonist Interpreter for Tourists
in France

Music Song Writer .Feline Trapper
Reading Bond Saleswoman Lawyer
Photography Chemical Engineer Teacher
Hope Chest First Lady of Land President of Nicaraugua
Painting In charge of Tea Room..Taxi Cab Driver
N. R Queen of England Beauty Shop Proprietress
Banging on a Piano Temperance Worker. . . .Ambassador to Siam
Riding Architect Ziegler Follies of 1940
Broad-jumping Typist Champion Chess Player
Making Jewelry Be a Jeweler Blacksmith
Music and Astronomy.. .Symphony Horn Player . Ice Man
Classical Dancing Stenographer Travelling Salesman
Eating Pharmacist Internationally known

Geologist
Drawing Artist Steam Fitter
Arts and Crafts Screen Star Ballet Dancer
Playing Pool Millionaire Rag Man
Driving a Ford Deep Sea Diver Representative to

Congress
Photography School Marm : . . .Florist
Painting Interior Decorator Modern Juliet
.Astronomy Star Gazer Bank President
Dress Making Florist Missionary to China
Sleeping in Class City Manager Policeman
.Uniforms Private Secretary Feminine lead in Abie's

Irish Rose
. Reading Organist Flapjack turner at Childs
Star Gazing Elephant Trainer Gym teacher at Withrow’

. Riding Professor Policeman

.Music Concert Violinist Dietitian at Chow Chow
House

. Hockey Lawyer Botanist studying flora
of S. A.

Drums Bookkeeper Senator
. Dancing Kindergarten teacher. . . Policeman
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NAME HOBBY WANTS TO BE WILL BE

Gladys Cowperthwaite .

James Broadston.
Mildred Hartsock
Nedra Kf.stel
Mary Elizabeth Cramer
Helen Grosse

Dorothy Chambers

Dorothy Haubrock
Ged Brown
Florence Kirkpatrick. .

Fred Hoffman
Dave Tashman
Ruth Cunningham
Elmer Beamer
Fred Fleig
Wanda Foerster
Marie Mieth
William McCord
Dorothy Horton
Dorothy Kerschner. . . .

Ralph Chapman
Bob Kerschner
Helen Appleton

Clara Holden
Paul Stoner
Marie Grauten
Virginia Morse

M. Corbly
L. E. Duvall
Frank Horton
Francis King
Bessie McDermott
James B. Roberts
George Thompson.
C. Ulrich

Harold Welsh
R. Yates
R. Zanone
W. Ziegler

Swimming Symphony Conductor.. . Prosecuting Attorney of
St. Louis

Mechanics... Electrical Expert Bell Boy
The Movies President of Y. W. C. A.. Train Caller
Studying Chemist Spanish teacher
Acting Chorus Girl Head of police in Chicago
Baseball Good (?) Stenographer. .Custodian of Rogue's

Gallery
Washing Dishes Dish Manufacturer Foreign Buyer for

Lawton’s
Dreaming Alpine Guide Census Taker
Victrolas Strong Man Ribbon Clerk
Drawing Artist Candy Maker
Sleeping.- , Pullman Porter R. R. Magnate
Football Editor Weatherman
Deciphering Phonetics.. .Irish Emancipator Wealthy Cotton Grower
Girls Engineer Optician
Baseball President Revenue Officer
Orchestra Work . .Tea Room Hostess. ... .A famous Cellist
Reading Shakespeare.. . . Publicity Agent........ Dramatic Critic
Food Sleep 24 Hours Night Watchman
Discussing Life Famous Soap-box Orator
Hiking Librarian Civil Service Worker
Music French teacher Janitor
Music Study Medicine Hospital Superintendent
Preening. . . . : Banker Champion Pancake

Turner
Purses Retired Business Woman. Secretary-
Collecting Coins. Treasurer of U. S Explorer
Acting Secretary to a Broker. . .Editor of College Humor
Trying on shoes. ...... .Opera Star . .Manager of Pogue's

Beauty Parlor
Talking. .Violinist .Skating Demonstrator
Day-dreaming Food Sampler Diet Instructor
Music . . . . .Athletic Instructor. . . . .School teacher
Hiking Librarian Minister to Japan
Swimming .Explorer Preacher
Reading Executive Clown
Rabbit hunting Game Warden Truant Officer
Zoology .Prehistoric Animal

Hunter Butcher
Walking Cross Country Hiker.. . .Floorwalker
R. Yates Model for Collar Ad. . . .Modiste
You Guess Engineer Flap-jack Turner
Smiling Actor Scene Shifter
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Our City Government m 1940
(Elected by Popularity Contest)

FIRST ROW (left to right)—
William Biondi, City Manager,
Ralph Taurman, Mayor,
Ed Fern, Vice-Mayor,
William Rippey, Chief of Police,
Alice Kellerman, Superintendent of Schools.

SECOND ROW—

June Murray, Safety Director,
Bud Rose,
Bob Courtney,
Virginia Morse,
John Crone,
Naughton Reuter,
Ruth Cunningham,
Dorothy Neal,
Robert Kerschner,
Doris Berman, Weather Forecaster.

THIRD ROW:
Murray Elstun, Health Officer,
William Crawford, Building Inspector,
Betty Moncrief, Park Commissioner,
Dorothy Coleman, Food Inspector,
Art Clauder, Fire Chief.

Coiuicilmen
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James Dolbey, President Clover Hoy, Vice-Pre.r.
Alice White, Secretary Ai.len Lishawa, Treasurer
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J umors

a
HE third act is over. The play is well made; a little drama, a little tragedy, a
little farce and a great deal of comedy—all so skillfully blended that a perfect
unity of action is obtained. The actors, too, are splendid. Each acts just as

his part demands. There is no affectation or self-consciousness, except where the plot
calls for such characteristics. Even the absence of a villain does not decrease the interest.

As for the scenery, it is past description, for it is our own Withrow.
And the actors, the critics, and the spectators are ourselves.

Do you remember the first act?
The genial Wyatt McCall was captain of the football team. Robert Roose, the tall

and saturnine, was editor of the News. Shorty Applegate performed on the lunchroom
cash register.

We were only utterly insignificant Freshmen, of no importance to anybody but our¬
selves and the teachers who were afflicted with us. Nevertheless that first act was most
important, for the multitude of characters was introduced and adjusted, and the “stars”
began to shine. By the time the intermission came the play was proceeding smoothly.

The second act opened quietly enough, but there was soon plenty of excitement.
The actors had gained confidence and skill. We had graduated from mere tyros into
accomplished young Thespians. The ripe fruit and senescent eggs of higher criticism
were no longer thrown at us. In fact, we not only amplified our roles, but began to do
a bit of criticizing ourselves. The dramatic interest was strong in the second act. There
was the Hughes game and the tensity immediately following. There was the basketball
and baseball and a hundred other interesting things.

Again the intermission, and again the rising of the curtain for another act, every
bit as entertaining and surprising as the first two. Everything was preparing for the
climax. Even the great football game, still the high point of interest, was a tie, and
the decision remains suspended. Unfortunately, basketball, excepting for the indis¬
pensable faculty game, did not appear. The other sports were left, though, and the
studies.

Oh, those studies! And oh, the students who wrestled with them! Would that we
could write in full the saga of those despotic lessons, so innocent without, so treacherous
in fact.

Take, for instance, Physics and his malodorous cousin, Chemistry. They were
cute little playmates, always rolling big formulas across the stage, or reciting ten step
experiments.

Third year Mathematics was another engaging chappy. His genial remarks about
polyhedrons and other unspellable things brought shrieks and roars from the students.

Cicero’s —thousandth appearance before the younger generation was marked by
furrowed brows and an increased respect for Roman air pressure.

We may safely assume that French and Spanish history was read as it was never
read before and as it will probably never be read again.

The stenography classes put on a little magic stunt, turning vocabularies to pot¬
hooks, and vice-versa.

The household arts girls had a peaceful year, except once when a careless maiden
dropped a biscuit through the floor of a corridor and stunned a painter in the hall below.

We finished Macbeth, Macbeth finished the year, and the year (in English at least)
very nearly finished us. What with climbing water-slides, dodging ghosts in West¬
minster Abbey, and watching the British peasantry going to the dogs, we had a pretty
strenuous time.

So it went, now a bouquet from the history teacher, then a subpoena from Mr.
Surdo. One day we had first lunch, the next day we ate spinach.

We don’t know just what the fourth act will bring, but we are sure that it will be
a fitting climax. With a setting that is always growing more beautiful, with the ad¬
vantage of a spontaneous and original plot, and with a cast composed of that apotheo¬
sized type of actor known as a “senior”, the play cannot help but succeed.

James Golden, ’28.
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Sophomores
E, the giddy "Sophs” who returned to the Halls of Learning after an enjoyable
vacation devoid of home work, were different persons from the shrinking “Freshies”
who slunk timidly into the auditorium in 1925. We felt that our salad days were

o’er. We faced the world with a confidence born of previous successes and looked
forward to the coming year with the eagerness of explorers sailing uncharted seas. Our
anticipations were not entirely unfulfilled.

Looking back in retrospect over our checkered sophomore careers, we see that
much has been accomplished in the way of athletics. One of the striking events of the
season was the girls’ interclass swimming meet in which the sophomores covered them¬
selves with glory, needing only ten more points to take third place.

We shall point out with pride in after years, that the Girls Athletic Association was
born during our sophomore year. We have tenderly fostered its care and development
and will relinquish it to our successors a ‘‘Bigger and Better Baby.”

Several of our classmates are members of the football squad which is to establish
the Cornell Cup finally and firmly in Withrow’s trophy case in 1927.

We perceive that everyone has successfully weathered the examination brainstorms
and is making for port with all possible celerity and full intellectual steam ahead.

Withrow expects every man to do his duty. We must not allow our native modesty
to lead us to believe that we are not included in that statement. Some of us may feel
that the duty is an unpleasant one but its path lies straight before us. Are we, even as
sophomores, exerting our utmost efforts to equal and excel the high standard set us by
our predecessors? After all, our own commencement is but two years distant and
beyond it lie still more worlds to conquer. When we are seniors it will be too late to
begin those achievements for which we are to be so celebrated even after our departure.
If we did not begin our ambitious preparations last year we are beginning none too soon
now. Withrow is the youngest in years of the Cincinnati high schools. Let us en¬
deavor to make her an infant prodigy.

When we graduate in 1929 we should leave Withrow not only none the worse, but
a great deal better for our sojourn in it.

Mary Helen LaRue, ’29.
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Linoleum Block by Ed. Fern, '27
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Freshmen

MAKE way; oh Upperclassmen! Make way! The Freshmen of '27 are coming!Let all see and hear! In September a haughty “Soph” would argue, “Oh, what
are Freshies anyway. Nothing, but a small bundle of childish innocence, in short

skirts, knee pants, and long curls. They are sly, silly, creatures, who never will grow
up. Poor kids!”

Oh! No, Upperclassmen! You are not speaking of the Freshmen of '27; you are
speaking of yourselves when you were Freshmen.

When we first entered Withrow we looked upon it in awe and wonder, hoping that
we too, might someday, be a part of that great institution. We have gone through the
mill, for we have been laughed at, jeered at, and teased until we are about ready to end
it all, but who has won that battle? The Freshmen!

We used to hurry through the corridors with our proud heads hung low with fear
that some older student might shout, “Oh! You Freshie!” But, those days are gone
forever.

We wondered then how the other students ever got to their classes. They never
had to hurry; they never got their room numbers and periods mixed up; they never lost
their programs either, but we see it all now, learned classmen. We no longer gawk
in wonder at the students who never take books home, for we are not going to be, “Those
Green Freshies,” with two armloads of books much longer. No, we fit in just as well
as you do now. Today a dumb freshie addresses a learned senior as, “Sir,” or “Madame,”
but tomorrow ours will be the pleasure of the “Sirs,” or “Mesdames.”

We in time will grow in stature, our minds will be broadened, and you will see that
we will be able to fill the large gap left by the graduating classes most perfectly.

We will strive hard to carry on the school’s activities, and overcome its problems
as well or even better than you have in the past. We will do our best to make Withrow
a bigger and better school. Yes, step aside, Withrow-upperclassmen. Make way! We
are coming, five hundred strong, draped in our flying green colors. Make way!

Dorothy Jane Baker, '30.

MT. ADAMS
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Publications in Cincinnati
HEN one thinks of the publications in Cincinnati, it is quite natural that one
should turn to those of the past as well as those of the present. It is quite inter¬
esting to trace them up to the present day. The first newspaper in Cincinnati was

established in the autumn of 1793 in a little printing office at the corner of Front and
Sycamore Streets. Here, under the leadership of William Maxwell, second postmaster
in Cincinnati, the first number of “The Sentinel of the North-Western Territory” was
printed. The motto of this paper was “Open to all parties, but influenced by none.”
In the summer of 1796 Maxwell sold his paper to Edmund Freeman who changed the
name of the paper to “Freeman’s Journal.” The contents of this paper are of curious
interest to us who are accustomed to have the news of the whole world served to us

daily. The foreign intelligence, chiefly from France, was many months old. There
was some correspondence from the east about American conditions. A few items con¬
cerned Cincinnati. A striking part of the paper were the advertisements—such as
rewards for deserters from the army, notices of runaway wives whose debts husbands
declared they were not responsible for, and notices of runaway slaves. There were

frequent news items concerning Indians and their doings. In 1799 the first issue of
the “Western Spy” and “The Hamilton Gazette” was printed. Its editor was Joseph
Carpenter who came from Massachusetts to Cincinnati. The news service had begun
to improve by this time. News from France was served up only two months and a
half old. From New York it was aged about twenty days and from Washington about
a week old.

From about 1800 on there were a great many newspapers and magazines in Cin¬
cinnati. In 1804 there was issued the “Liberty Hall” and “Cincinnati Mercury” by
the Reverend John W. Browne. In the year 1826 there were nine newspapers in this
city. In 1833 the “Western Monthly Magazine” was founded by Judge James Hall.
“The Western Christian Advocate,” founded in 1834, was edited by Reverend T. A.
Morris. This paper is one of the strongest of the religious journals of the country, pub¬
lished by the Methodist Book Concern. Eli Taylor, for six years, beginning in 1836,
edited the “Family Magazine.” The “Chronicle” appeared daily in 1839 with Benjamin
Drake and Edward Mansfield as its chief writers. The direct ancestor of the present
“Times-Star” was published in 1840 under the name of the "Spirit of the Times.” Its
name, however, later was changed to the “Daily Times.”

The publishing and selling of books began very early in the history of Cincinnati.
Lexington, Kentucky, was in advance of this community with a printing press and a
newspaper. But in the matter of publishing books Cincinnati was probably ahead of
Kentucky and was certainly in advance of all other places in the Northwest Territory.
Cincinnati was the main source of supply of books for Michigan, Western Pennsyl¬
vania, Virginia, and a considerable part of the south. In February, 1903, the Robert
Clarke Company, important publishers, lost its entire plant in the disastrous Pike Opera
House fire, but at once began reprinting their numerous publications’ which consisted
mostly of historical works and law books. This company was the first to import books
to any considerable extent from Europe to the Ohio Valley. The Methodist Book
Concern, with headquarters in Cincinnati, is a very successful publishing plant and
has also in Cincinnati one of the city’s best book stores. Other important publishers
of today are the Standard Publishing Co., the Scudder Brothers Co., the John Church
Co., the Aldine Co., the Henderson Lithographing Co., the Gibson Art Co., and the
Western Magazine Publishing Co.

After having traced the publications of long ago up to the present time, we may
now turn to the important newspapers of this day and age. The four most important-
newspapers of this day are the “Times-Star,” the “Post,” the “Commercial Tribune,”
and the “Enquirer.” The plant of the “Times-Star,” an evening paper of large circu¬
lation, is situated on the northeast corner of Sixth and Walnut Streets. It has for its
leader Charles P. Taft, brother of W. H. Taft, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.
The “Post,” founded in 1880, is one of a number of Scnpps-McRae papers published
in several large cities of the country. The “Cincinnati Commercial Tribune,” was
founded in 1843 by Mr. Curtis and Mr. Hastings. I n 1902 a large building on the
east side of Walnut Street between Fifth and Sixth Streets was especially constructed
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for the use of “The Commercial Tribune." The publishing of the paper is now done
on Pioneer Street near Broadway. “The Enquirer" is descended from the “Phoenix
Company" which had been founded by the famous Moses Dawson. It is democratic in
politics, purveys news on a large scale, and is said to have had a wider circulation than
any other paper published outside of New York City. A new building is now being
built on Vine Street between Sixth and Seventh Streets. This structure, with all its
modern equipment, when completed will be a marvelous improvement for the “Enquirer"
and also the city of Cincinnati.

We have considered all the other newspapers, but have not as yet thought of our
own “Withrow Tower News." It costs only five cents, is issued every two weeks, and
accepts articles from all pupils. Have you ever stopped to estimate the number of
advantages this paper offers us? If you have, you have found them a large number,
I am sure. It gives us all news concerning the school and its various activities. It
offers us fine art and humor. It supplies us with knowledge of the alumni and their
doings. It furnishes interesting and inspiring editorials and also information as to
“Who’s Who at Withrow." It informs us in regard to other schools and their various
activities. It affords us help in our studies. By the latter is meant the help given us
by the inspiring and stimulating editorials in the Tower News.

Therefore we think we have ample reason to be proud of our “Tower News" as
well as of the other publications of our City of Cincinnati.

Dorothy Bradford.

VIEW FROM PRICE HILL Courtesy of Camera Club of Cincinnati



 



The Annual Staff
HE Withrow Annual, published each year, represents the work of the senior class
of that year. The editors—a boy and a girl—and a business manager are selected
by the entire class from a list of candidates nominated by petition, each petition

having the signatures of at least twenty-five members of the class. Two faculty ad¬
visers, appointed by the principal, supervise the preparation of the material for the
Annual. The addition members of the Annual Staff are appointed to their positions
by the editors and the faculty advisers.

It is the ambition of each Annual Staff to produce an Annual entirely unlike any
one that has preceded it, and yet maintain or raise the high standards that the earlier
Annuals have set. With this idea always in mind, the staff of the nineteen twenty-
seven Annual began its task.

We had only to begin our work to realize that a difficult task confronted us. Not
all our ideas were original, and many that were original were not suitable. The per¬
sistent efforts on the part of the whole staff finally won out, and our city, Cincinnati,
was chosen for the theme of this book.

After the theme was selected the literary and art features claimed the most promi¬
nent places in the field of attention. In order to create a greater interest in these de¬
partments of the Annual and to make it really a work of the senior class, a new plan of
contributions was adopted. Instead of appointing one person to write on a given topic,
such as "Education in Cincinnati,” the Staff submitted all topics open for competition.
The teachers in the department of English gave valuable assistance in selecting from
all those compositions submitted, those which they considered the most suitable for
their positions in the Annual.

With the theme of the Annual, "Cincinnati,” it was only appropriate that we dedi¬
cate the book to one who has done so much for our city in the past year and a half—
Colonel Sherrill. He very kindly gave us permission to do so and as a result his photo¬
graph and his greeting appear in the front of this book.

After much hard work on the part of the staff and especially the part of Mr. Fieger,
to whom must go most of the credit for the production of this book, this nineteen twenty-
seven Annual was produced in which Cincinnati reigns supreme from cover to cover.

Editors: Elizabeth Peoples, Naughton Reuter.
Assistant Editors: Virginia Morse, Marion

Deschler.
Art Editor: Ed Fern.
Business Manager: Robert Putman.
Assistant Business Manager: Bill Rippey.
Personals: Anna Long, Mina Belle Levi, Alice

Mae Berning, Irwin Bettman, Albert
Herweh.

Class History: Katherine Bachman, Katherine
Bartlett.

Organizations: Alice Kellerman, William
Fetich.

Music: Jean Handy.

Athletics: Boys—Ralph Taurman; Girls—Doro¬
thy Neal.

Humor: Robert Moore, Genevieve Sie'bel,
Nat Walker.

Subscriptions: Elmer Beamer, Nellie Mae Beam,
Daniel Bonbright, Maurice Raquet.

Advertising: Roger Drackett, John Galloway,
Gest Hodge, Carl Wagner.

Typing: Ada Laymon, Eloyse Johnson, (Joan
Appel, '28).

Advisers: Miss Swineford, Mr. Fieger.
Art Advisers: Miss Green, Miss Cook.
In Charge of Typing: Miss Corcoran, Miss

Schneider.
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Tower News
ijOWER News has many things to consider in its final word to the student body.

The paper has shown much better financial returns than formerly and we feel
this has been due to the co-operation of the students and faculty. The

many contributions have been of much benefit to the staff. Tower News wishes to
take this opportunity to thank the members of the staff for their unselfish work and
unswerving loyalty to the paper throughout the year.

Much praise and gratitude is due to Miss Stoehr for the fine and sympathetic way
in which she has guided the policies of the paper.

4

Jerome Barnum
Ed Fern
Naugiiton Reuter

Editors tn charge:
Rutii Cunningham
Murray Elstun

News Editor:

Wii.ton Mergler

Reporters:
Virginia Botley

. Gladys Cowperthwaite
. Martha Davis
Oliver Dresbach
Henry Babbs

Florence Kirkpatrick
Robert Kershner
Richard Lampkin

Betty Moncrief

Chas. A. Mueller
I/Aura Saunders
Nat Walker
Robert Firestone

Girts Athletics:

Virginia Foy

Florence Sciimalhorst

Business Manager:
George Rose

Fiction:

James Golden

Dinky Dodo’s Diary:
Sue Dreutzer
Leonard Spiegel

Clubs:

Irvin Bettman

Humor:

Jack Coughlin
William Crawford

Exchange:
Marie Grauten

ProoJ:
James Broadston

Copy:
Katherine Kouschuetzky
Dorothy McCrone
Edna Meier
Lucille Wiese

Genevieve Seibel

Boys Athletics:
William Biondi
William Hawley

Faculty Adinser:
Flora E. Stoehr

Scribblers
(Group picture on page 86)

UT of the junior and senior girls, twenty are chosen who have been recommended
by the teachers as having some special ability in writing. These form Scribblers,
a literary club. The meetings, which are held twice every month, feature

programs which consist of stories, poems, and essays written by the members.
The Tower Book, a great help to Freshmen particularly, is written and compiled

by the Scribblers. The purpose of the book is, mainly, to outline the activities, stand¬
ards, and traditions of Withrow, with helpful hints for new pupils and visitors.

President, Dorothy Neal; Vice-President, Sue Dreutzer; Secretary, Katherine
Bartlett; Treasurer, Lucille Puckett; Faculty Adviser, Miss Meredith.
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Libraries
TTEMPTS to establish a library in Cincinnati were made in 1802, but the Circu¬
lating Library was not opened until August, 1814. In 1821, the Apprentices
Library was formed. The two were consolidated in 1837. They had no funds

except from donations and fines and no fixed location until 1852, when the books were
placed in the Ohio Mechanics Institute at Sixth and Vine. In 1853, the Ohio School
Library was opened. In 1856, it was merged with other collections. A tax was not
levied regularly until 1867, when the name Public Library of Cincinnati was adopted.
In 1870, the library was moved to its present building on Vine between Sixth and
Seventh. The library was controlled by the Board of Education until 1898, when,
by a new law, the hbrary was made free to all residents of Hamilton County. The
library trustees were given full control.

The main library contains what is probably the most valuable collection of books
in any public library west of the Alleghenies. In the Art Rooms are books on art,
architecture, costumes, pictures, stereoscopic views, and musical scores; in the Useful
Arts Room, scientific books and magazines, especially those on electricity, chemistry,
and all kinds of manufacture; in the Study Room, encyclopedias, atlases, law books,
and many reference books in which can be found answers to questions on a great variety
of subjects; in the Civics Room, books and clippings on social topics; in the Children’s
Room are to be found the best books for boys and girls of all ages; good stories and
books to help with school work, home duties, and sports. An adjoining room is for
teachers, where there are model collections of books for classroom libraries and the
courses of study used in schools of the principal cities of the United States.

The Public Library serves not only the city but all Hamilton County through its
main library and its system of branches, deposit stations, school, traveling, home, and
playground libraries. The main building is located so close to the heart of the city
that it is used by busy people during the lunch hour.

Nine branch libraries are housed in separate buildings large enough to include
auditoriums and smaller club rooms. Thirteen smaller branches are located in rented
store rooms and in school houses. All have permanent book collections supplemented
by a delivery service from the main library and a system of loans which keeps the smaller
libraries up-to-date and masses books on one subject where they are most needed.

The principal work of the Public Library of Cincinnati is reference work. Manu¬
facturers, lawyers, chemists, clergymen, teachers, members of debating clubs, and
women's clubs are all helped. The aid given the local industries through the files of
technical books and magazines, perhaps alone, repays the total cost of the library.

The Library is giving instructions to teachers and pupils so that they may have
some glimpse into the organization of a modern library and so be able to help them¬
selves. The library further conducts an apprentice class for training young people to
become librarians. Free lecture courses are given periodically on popular subjects
for adults, some of them on foreign languages.

Cincinnati possesses a Law Library which is one of the few great law libraries of
the country.

The Public Library contains 500,000 books. It has 125 newspapers and 800 maga¬
zines on tile; it contains the latest directories of forty American cities and of London,
Paris, and Berlin. It circulates sheet music, music rolls, stereopticon pictures, and
20,000 lantern slides. Its supply of books in raised type for the blind circulates in every
State in the Union.
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WORMSER LIBRARY AT U. C.

The University of Cincinnati Library contains many wonderful books and is in¬
creasing its library staff with a number of library specialists. The books are scattered
in a number of different buildings and due to the failure of the Bond Issue, the University
will have to wait some time before it gets a new library building large enough to hold
its wonderful collection.

Hebrew Union College Library contains a rare collection of Jewish and Hebrew
History and Art Books. The library building is very beautiful.

St. Xavier College has recently built a new addition to their library building which
is noted for its beauty and the fine collection of books and other materials it houses.

The Withrow Library is as beautiful as any school library in the United States.
The room itself is beautiful and the furniture and'the equipment, the best that can be
obtained, are in harmony with the room.

The school library should occupy the same place in the life of the school that the
public library assumes in the life of the community. The relation between the Withrow
school library and its users is even closer than is the case with the public library. Its
and reference work, and to stimulate and encourage the love of good literature. There
are nearly five thousand books and two hundred pamphlets, so arranged that a par¬
ticular book or short story is easy to find. The library also subscribes to forty maga¬
zines covering a variety of subjects. Pictures, post cards, lantern slides, and victrola
records to illustrate and make more enjoyable the classroom work are also kept in the
library. The library is common ground. It is for the use and enjoyment of all the
pupils and teachers of Withrow High School.

The registered attendance in our library for the year 1926 was 68,731, not including
the people using it before and after school. The books in circulation in 1926 were 10,845.
The illustrative material, including pictures, records, and lantern slides in circulation
was 1,216.

Miss Pooley, our librarian, also gives instruction in the use of the library to all
the grades.

Helen Adams, ’27.
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Music
USIC has played a very important part in the life of Cincinnati ever since its
settlement on the banks of the Ohio River. It was only twelve years after the
founding of the village Losantiville, that Mr. McLean, the village butcher, public

officer and singing master, announced that he would conduct a singing school by sub¬
scription at a dollar a member for thirteen nights, or two dollars a quarter—“subscribers
to find their own wood and candles.”

Proposals were displayed in Liberty Hall in 1815 for publication of a new collection
of music called “The Western Harmonist,” by John McCormick. In this the author
stated that he would be able to give the most useful tunes and hymns for various societies.
At this time a very small band existed which could play “America” and similar com¬
positions.

In 1819, the village became a city. It was in this same year that the Episcopal
Singing Society was begun. The Haydn Society, whose members included the best
singers of various clubs, was another important musical organization. In 1812, three
musical groups combined to give a concert, at which was sung for the first time in Cin¬
cinnati the famous Halleluiah Chorus from the Messiah.

In 1825 the first symphony orchestra was formed under the direction of Joseph
Tosso, a famous violinist of this vicinity. The Eclectic Academy of Music, established
in 1834, brought Cincinnati into prominence as a cultural center. In this Academy
both a chorus and orchestra were maintained. Charles Aiken organized a choral class
for adults in 1842 at the old Sixth Presbyterian Church.

The first Saengerfest of America was held in Cincinnati in 1849. When the Saenger-
fest of 1867 met, a hall had to be built to accommodate two thousand vocalists and
instrumentalists, besides the large audience. The present Cincinnati May Festival is
the outgrowth of this great festival of song.

The first May Festival was held in 1873, and the success of this one, and that of
the one following in 1875 suggested the need of a music hall in Cincinnati. In a few
years a hall was built at Elm near Twelfth, with a seating capacity of five thousand.

Grove’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians, the standard English and American
authority, says concerning the May Festivals: “The most notable of the regular re¬
curring musical meetings in the United States are those held biennially in Cincinnati,
Ohio. They have beyond question, exerted a more powerful influence for musical
culture than any other institution of their kind.”

The purpose of the Cincinnati Musical Festival Association is the production of
the great choral masterpieces of the world’s music under the most favorable auspices,
with accessories suitable to their dignity and importance. With this high standard in
view, this group has tried to improve the quality of the basis of the festivals—the chorus,
and has employed the best soloists and orchestras available. In recent years from
three hundred to a thousand school children have taken part.

From the Conservatory of Music, started by Clara Bauer in 1867, and from the
College of Music, founded in 1878 by a group of prominent citizens, come influences
which have helped to form and sustain the musical organizations in Cincinnati.

In 1872 the Symphony Orchestra was established through public subscriptions,
and was called the Philharmonic Orchestra. Concerts given by this and other musical
societies aroused a desire for a permanent Cincinnati Orchestra. At length a plan was
drawn up, and as a result the Cincinnati Orchestra Association Company was formed in
1894, with Mrs. William H. Taft as President of the Board, composed of fifteen women.
An appeal for financial aid brought enough money to make a modest beginning.

Over fifty men played in the first season of the Cincinnati Orchestra at Pike’s
Opera House, in 1894. From 1894, the year Pike’s Opera House burned, until 1911,
the concerts were given at Music Hall, but in 1911 Emery Auditorium was completed,
and since then the orchestra has given its concerts there.

Since 1911 the development of music in Cincinnati has been remarkable; and now
almost every suburb has a Music Club, and many have choral clubs, too. In many
industrial concerns choruses have been formed of employees, and these give excellent
performances when they appear in public. One of the latest musical societies to be
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formed is the Mothersingers, a group of a hundred and fifty mothers, chosen from the
various Mothers Clubs in the city. Other very noteworthy clubs are the Orpheus
Club, composed of male voices; the Bach Society; and the McDowell Society.

Last Christmas, a very unusual performance was given in Cincinnati when Frank
Van der Stucken directed a thousand voices in carol singing at Fountain Square.

Each year citizens of this city have the opportunity to see the operas put on by
the Chicago Opera Company, and in the warm months to hear light opera at the Zoo.
Two prominent musicians of this city, Ralph Lyford and Frank Van der Stucken, have
written operas of marvelous worth.

In the schools, music has progressed rapidly from the very first. Now most of the
schools claim their own orchestras and vocal societies. Music in Withrow High School
is especially important. Besides two glee clubs, a mixed chorus, and the band, two
orchestras are notable. Under the direction of Mr. Surdo, the school has reached heights
in music heretofore unthought of, and is reaching, ever reaching, to the goal of its am¬
bitions—which is a clearer understanding of the higher type of music.

Jean Taylor Handy', ’27.

Girls Select Chorus
HE Girls Special Group, composed of about thirty members, meeting every Wed¬
nesday afternoon after the Girls Glee Club rehearsal, is an organization which un¬
doubtedly brings credit to Withrow High School. These girls, directed by Mr.

Surdo, seek the musical culture to be gained through the study of the very best vocal
music. This year they rendered "April,” "Noontime,” and "The Sea Hath Its Pearls.”

This group has proved that it is quality, not quantity, and hard earnest work, not
mere luck, that produces the most perfect singing. Its work has surely given a decided
charm to the annual concerts.
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Special Chorus
EVERY Wednesday morning before school, two hundred and twenty boys and girls,under the leadership of Mr. Surdo, come together to form the Special Mixed

Chorus. Because of its large personnel, this group does some very effective and
excellent work. In conjunction with the full orchestra and organ, the result of the
efforts of these students is indeed truly inspiring. The selections, chosen by the organi¬
zation, such as Beethoven’s “Hallelujah Chorus,” the vocal arrangement of the “Moon¬
light Sonata,” or Hawthorne’s “Tale of the Bell,” are surely worthy stepping stones to
the highest ideals of choral singing, which the body is striving to maintain.

The Senior Orchestra
HE Senior Orchestra of Withrow High SchooLis ending the eighth, and perhaps
4 the most successful year of its existence. Forty members practice each Tuesday
and Thursday afternoon under Mr. Surdo’s baton, and spend many other hours

mastering a difficult composition or polishing up some passage. But in return they
receive invaluable training in music, and in appreciation of the value of co-ordination
with the director, which is so necessary to produce a finished composition. All of the
the selections are beautiful, but Goldmark’s “Im Garten,” from his Rural Wedding
Symphony, is of unusual brilliance and harmony.

The Junior Orchestra
LTHOUGH it practically remains in the background, the Junior Orchestra is
really as important as its better known sister organization, the Senior Orchestra.
When one first joins the orchestra, unless he has unusual ability, and has rare

skill, he is made a member of the Junior organization Here, under the direction of
Mr. Surdo, he receives the fundamental training so necessary for orchestral work.

Every person should “hitch his wagon to a star,” and the Junior Orchestra has
done this, for the ambition of each and every member is to receive promotion to the
Senior Orchestra.

By playing two numbers with the Senior Orchestra at each Annual Concert, the
Junior Orchestra shows the work which, after months of practice, it has accomplished.
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ORCHESTRA

VIOLINS
CharlesMoeller Concerlmasler MauriceMoonitz EvelynBrock AndrewJacob GlennAbling MarieFoertmeyer AliceGrant LouiseAbel JeanetteParvin GladysWidman FloraWidman StaciaWood DorothyKratzer RobertaBacon CarlKennedy BettieColeman

DorisWhitacre VirginiaParrington LaurencePerry BettyNorman WilliamWeninger AnnaTwohig HaroldShort AnnetteShafer PaulRussell FLUTES.
LutheaLewin ElmerNiles EileenAnderson RuthLutz PatheLawrence CLARINETS HowardWunker

DeanBloss DelvinLeach RobertDunn GeorgeHudson SAXAPHONE RobertGraney BASSOONS EverettClawson RobertHalsey HORNS
JackHalsey WilliamStuemer MargaretStanley TRUMPETS MarjorieShort

CliftonHutchinson WilliamBittman CliffordStoess VernonStrumpler VIOLINS
KennethOhr MargaretMayer FlorenceLutz MaryHealey EdwardHackman MargaretGould WilliamBrester HowardBremer RutiiDeGarmoe VIOLAS

JeanHandy

EdwardOetjen RalphChapman CELLOS
WandaFoerster MargaretElstun MabelleTatman BASSES

PhilipScott JackHale ClairHall OBOES
CharlesSmith HarveyDhonau

TROMBONES JamesFerger EllisWalker LawrenceEdgersen PERCUSSION
FredScharrinchausen JamesBroadston ACCOMPANISTS RosalindSurdo MarjorieMathews DorothyHutchinson RobertYowi.er VirginiaTracy



The Band
Mm HE band, one of Withrow’s peppiest organizations, is now in its fourth year of

activity. Starting with a membership of twenty-five, it now has a roster of
forty. Early last fall, twenty-two honorary letters were presented, ten for two

years of faithful service and twelve for one year.

Mr. Horton and his enthusiastic black and orange cohort were a familiar sight on
the gridiron. Their inspiring music cheered the team whether winning or losing.

Due to Mr. Horton’s untiring efforts, several new instruments were purchased this
year for Withrow, which were greatly appreciated by the students and friends of the
school, who are also deeply indebted to Mr. Horton, under whose efficient and capable
leadership the band has progressed through the years.
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The Bovs Glee Club
ACH Monday afternoon, if one happens to be in the vicinity of the music room,

he hears a soft hum or a merry burst of song. Within, the Boys Glee Club,
under the careful and conscientious training of our Mr. Surdo, is preparing for

the Annual Concert. This organization, with its clever songs, adds a touch of humor
to the well-balanced program given at the end of each school year. However, it is
capable of undertaking the heavier numbers assigned to it.

Two of the heavier, more dramatic numbers it has given are “Excelsior,” by Balfe,
and “Americans Come," bv Foster.

EALDWIN PIANO CO.
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Girls Glee Club
HE Girls Glee Club has the reputation of being one of the finest organizations in
Withrow High School. About seventy girls meet every Wednesday after school
in the music room, and under the leading of Mr. Surdo, study some unusually

charming compositions. At Christmas time "The Legend/’ by Tschaikowsky, was
very beautifully sung, in addition to other Christmas songs. Another very fine selection
is "The Mother Goose Arabesque.”

To Mr. Surdo must be given the credit for the excellent performances of the Girls
Glee Club at the Annual Concert, for he strives for great clarity of tone, and that quality
of expression which makes music divine.

ST. FRANCIS DE SALES
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Lejtlo Right: Charles Moeller, Wanda Foerster, Florence Schmalhorst, Jean Handy, Mrs. P. C.
Smith, Maurice Moonitz, Evelyn Brock, Marie Foertmeyer.

Chamber Music
first Chamber Music classes in the Cincinnati Public Schools were organized

1923 by Pauline Crumb Smith. At that time it was regarded as an outstanding
~„periment in the teaching of Public School Music. Withrow High School was

among the first to take up this new line of activity, and it is the only school in Cincinnati
in which this work has developed uninterruptedly during the four years subsequent to
its inception. A great many students have been enrolled for this activity and their
enthusiasm has contributed materially to the great success of the venture.

Using only such instruments as violins, violas, cellos, and pianos, a wide variety of
combinations has been achieved, and during the past year the school has had its quin¬
tettes, quartettes, trios and duets.

The tremendous value of this departmental procedure lies in the singularity of
the training which it affords the aspiring student. The string quartette represents a
very high type of musical accomplishment, and ensemble playing such as it requires is a
field in which it is not always easy to obtain experience. It demands group execution,
in the same way that orchestral work does, but places a greater emphasis upon individual
performance. Each player is alone responsible for every note of his part, and not only
must it be perfect in itself, but must also balance properly with the other parts. Cham¬
ber Music is a complete ensemble, but in miniature. In it, there is nothing lacking,
nor is there anything superfluous. For that reason it is accorded a peculiar dignity
among musicians, and is often called the highest form of instrumental music.

Moreover, the literature of these combinations is the work of the greatest of our
composers, and many of them have left sonle of their finest and loveliest efforts to the
library of quartettes and quintettes. If only as a venture in acquaintanceship with
great composers, the classes could abundantly justify themselves.

It is for this reason that Withrow High School has fostered the Chamber Music
work. The result has been a steady growth among the students in interest and appre¬
ciation for what has been done. The real enthusiasts for Chamber Music are the pupils
who have been producing it]
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Linoleum Block by Ed. Fern, ’27
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Art In Cincinnati

mg, ana every activity mat leaas to a oroaaer ana ricner eaucation, are wen
represented in this most old-world city m the Middle West. However, we will discuss
here only those arts of painting and sculpture, and the Cincinnati artists who were most
proficient in them.

Situated high on a hill in Eden Park, the old rugged weathered Art Museum, the
symbol of art in Cincinnati, smiles lazily over the sunny valley of the beautiful Ohio
River. Built of native limestone, in a style of architecture which no modern architect
would select in planning a home for the Fine Arts, it somehow is in keeping with the
restful atmosphere created within the building. The Museum visitor feels an inexpress¬
ible gladness in finding that it is not an imposing and classic structure.

But to return to our artists. Undoubtedly Cincinnati has contributed more men
of genius to American Art than any other city in the country. This is especially true
of the “golden period of Cincinnati art"—the years of 1870 to 1890. Up to the time of
1870 such men as Henry Mosler, Sontag, Hiram Powers, Moses Ezekiel, and A. H.
Wyant were the most prominent of artists. A. H. Wyant was one of the most famous
landscape painters of his time, although he is very little known to the general public.
Unfortunately only one of his works is in our Art Museum.

Most renowned of those artists born in or near Cincinnati in the last half of the
nineteenth century was Frank Duveneck. During his lifetime he was an inspiration
to all artists, and his works still remain to inspire the young artists of today.

He was born in Covington in the year 1849. Early in life he showed that remark¬
able talent which in later years made him so famous. When he was eighteen years old
he was sent by the Catholic Church of Covington to Munich to study art. After several
years of study he established a school at Munich. So many' pupils came to him for in¬
struction that he seriously interferred with the government school. Not wishing to do
this he moved his school to Florence, Italy. Then followed glorious years of teaching in
Florence and Venice where, by the success of his pupils, his name became more famous.

When Sargent was admitted to the Royal Academy in London his toast was:
“Gentlemen, here’s to the health of Frank Duveneck, the greatest of us all.” Later he
said that Duveneck was the most talented artist of the century.

After travelling for some time in Europe, Mr. Duveneck returned to Cincinnati to
devote his time to painting and teaching here. The Art Academy was enriched by
these years spent in teaching here, for he might have spent his time in painting for his
own benefit, pictures that would have commanded any price that he might have set
upon them.

Duveneck did not forget the great general public before he laid down his brush
forever. The last works he made, those beautiful mural paintings in St. Mary’s Cath¬
edral in Covington, were completed just before his death. People come from all over
this nation to view those paintings in which his art will live forever.

There is one side to Duveneck which biographers have failed to picture. That is
Duveneck the Unselfish. Often, on seeing the need of some poor aspiring young artist
for travel or extended study, that could not be-afforded, he would so manoeuver it that
the trip was taken without the student’s knowing that the money for the purpose came
from Duveneck’s always generous pockets.

Although Duveneck is gone his presence lives on at the Art Museum and Art
Academy. Plans are already under way that will lead some day to the Duveneck
Foundation. The public will always show its appreciation of Duveneck, the man
and the artist.

Among the pupils of Duveneck, who live or did live in Cincinnati, John Twachtman
was preeminent as a landscape painter. At an art exhibit in New York critics pro¬
nounced him the equal, if not the superior, of Manet, and Monet, the great French land¬
scape artists. Only three or four of his works hang in the Art Museum.

RT—what a multitude of different subjects that one little word embraces! All
the numerous branches of art, Sculpture, Painting, Etching, Music, Wood Carv-
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L. H. Meakin is known for his beautiful landscapes. About twenty years ago
when Mr. John Twachtman was invited to deliver a speech on "American Art" in Chicago,
he refused to deliver his talk because the audience was not interested in American art.
The audience protested that they were, but he would not change his plans because he
said "You have not an American picture in your Art Museum." This was a bomb in
the camp. But out of it came a society of lovers of American art. The first picture by
an American painter to hang in the Chicago Art Institute was one by Mr. Meakin.

J. H. Sharp, while born at Ironton, Ohio, has spent a great part of his life in Cin¬
cinnati. He paints the American Indian as no other artist can. He was given a com¬
mission by Leland Stanford University to paint the Indians with historical correctness
and he was successful at it, thus preserving the story of the life of these interesting people.
Twelve of his Indian heads hang in the Smithsonian Institute at Washington. One of
his finest, most colorful pieces hangs in a corridor of our school.

In the art of sculpture, Mr. Clement J. Barnhorn is perhaps our best known repre¬
sentative. He was one of Duveneck’s closest friends. They often worked together in
Mr. Barnhorn’s studio, and travelled together on this continent and in Europe. To¬
gether they worked on the statue of Emerson, and on the memorial to Mrs. Duveneck,
the original of which is in Florence, where she is buried. Mr. Barnhorn recently finished
a memorial to Mr. Duveneck. This has been placed in the Mother of God Cemetery
in Covington, and its beauty and simplicity has attracted nation-wide attention. In
the general waiting room of the Court House may be seen a series of murals in which
he depicts the early history and growth of Cincinnati. Several years ago he placed in
Hughes High School one of the finest memorials erected since the war. Every person
who claims Cincinnati as his home is familiar with the work of Mr. Barnhorn.

Withrow, Cincinnati’s newest high school, stands for beauty as well as utility.
Situated at the end of Erie Avenue, in a setting of unusual beauty, the exquisite sim¬
plicity both within and without the building cannot fail to impress the beholder.

Within the school art is given much attention. In our well-equipped art depart¬
ment, under the direction of competent instructors, students are taught the rudiments
of design and color. An Art League, organized several years ago, which all pupils are
requested to join, does much to promote a more general interest in the beauties of fine
pictures. The lovely mural paintings, painted by Louis Endres, a Cincinnati artist,
that decorate the walls of the lunch room were made possible by the Art League. The
pictures hanging in the teachers’ lunch room, and the Indian picture painted by Sharp
that has already been mentioned, all have been purchased that the students here may
see and enjoy the work of Cincinnati artists.

Commerce and inventions are important, so also are love and beauty. The powers
that turn the wheels of industry, the occupations of every day life cannot inspire one
as can the clouds high in the sky. It was Emerson who said, "One ray of beauty out¬
values all the utilities of the world.’’

Elizabeth Peoples, ’27.

A list of the Paintings in Withrow High School:
May be seen in Purchased

Murals, by Louis Endres Pupils’ Lunchroom Art League and
Landscape, by Stephen Alke Teachers’ Lunchroom. . .Tower News
Misty Day, by Yamada Boske Teachers’ Lunchroom. . Tower News
Suspension Bridge, by Louis Endres. . .Office Art League
Landscape, by Louis Endres Office Art League
Interior, by Elizabeth Nourse Model Apartment Art League
Still Life, by Mrs. Lj. F. Fischer Teachers’ Lunchroom. . .Art League
Indians, by J. H. Sharp Main Corridor

(Building B) Art League and
Mr E. D. Lyon, by Dixie Se/den Alumni

BY'

others

others
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The Thalian Dramatic Club

April

HE Thalian Dramatic Club produced a one-act play entitled THE LOVELIEST
THING at the Christmas Assembly. The club in co-operation with the Dancing
Club and other students, presented Sherwood in the afternoon and evening of
21st and 22nd. The proceeds were divided between the Dramatic Club, the

Tennis Court Fund and the Hockey Field Fund.
The officers for the year are: Mary Elizabeth Cramer, President; Gladys

Buchanan, Vice-President; Emily Ferger, Secretary; Elizabeth Peoples, Treasurer.

Sherwood
The entire production was truly a Withrow

product.
The cast was selected from the entire

school; members of all classes were well repre¬
sented not only in the minor parts but in the
leading parts as well. The. stage settings were
designed by members of the Art Department.
The Industrial Arts Department aided materially
not only in the making of swords, bows and
arrows, but in the making of the frames over
which the cloth was spread. The Art Depart¬
ment then carefully painted the forest and
worked out the other details of the stage settings.
The Household Arts Department made the cos¬
tumes, which the Art Department designed.
Three hundred and fifty yards of material were
cut. Incidental music in the play as well as the
music played during the intermissions was the
work of the Music Department.

Through the splendid co-operation of the
many departments in the school, the perform¬
ances of Sherwood were a success for Withrow.

Ed. Fern, as Robin Hood;
Mary Elizabeth Cramer, as Lady Marion:
Sadie Taylor, as Shadow-of-Leaf.
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The Dancing Club
CTR HE Dancing Club was founded, and has continued to exist, through the earnest

efforts of those students who have found in the art of Terpischore a means of
self-expression. Under the able guidance of Miss Taylor, aided by Martha

Strauss, pianist, the girls are taught to acquire natural grace and rhythm rather than
a knowledge of definite ballet steps. Free rein is given to their imaginations, talents,
and creative instincts. The school’s enthusiastic reception of the Club’s annual pro¬
gram, in which most of the dances and costumes are the girls’ own creations, testifies
definitely to the success of such a course. The Dancing Club prides itself on these
yearly programs, for the same feature is never offered twice and the audience is always
assured of an interesting variety in the dances.

Let us hope that in the future the members will continue to derive as much benefit
and pleasure from the Dancing Club as they have heretofore.

The officers for the year are: Helen Marie Floer, President; Irma Smithton,
Secretary; Margaret Fowler, Treasurer; Miss Taylor, Faculty Adviser.
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Camera Club
HE Camera Club has completed its most successful year. The club was organized
by Mr. Jenkins in 1922, for the purpose of teaching those interested in photog¬
raphy the art of taking good pictures and developing and printing them. The

club has grown rapidly and is now one of the most popular at Withrow.

wL

The club has enjoyed an unusually interesting and unique program this year, which
included several field trips to local photographers and a visit to the Camera Club of
Cincinnati.

The dark room, one of the club’s projects which was started last year, has been
completed. This has enabled the members to obtain much valuable experience which
heretofore they had no opportunity of gaming.

Officers: President, William Bell; Vice-President, Malcolm Elam; Secretary and
Treasurer, Dorothy Steves; Faculty Adviser, Mr. Jenkins.
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Linoleum Block by Ed. Fern, ’27
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Social Organizations
DN Cincinnati there are a great many clubs and organizations accomplishing agreat many necessary things. It is these clubs which promote the welfare of the

city in every way, for they lead to opportunity, sincerity, personal integrity, high
principle, social service, and justice.

One of the best known clubs of Cincinnati is the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce.
This club has accomplished much in raising the social and industrial standing of Cincin¬
nati. It unifies the public spirit of the city and breaks down sectional selfishness.
It helps create and express sound opinions on questions affecting the welfare of the city.
It links the city with others in great business and patriotic movements. It is the great
central business clearing house for Cincinnati and accepts as its duty the careful watching
of Cincinnati's position in competition with other cities. In such ways and many others,
the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce makes itself a decidedly beneficial organization.

The Cincinnati Club, formerly known as the Business Men's Club, is among the
most stimulating forces in the business and social life of the city. It combines all the
conveniences and luxuries that enter into metropolitan club life with a definite pro¬
gram for the promotion of civic welfare and industrial progress.

Another club which is an honor and support to Cincinnati is the Rotary Club.
The Rotary motto is condensed in one word, "Service." Recognizing the commercial
basis of modern life as a necessary incident in human evolution, the Rotary Club is
organized to express that proper relation between private interests and the fusion of
private interests which constitutes society. The basis of the club membership insures
the representation of all interests and the domination of none in the consideration of
public questions relating to business. It demands fair dealing, honest methods, and
high standards in business. Its belief is that Service is the basis of all business.

Kiwanis is a composite group of business, professional, and agricultural men devoted
to the rendition of service to the respective communities in which the clubs are located.
It is a mosaic not only of business life, but also of varied social and economic points of
view. One of the real contributions that Kiwanis makes is the inculcation in each mem¬

ber of a fine sense of perspective, a keen appreciation of fundamental life values, and a

working knowledge of the relation of the forces of the spirit to business achievement.
Building with these spiritual forces, Kiwanis is truly a conscious driving force toward
newer and better and higher ideals.

As these clubs have been developed, so there have been clubs organized in Withrow
High School. There are clubs for the scholar of literature, of mathematics, of languages,
of law, of science. There are clubs for the inventor and experimenter; clubs for those
dramatically or musically inclined, and also for those who seek pleasure and friendship.
Each of these clubs develop in some way their members. They bring out hidden talents,
eliminate self-consciousness and encourage poise, increase the appreciation of the higher
forms of knowledge, and broaden the individual's view-point. But above all they help
to fit the student for future life—life when they will carry on the work of their elders.
Thus the purpose of the clubs and organizations of Withrow High School is to develop
in each one the ability and initiative to strive on, and to broaden their shoulders, figura¬
tively. so that may not sag, but bear proudly the burden of life.

Virginia Morse, '27

The Bank
HE Withrow High School Savings Bank started on its third year in February. The past year

has been more successful than the preceding years; there are many depositors and the deposits
are much greater. The Savings Bank affords a wonderful opportunity for the pupils, giving them

encouragement in forming the habit of saving early in life. Three mornings of each week the bank is
open to receive any amount the pupils and teachers may care to deposit.
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THE BANK

HOME ROOM PRESIDENTS
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YIRGILIANI

AENEADAE
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Spanish Club
HE Withrow Spanish Club is organized for the purpose of enjoying and improving our Spanish.
The club holds regular meetings, conducted by student officers with the help and advice of the
faculty adviser. Practically all the business is carried on in Spanish. After each business session

there is a special program which consists of plays, games and songs. This year a special feature has been
two talks given by members of our faculty who traveled in the Spanish speaking countries.

The officers for the vear are: Kathryn Postler, President; Lucille Puckett, Vice-President;
Florence Kirkpatrick, Secretary; Ruth Cunningham, Treasurer; Miss M. L. Perkins, Faculty Adviser.

Virgiliani Latin Club
HE Virgiliani Latin Club of 1926-27 was organized by students of Miss Donnelly's Virgil Class,
under her supervision. The meetings, at which very interesting programs are given, occur once a
month in Room 122 during a regular recitation period. The Club sings songs in Latin and some¬

times indulges in the playing of Latin card games dealing with Latin declensions and conjugations. Well
prepared and instructive papers are read by members. Amusing plays in Latin are occasionally presented.

The officers for the year are:
nelly, Faculty Adviser.

Gladys Widman, President; Jeanette Clark, Secretary; Miss Don-

Aeneadae
ENEADAE is a society organized by the students of fourth year Latin under the supervision of
Miss Dann. The purpose of the club is to increase the enjoyment of the classics through a wider
knowledge gained in their meetings. The students enjoy the programs very much and the meetings

are eagerly looked forward to.
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The French Club
STR HE purpose of the French Club is to enable the members to speak and understand French. The

meetings and programs are carried on in French. The members are pupils who have had more
than one year of French. There is a very large membership and the programs are very interesting

due to the efforts of our faculty adviser.
The officers for the year are: President, Alice Kellerman; Vice-President, Allene Breuer; Secre¬

tary, Eleanor Hatton; Treasurer, Dorothy Horton; Faculty Adviser, Miss James.

The Euclidean Mathematics Club
HE Euclidean Mathematics Club, composed of students studying advanced algebra and trigo¬
nometry, meets on the last Friday of each month during the regular class period. Its purpose is
to create a deeper interest in higher mathematics. At each meeting an interesting program is

given by the members consisting of talks on the lives and discoveries of great mathematicians, various
mathematical puzzles and similar subjects.

President, John Galloway; Secretary, Virginia Morse; Treasurer, Geddes Brown; Faculty Adviser,
Miss Swineford.

The Pythagorean Mathematics Club
HE Pythagorean Mathematics Club is composed only of students of college algebra and trigo¬
nometry. By learning for ourselves that mathematics is not all mere problems but has an origin
as interesting as a Greek myth and an influence as wide spread as a law, we hope to have succeeded

in developing a keener and deeper interest in our fellow Pythagoreans for higher mathematics.
President, Albert Herweh; Vice-President, Herman Neidermeyer; Treasurer, Paul Stoner; Secre¬

tary, George Rose; Faculty Adviser, Miss Swineford.
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DRACONIAN ASTRONOMY

BETA ASTRONOMY
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Withrow Club
HIS year marks the second of the Withrow Club’s existence as a school organization. Any boy
of the junior or senior classes is eligible for membership. The purpose of our club is to aid in keep¬
ing the school clean and orderly, and to raise and maintain the general morale.

Officers: Fall Term—President, John Crone; Vice-President, Jack Coughlin; Secretary, M. Brown;
Treasurer, D. Stiers; Sergeant-at-Arms, Chas. Hagen.

Spring Term—President, Milton Brown; Vice-President, R. Sargent; Secretary, H. Lillich; Treasurer,
H. Babbs; Sergeant-at-Arms, H. Callahan; Faculty Adviser, Mr. Hunt.

Astronomy Clubs
Draconian Chapter

HIS year the students of the fifth bell Astronomy Class at Withrow again followed the_ custom set
by the preceding classes and, in February after the mid-years, organized the Draconian Chapter
of the Astronomy Club. The meetings were held every other Wednesday during the sixth bell

under the direction of Miss Strate. The purpose of the club is to promote interest in Astronomy and at
the same time to study the interesting outside things for which there is not time in class.

The officers for the year are: Harold Welsh, President; Robert Wilson, Vice-President; Jane
Hoffman, Secretary; James Dodd, Treasurer.

Beta Chapter
"

HE Beta Chapter of the Astronomy Club was organized in February after the mid-year examina¬
tions by the members of the seventh period Astronomy class under the direction of Miss Strate.
The meetings were held every two weeks on Friday during the seventh period. Interesting pro¬

grams were given to acquaint us with the lives of the great astronomers, legends of the stars, and current
events concerning Astronomy.

The officers for the year are: Betty Moncrief, President; Robert Kershner, Vice-President;
George Thompson, Secretary; Willard Groene, Treasurer; Miss Strate, Faculty Adviser.
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Garden Club
MONG Withrow's many prides is the Garden Club. This club, organized March 15, 1923, has as
its purpose the beautification of the school grounds and buildings. The hardy garden, the wild
flower garden in the ravine, and the window boxes at the end of the corridors are some of its achieve¬

ments. Money for the maintenance of these gardens is provided by the sale of flowers and bulbs annually.
This year the club sold hand-made Indian baskets.

All those who have been members feel that the pleasure derived has been ample compensation for the
work done with the club.

Law Club
|HE purpose of the Law Club is to study the finer points of law that cannot be touched upon inl§ ■ class. Some of the programs were: a talk on "Wills" by Mr. Ralston, two debates and a series

of charades illustrating different points of law.
The officers for the 3rear were: President, Walter Fantini; Vice-President, Eugene Cramer; Secre¬

tary, Ruth Teagle; Treasurer, Marion Tracy; Faculty Adviser, Mr. Seay.

Kalidasa
J1HAT sort of an organization is the Kalidasa Klub? Its purpose is to provide an institution for

the girls in which they can develop their talents, either in music, art or drama. The name Kali-
dasa is that of an old Hindu philosopher and dramatist. We, the class of *1927, sincerely hope

the class of 1928 will be as interested in this work as we have been.

The officers for the year are: June Murray, President; Sadie Taylor, Vice-President; Anna Long,
Secretary; Dorothy McCrone, Treasurer; Miss Duncan, Faculty Adviser.
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The Penclean Club
m

INETEEN hundred twenty-seven marked a year of great success for the Periclean Club. The
club has had some very interesting times preparing for many debates this year. The aims of the

, organization.are: to encourage public speaking, to provide a means for practical culture, to afford
means for practice in extemporaneous speaking, and to develop poise at all times. The topics used for

the bi-weekly debates are such that they provide incentives to the study and investigation of subjects
of both scholastic and general interest.

The officers for the year are: Virginia Botley, President; R. H. Lampkin, Vice-President; Jerome
Barnum, Secretary; William Crawford, Treasurer; Ted McCarty, Chairman oj Program Committee;
Miss Ratterman, Faculty Adviser.

The Radio Club
jHE Radio Club this year has had one of its most successful seasons. During this time a short wave

jj§ {’ll receiver and transmitter have been installed and operated. The club has handled numerous radio-
grams for students and teachers of the school over the traffic routes of the American Radio Relay-
League.

The Girl Scouts

likes,

HE Girl Scouts this year adopted an out-door program as a means of furthering both health and
nature work. The program has provided plenty of fun and recreation, as well as a real oppor¬
tunity to study nature. The Scouts gave a Valentine party, took a number of interesting

and took part in the annual Girl Scout rally.
During this year Miss Ruth Schneider served as Captain, Katherine Kouschuetzky as Scribe, and

Lucille Smith as Treasurer.
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Philologia Literary Society
HE Philologia Literary Society is acknowledged as the leading boys' society in Withrow. It was
originated in Madisonville High School in 1912, and in 1919 transferred its headquarters to our
school. Any male member of the sophomore, junior or senior class is eligible for membership.

Applicants are admitted by a vote of the members of the society. The club is interested primarily in
the study of correct parliamentary law, public speaking, and debating.

Officers: First Semester—President, J. Coughlin; Vice-President, J. Crone; Secretary, F. Konners-
man; Treasurer, D. Stiers; Critic, W. Biondi; Censor, M. Elstun; Faculty Adviser, Mr. HaxMILton.

Second Semester—President, D. Stiers; Vice-President, C. Ulrich; Secretary, M. Elstun; Treasurer,
W. Crawford; Critic, N. Reuter; Censor, W. Biondi; Faculty Adviser, Mr. HaxMILton.

Tennis Club
N March 29, 1927, the Tennis Club of Withrow was formed. The meetings were held under the
supervision of Miss Strate. The purpose of the club is to further interest in tennis and to help in
obtaining funds for the construction of the Withrow courts. The officers are: President, Paul

Litkowski; Vice-President, William Fetich:; Secretary, Jane HoffxMAn; Treasurer, Clover Hoy.

i

The Lunch Room Staff
0 a stranger following a class through the work of a day, the lunchroom would probably present
the most interesting spectacle. The food, which is prepared by Miss Townsley and her corps
of assistants, is largely handled by student help under the management of Mr. Mathias. Even

the cash registers are handled by students. In a little over an hour sixteen hundred pupils are fed as a
result of the skill and speed of the lunch room staff.
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Sports
INCINNATI not only offers great opportunities in music, art, and education,
but also provides for extensive athletic advantages. Many sports, in the form
of athletics, take place in the parks and in the playgrounds of Cincinnati. Most

of these athletics prevail in the summer time. On hot, sultry days the swimming pools
are crowded with children. These pools are kept in sanitary condition by the city and
offer great amusement to those who have not the opportunity of getting to private
pools. Most of the parks and nearly all of the playgrounds are equipped with swings,
slides, teeter-totters, and May poles. In using this apparatus a great deal of exertion
is required, thus strengthening many little weak bodies. Boating in the parks does
not only afford exercise, but also pleasure which is seldom enjoyed by the average person.

The sports in the winter are of an altogether different character. The ponds and
lakes are frozen and covered with a smooth surface of ice. The skater loses no time,
and after the ice is of a sufficient thickness, he enjoys one of the greatest of winter sports,
that of ice skating. People come from great distances to skate in our own Burnet Woods.
The terraces and nature of the lawns in these parks, encourage skiing and sled riding.
All these sports that I have thus far mentioned, enable one to get plenty of fresh air
and sunshine, which are the first essentials of good health.

There are a great number of athletic fields throughout the city. Redland Field is
probably one of the largest in Cincinnati. The Cincinnati Grounds rank second in size
and are equipped with tennis courts, ball diamonds and a running track. These two

i main fields, along with the smaller fields, aid Cincinnati greatly in giving athletic advan¬
tages to her citizens.

Recently athletics has become a community project. There are several organiza¬
tions which look after the indoor athletics of the community. The Y. M. C. A. and
the Fenwick Club and other church gymnasiums and swimming pools offer advantages
for those seeking them. These same organizations along with the Boy and Girl Scouts
also offer advantages, especially during the summer months. The Y. M. C. A. has a

l summer camp on the Miami River, which is planned for the pleasure of everyone of
its members.

Athletics at Withrow must by no means be forgotten. Withrow has a well equipped
gymnasium which the student may use. The community also has access to this gym¬
nasium through night classes. As much may be said of the swimming pool. The
athletic field with its ball diamond, football field and tennis courts, is surrounded by a
quarter of a mile cinder running track. This field is kept in perfect order and affords
much pleasure to the student.

Thus Cincinnati, through the medium of her parks and playgrounds, her athletic
fields, her community work, and athletics at Withrow, offers great athletic advantages
to her citizens.

Bill Rippey.
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Joseph Wuebker
"Dad"

His spirit oj youth mocks the claim of
the years.

His ideals oj industry, uprightness and
manliness are an inspiration to the youth
of Withrow.
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Football
i/TK] HE Tigers were not able to begin practice for the 1926 football season until the

J_L first day of school. Four letter men and two numeral men formed the nucleus of
a very green team. Coaches Walke and Duning faced the great task of building

a team that could hold its own against the Hughes team, which was made up of ex¬
perienced men. After three weeks of drill in fundamentals, the Tigers journeyed to
Elder High for the first game of the season. Withrow showed promising strength here,
defeating Elder 19-2.

Although the Elder game had been won, Coach Walke began to strengthen the
weak places in the eleven and the Tigers showed a better working machine against
Hamilton, their next opponent. Withrow and Hamilton struggled on equal terms for
three quarters, in one of the hardest fought games of the season. Fumbles near Ham¬
ilton's goal in the last quarter, however, proved Withrow’s undoing. Score 13-0.
Roosevelt was next, and although Withrow outplayed their opponents throughout
most of the game, the Tigers were defeated 19-14.

Gaining much from the defeats by Hamilton and Roosevelt, Withrow defeated
Norwood 26-13 in a hard fought contest.

The powerful Xenia team was next to invade the lair of the Tigers. A wet ball
that caused numerous fumbles hindered the Tigers’ attack. However, Withrow was the
first to score. Xenia threatened in the last period but Withrow’s line held and the
game ended with the ball in midfield. Score 7-0. This was Xenia’s first defeat in
three years.

The next week Withrow entered the inter-scholastic games with a well balanced
team. Woodward was defeated 40-0. The game was featured by Withrow’s strong
line, that held Woodward beyond midfield, and the long runs of the backfield men.

Walnut Hills was set back with a 39-0 defeat. The backfield men again performed
brilliantly with long runs and fine line plunging.

The great event of the season, the game between Hughes and Withrow, took place
the following week. The former had a fine offensive team, but it was rumored that their
supposedly weak line could not withstand the charges of the Withrow backfield.

In the first few minutes of play Hughes scored a touchdown and their try for the
extra point was successful. Withrow threatened but was unable to score and the half
ended 7-0. In the last half, with five minutes to play and defeat staring the Tigers
in the face, Withrow launched a final drive for their goal. The backs tore through
the Hughes line, gaining yard after yard, but Hughes held on the ten yard line. In a
fake end run Clauder passed to Trechter for a touchdown, while eight thousand held
their breath. Courtney kicked the goal that tied the score. A minute later the whistle
blew, ending the game. Score 7-7. Thus the season of 1926 closed, leaving the cham¬
pionship and the possession of the Cornell Cup still undecided.
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Ralph was one of the best tackles ever developed at Withrow. He
was a hard worker, an ideal captain and a leader. He was picked on
the All-Cincinnati team two years. We will certainly miss Ralph, but
our loss will be a gain for some college.

RALPH TAURMAN

Alt-Cincinnati Tackle
Captain

Bill was one of the greatest
centers in Cincinnati high schools.
This year he played in his third
Hughes game, and next year will
lead the team against that school
with a great knowledge of their
type of play.

WILLIAM CURRY

All-Cincinnati Center
Captain-elect

Worth came to the front as one of the greatest open field
runners seen in high schools for some time. He was a smart
field general.

Howard was a good receiver of the forward pass
which proved a great threat to our opponents. Trech
was one of the letter men of last year, and not only
did all that was expected of him, but helped some of
the inexperienced players.

WORTH REIS

All-Cincinnati Quarter-back
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Bob was an ideal football player. He had ability as
well as a determination to win. He was feared by all
opponents for his line plunging and hard tackling.

ROBERT COURTNEY

AIL-Cincinnati Half-back
Half-back

Art was one of the experienced players, having played
three years on the squad. This year he was a main factor
in the back field. He was a fine offensive player, and
backed the line faultlessly. ARTHUR CLAUDER

Full-back

Although an injury in the middle of the season kept Bill out
of the later games, he was a help to the team. He was one of
the fastest men on the entire squad.

WILLIAM BIONDI

Half-back

George was an enthusiastic and determined
player. He was a big factor in the back field be¬
cause of his ability to block and when called on to
carry the ball, he brought many a gain. His fine
spirit should help the team next year.

GEORGE MUNSON

Half-back
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Coach Walke developed Charlie into a good end man, and because
of his ability, he soon won a permanent position on the team. Be¬
cause of this year's experience, Charlie should be a star on next year's
team.

George came up to the mark
his first year in school. “Cheese"
alternated with Parker, and
showed fine defensive ability and
was able to take care of his man

on the offense. This year's ex¬
perience should aid George

y for the seasons yet to

CHARLES PATTEN

End

GEORGE HAND

Guard

Because of his huge size, Parker was a bulwark of strengthin the line. He was an intelligent and capable player andhas great possibilities for next year.

KENNETH PARKER

Guard

GEST HODGE

Guard

For four years, Gest was a faithful worker on the
squad, and could always be relied upon to fill a
position in the line. He was a credit to the team
and one of its most willing workers.
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This was Carl's first year on the gridiron, and he
surprised every one with his punting and running.
His ability to break up passes made him a good de¬
fensive man.

CARL THIE

Ha. Ij-back

Horace showed to advantage in every game he played. He
was a deadly tackier and his ability should be a big factor in
next vear's team.

HORACE BLINN

End

Bill was the biggest man on the squad. His size
and ability made him a good man on the line. Al¬
though large, he was very fast.
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Left to Right: Meldon, McLaughlin, B. Marsh, Luy, Kohl, Kirschner.

BASKET BALL TEAM OF ROOM 107

Sophomore Champions

Home Room Basket Ball
OR the lirst time in the history of the school interscholastic basket ball was replaced by inter-mural
basket ball. Three leagues were formed, the freshman, sophomore, and the junior-senior leagues.
The freshman league had nine teams. The strongest teams were 304, 303, and 302. 304 defeated

303 in the championship game. Simmons and F. Reis of 304 formed a strong offensive combination that
was hard to stop. Ruth and Collins were the outstanding stars for 303.

107 and 103 were the strongest teams in the sophomore group. The championship game between 107
and 103 was the most exciting game of the season. 107 defeated 103 by a single point. Burdette Marsh
captained and played a remarkable game for 107 while Blinn shone for 103.

The junior-senior group held much interest for the students. 313, 217, and 311 had very good teams
and their games were very well played. 313 went through the season without a defeat. Bird O. Marsh and
Norris were their outstanding stars.

The inter-mural basket ball games gave an opportunity to the boys who would not have been able to-
compete in interscholastic contests and also provided a way for the students to form more and better friends.

Wrestling
HE second annual wrestling tournament was held in the boys' gymnasium during the week of March
second to ninth. Forty-seven freshmen, thirty-one sophomores and thirty-nine juniors and seniors
participated in a hundred and four matches.

The students took an unusually great interest in
and by the large attendance.

wrestling as shown by the number of participants-
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Lejt to Right: Pachaud, Kinney, Reis, Mayham, Wolff.

BASKET BALL TEAM OF ROOM 304

Freshman Champions

This was the second year of wrestling, and it is now considered a big event in the school year. If it
continues to grow, Withrow may be represented by a team that will compete in interscholastic meets.

FRESHMAN CHAMPIONS

Champions Weight Runners-up
F. Schwendeman Bantam W. Pachaud
C. Laub .......... Feather .......... I. Wolf
B. Kinney Light C. Hines
J. Heisel Welter S. Campbell

Champions
Reichert .

C. Taurman
McGugin .

K. Parker

Champions
J. Dolbey .

M. Stewart
W. Hawley
L. Bower
H. Coher .

SOPHOMORE CHAMPIONS

Weight
Feather
Light

. Middle .

Heavy

JUNIOR-SENIOR CHAMPIONS
Weight

. . . . Feather
Light
Welter
Middle

.... Heavy

Runners-up
Armstrong

Booth
B. Drott

C. Patten

Runners-up
R. Kattenhorn

J. Crone
R. Berl

. J. Pressler
J. Wright

Left io Right: Heisel, Hawley, Kinney, Dolbey, Stewart, Bower, C. Taurman, McGugin, Laub,
Parker and Reichert.

WRESTLERS
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Standing (lejt to right): Handley, Klausmeyer, Brown, Coach Duning.
Seated: Dale, McClelland, Ballman, Marshall, Edwards.

Swimming
HE swimming team of this year had some star performers but did not have enough men to gather
points to defeat Hughes. Withrow lost to Hughes in two meets and could not win the champion-
ship. Only six men formed the swimming team: Captain Ballman, Brown, Marshall, Drackett,

Klausmeyer, and L. Edwards. Ballman, Brown and Marshall swam in the dash events.
Ballman was supreme in 50-yard and 100-yard dash. In the fourth interscholastic meet Ballman

broke the record for the 100-yard dash free style in 1 minute 2-5 seconds. Brown and Marshall placed in
the 100-yard and 200-yard dash respectively. Drackett placed in every meet in the 100-yard backstroke.

Marshall was one of the finest fancy divers in the Cincinnati high schools, winning the event in one
meet and placing second in the other. Ballman was also a great plunger winning the event in last meet.
Brown, Drackett, Klausmeyer and L. Edwards formed one of the fastest relay teams in the high schools.

Coach Duning worked hard with these men, and through his efforts they were able to place second
in two of the meets. He deserved much credit and next year with promising men in the lower classes should
produce a winning combination.

Track 1926-27
HE track team of 1926, through the ineligibility of some of the best athletes ever developed at
Withrow, was unable to win any of the major track meets with the exception of the indoor meet
held at the Armory. After losing a dual meet with Roosevelt, of Dayton, Ohio, and winning from

Hamilton and Norwood, they entered the Oxford and Tri-state meets placing third and second respectively.
The following boys scored in major meets: Capt. B. West, J. Lamb, M. Elam, W. Biondi, D. Kidd,

L. Kendall, H. Callahan, W. Reuter, E. Harper, J. Crone, L. Grant, J. Sparling, G. Thompon, and R.
Taurman. The Junior team through its good work brought the victory of the indoor meet to Withrow,
and in the spring junior meet, scored 84 points to its nearest opponents score of 28 points.
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SENIOR TRACK TEAM, 1927

"JHE season of 1927 was begun with but three letter men—J. Crone, Capt., R. Taurman, and R. Allen.
Two numeral men, W. Harrison and H. Callahan. The indoor meet was lost to Hughes mainly
through the efforts of R. Lee who scored 15 points for Hughes. The lirst dual meet with Hamilton

was won bv a score 76 to 46. The second was won from Norwood 100 to 20 and the third was won from
Roosevelt 76 to 55.

This brings us to the major meets at Oxford, University of Cincinnati, and the state meet at Columbus.
The results of these meets will come too late for the present Annual, but by the showing made by the team
so far, a successful season is predicted.

Coach G. T. Reuter.

LATER:

The Withrow Track Team won the meet at Oxford, May 14, 1927, and brought home the artistic
trophy given by the Miami University to the winner. Also first place, U. C., May 21.

JUNIOR TRACK TEAM, 1927
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Baseball
IT the first sign of spring a large squad began practising for the coming season.

Although B. 0. Marsh and Thie were the only men from last year, Coach Clarence
Abrams had abundant material from which to choose his team. Thie, a veteran

from last year, was chosen captain and proved a capable and genial leader. Thie, B.
Marsh and Clauder composed a hard hitting outfield that could go far for hard hit balls.
B. O. Marsh, at third, was a good hitter and an intelligent player. W. Reis, at short,
was considered one of the best players in high school baseball. F. Reis, at second, was a
scrappy and fighting player. Ostendorp, at first, proved his right to cover that bag.
Ehlers and Hornberger did most of the pitching while Galloway and Bacon alternated
behind the bat.

Withrow started by losing to Terrace Park. Errors and inability to hit the ball was
the cause of Withrow's defeat. The next week Withrow set back Woodward, the cham¬
pions of last year, 8-6. Woodward was unable to hit Ehler’s offerings, while W. Reis hit
a home run with the bases full. Withrow then lost to Lockland 2-1 in a well played
game and later defeated Walnut Hills 15-7. In a free hitting game between Norwood,
Withrow won by the score 25-23. Withrow’s hope for the championship was somewhat
darkened by the 9-8 defeat at the hands of Hughes.

What will be done in the remaining games with Walnut Hills, Woodward, Hamilton,
and Hughes, can not be foretold, but it is certain that Withrow will make a creditable
showing.

Who’s It?
He jumps around
In air—on ground
Then back and forth again,
A sommersault
A whirl about
You never know what then;

His hands go high
His feet fly by
You know he is not lazy,
First a frown
Then like a clown
The boy must be crazy.

He tears his hair
In wild despair
And then he sprains a leader,
He jumps about
And makes us shout
Our dear Cheer-Leader.

D. C. Bonbright.
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T.ejl to Right: Behymer, Plogman, Valentiner, Ho\, Hunter, Thaubald, Hellmund,
Miller, Wilson, Caito, Siegman.

Field Hockev
jpjl" OCKEY this year for the second time was played by all four classes. Bad weather
JH interfered some with the schedule but in spite of this the games were very ex-

citing. The first game between the Juniors and Seniors was played in a driving
snow. The Seniors took so long to warm up that the lively Juniors remained in the
lead up to the end with the final score 1-0 in their favor. Their supremacy was unques¬
tioned in the remaining games but it was hard to determine the team for second place.
The Sophomores won the last game of the series with the Seniors making the score a
tie with both the Seniors and the Freshmen. A game lost by default elimated the Freshies
and the play-off game of the other two teams resulted in a 0-0 tie. By the mutual
consent of both teams it was agreed that the side which made the first goal would be
the victor. The Seniors won!

According to the new point system of the G. A. A. the girls on the winning team
each receive 50 points toward their school letter, the girls on the second team 25 points,
those on the third 15 points, and on the fourth 10 points. The points toward the Athletic
Trophy are: First place, 15; second place, 8; and third place, 3.

The championship team is as follows: Dorothy Behymer, Elizabeth Caito,
Estelle Hellmund, Clover Hoy, Captain, Helen Miller, Marion Plogman,
Myrtle Siegmund, Ruth Wilson, Jean Valentiner, and Marion Thaubald.

The members of the other teams in the order of team standing are: Senior,
K. Bachman, G. Brunner, L. Gardner, M. Fry, D. Neal, F. Conners, V. Landen,
R. Hopkins, and E. Lashbrook; Sophomores, M. Runyan, A. Barber, R. Webster,
R. Storch, H. Wolf, R. Roling, B. Coleman, H. Widmer, R. Whitacre, L. Caito,
L. Carlson, M. Snook, and M. Kircher; Freshmen, S. Spiehler, M. Hopkins, M.
Gross, F. Small, M. Roling.
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Standing {Left to Right): Miller, McCrone, Neal.
Sitting: Bartruff, Breuer, Handy, Levi, Landen, Kroencke.

Swimming
WIMMING came off with a big splash this year, and at the end of the three inter¬

class meets the seniors were undeniably the champions since they had won all
three. The spirit of the contestants and the large number of rooters showed

how popular and keen the competition is between the classes. Diving was always
enjoyable and the good dives were heavily applauded. Helen Miller showed her superior
form by winning first place for the juniors in the two meets that she was in. Dorothy
Canon, sophomore, who was only a half a point behind Helen in the last meet, deserves
mention since she learned to dive only this year.

Life Saving, both junior and senior, was also popular. Seventy-one girls came
out for the tests. This is a larger number than has ever turned out 'before.

The new records that were made in the meets are as follows:

Record Holder
15' seconds Charlotte White
32 3/5 " Ruth Webster
11 1/5 " Dorothy Neal
13 4/5 “ Dorothy Neal

Event
20 yard side stroke
40 yard side stroke
20 yard free style ....
20 yard back stroke . .

The results of the meets were:

First
Second
Third ......

Captains of the teams:
SENIOR . . . Florence Schmalhorst
JUNIOR Helen Miller

Seniors Juniors Sophomores Freshmen
34 33 2 26
30 25 14 12
34 11 23 18

SOPHOMORE Ruth Webster
FRESHMAN Sylvia Armstrong
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Standing (Lejt to Right): Valentiner, Plogman, Behymer.
Sitting: Puckett, Caito, Hoy, Miller, Floer.

Basket Ball
GAIN the Juniors win the chevrons, this time in basket ball, having lost only one

game out of the six played. After a series of very excellently played games, the
results appeared in the same order that they had in hockey: first place, Juniors;

second place, Seniors; third place, Sophomores; fourth place, Freshmen.
Some girls who deserve special mention for their superior playing, sportsmanship,

and dependence, are: Elinor Small and Edwina Rugh, Freshmen; Marjorie Snod¬
grass, Sophomore; Elizabeth Caito and Helen Miller, Juniors; Dorothy Coleman,
Senior.

The members of the winning team receive 75 points toward their school letter,
those on the second team 50 points, those on the third team 25, and those on the fourth 10.

The girls receiving chevrons are: Dorothy Behymer, Elizabeth Caito, Helen
Floer, Ruth Heeb, Clover Hoy, Helen Miller, Marion Plogman, Lucille
Puckett, and Jean Valentiner.
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Lejl to Right: Burck, Hunter, Hoy, Miller, Tehman, Kern, Teagle.

1 Baseball
HE Juniors ended a very successful year in athletics by annexing the baseball
championship. The games were exciting and so close that the outcome could not
be determined until the last two had been played off. The fact that no games

were lost shows that baseball is thoroughly enjoyed by all the classes.
The standing of the teams was:

Won
JUNIORS 5
SOPHOMORES 4
SENIORS 3
FRESHMEN 0

Lost
1
2
3
6

The captains of the teams were:

SENIOR Virginia Landen SOPHOMORE .... Ruth Webster
JUNIOR Helen Miller FRESHMAN .... Elinor Small

The winning team was made up of the following girls: Loretta Burck, Clover Hoy, Ruth Hunter,
Else Lehman, Helen Miller (Captain), and Ruth Teagle.
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Color Day
HE annual track meet, called Color Day this year, was the most original girls’
track meet that has ever been held at Withrow. The feature event was the class
entrance, in which the contestants of each class came on the field sporting their

colors in some original stunt. The Juniors, who stood for the G. A. A., in all its branches,
won this event, making an effective showing with their bright red. The Seniors who
formed a '27 in orange and black, won second place. The Freshmen, in green and white
baby bonnets, were third, and the Sophomores, carrying blue balloons, were fourth.

The results of the meet were:

Seniors
19

Juniors Sophomores
45 16

Freshmen
32

The events were:

Entrance march
50-yard dash
60-yard low hurdles

Basket Ball throw
Baseball throw
Hurlball throw

500-yard relay
High jump
Tug o’ war

Withrow girls’ track records:
Event

50-yard dash
Record

6 4/5 seconds
Holder

. Hazel Heintz, '25
Ethel Miller, '26

60-yard low hurdles
Basket ball throw
Baseball throw
Hurlball throw .

500-vard relay

. 9 3/5 seconds . . Dorothy Coleman, '27
74 feet . Ruth Schraffenberger, ’28

213 feet 1 inch . Ruth Webster, '29
. 92 feet 10 inches . . Mary Hartman, ’25

1 minute 18 2/5 seconds . . . Class of '24
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The Girls' Athletic Association
Florence Schmalhorst
Lucille Puckett
Kathryn Postler
Carolyn White
Alice Boyle .

OFFICERS
President

Vice-President
Treasurer

Recording Secretary
Corresponding Secretary

FOR a new organization this year, the G. A. A. has more than fulfilled expectations.The able support of the students and the capable leadership of both officers and
advisers has given the athletics under it a new and better unity. The first event

on the year’s program was a Hare and Hound Chase, a hike to Ault Park that pleased
everyone. The Kid party, the Hallowe’en party, and the Valentine party that followed
afforded an equal amount of enjoyment. The Riding Club for those interested in horse¬
back riding shows how extensive a field the new organization covers.

The new point system, under which letter winners receive 50 points toward a letter
at the University, is as follows:

Event 1st Team
Membership on

2nd Team 3rd Team

HOCKEY 50 25 15
BASKET BALL 75 50 25
BASEBALL 50 25 15
TRACK 25 15 5
SW IMMING: 20 or more points in the three meets 75

Membership on the winning team 50
Contestant 5

DANCE CLUB: Membership .....
50

MILEAGE SWIM: Winner 30
Contestant ..... 10

SENIOR LIFE SAVING 50
JUNIOR LIFE SAVING 25
HYGIENE: Posture 25

Three meals a day ..... 5
Nine hours sleep every night 5

Appearance ......
10

G. A. A. membership ..... 5

Florence Schmalhorst
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Calendar
SEPTEMBER

13 School opens. Lots of changes. Miss James
ordered her books last Saturday so we're ready
to go. Cupid takes Miss Roedter from our
midst. Mrs. Margaret Jordan Snider, Mrs.
Richardson, Miss Topp and Miss Bruckman
are continuing their vacations. There are
Freshies to stumble over and ohl those first
day enrollment cards 1

14 Coach Walke delivers his famous speech,
"Hey, you birds, where do you think you are?
at a pink tea?" Freshies go to classes. You
guessed it 1

15 More questions. "Where is 325?"
16 First assembly. Freshies show us their unique

salute. Lunch room opens. A lot of poor
creatures are worried because there is no place
on their programs for lunch.

17 Hooray! Locker keys are distributed.

20 Bank opens today. Anyone have money to
deposit?

21 Seniors have an assembly. What’s up?
22 Library opens.
23 George Rose is elected business manager of

the Tower News. Congratulations, Bud.
27 Mr. Surdo is right on the job. The Boys’

Glee Club rehearses today.
28 More collections. It’s for towels this time.

OCTOBER
1 Game with Elder. We win. Fine work, team.

Score 19-2.
4 Athletic representatives are chosen. Getting

close to football time.
6 Freshies have an assembly sixth period. What’s

this? Football season is in full sway. Pros¬
pects look bright.

7 Garden Club holds its annual sale of bulbs.
8 Conventus. We hear the orchestra for the

first time this year.
9 Game at Hamilton. Score 14-0 but not in

our favor.
11 Tower News out.- It’s a good one.
12 Holiday] Aren’t we glad Columbus dis¬

covered us?
14 Assembly. The Band members receive their

service emblems. Mrs. Rixford plays the
organ for us.

15 Game. Roosevelt vs. Withrow here. Score
19-14. Nuff sed.

22 Game with Norwood there. Tigers recover
their form. Score 27-13, favor us.

26 Tower News out again.
28 Seniors conduct an assembly. Everyone en¬

joyed it. G. A. A. gives a Hallowe’en party.
Fun a plenty.

29 No school today. Teachers’ meeting. Too
bad these meetings are so few and far between.
Withrow plays Xenia here. Score 7-0. We
hand Xenia their first defeat in three years.

NOVEMBER

3 Assembly at 8:38—Again it’s conducted by
seniors. Senior and Freshie girls all wear tags
today. Why? Little sister party. Seniors
provide a good entertainment.

5 Reports out. Shock enough for one day.

Game with Woodward here. The score is lop¬
sided but we’re proud of it. 40-0.

8 Tower News and Art League both the same
day. Good thing it’s Monday. C boys have
an assembly.

10 Dramatic Club meeting. A and B boys have
an assembly. Don’t worry girls, your turn is
coming.

11 Armistice Day. Rabbi Heller addresses us.
Rosalind Surdo proves to be a chip off the old
block. She played on the organ for us.

12 Withrow-Walnut Hills game here. Score 38-0.
15 Bryn Mawr Tea. More excitement. Queen

Marie will "look in” on the Hughes-Withrow
game next Friday. Rumanian flags are being
sold with which to salute Her Majesty.

16 Annual editors and business manager are
chosen.

18 Excitement reigns. Pompoms and Tigers are
on sale. Assembly at 8:38. The band plays,
Mr. Curry speaks to us, and Bill Rippey leads
the cheering.

19 The great day arrives! The flowers are dis¬
tributed and school dismissed at 1:40. The
queen won’t be able to come after all. The
score is a tie, 7-7. Courtney provides the
greatest thrill of the game in that last minute
spectacular kick that tied the score.

24 Tower News out—six full pages. No more
school ’till next Monday. An assembly, too.
A student "sing.”

25 The turkey’s fine—too bad our capacity isn’t
greater.

29 Wonder why the absent list is so long today?
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DECEMBER
1 Twenty-five days until Christmas. Everybody

going shopping? The school was so quiet
today that Miss Dann took a nap during the
6th, nestled in one of the comfortable audi¬
torium seats.

2 Assembly this morning. The orchestra plays
and letters and numerals are presented to the
members of the football team.

7 Tower News out. The orchestra plays over
the radio.9Dr. and Mrs. Alfred Zimmern, directors of the
Geneva School of International Studies talk on

the work they are doing there.10The report period closed today. The worst is
yet to come.

14 Mr. Walker, who has been out of school most
of the year, leaves today for Florida. That's
where a lot of us would like to be.

17 Reports today. The worst has come. One
consolation, Christmas is just 8 days away.

21 Christmas issue of the Tower News is out.
22 G. A. A. girls sing carols at the tower. Kali¬

dasa gives its Christmas party and invited the
Junior girls.

23 It looks like Santa visited the school early.
Assembly. The Girls Glee Club sings and the
Thalians present "The Loveliest Thing." No
more school this year.

JANUARY

3 Back again. How many resolved to study
and how many broke that resolution?

4 We vote on the names of eight people who have
done much for humanity, which will be placed
above the windows of the new Western Hills
high school.

5 Assembly. The Senior Orchestra provides a
musical program.

10 The sun rises one minute earlier now. Maybe
we won't have to carry lanterns to school
anymore.

11. Assembly this morning. They're coming fast
and furious now. Tower News out. Fire
drill. Bill Harrison wants to know ho_w they
can tell that a fire will break out during the
first period.

14 Assembly. Philologia holds its annual audi¬
torium session.

17 Another assembly. Mr. Plogstedt talks about
money thrift, mental thrift and physical
thrift.

20 The Annual staff begins its drive for sub¬
scriptions.

21 Freshies have an assembly. All freshie talent
provides the entertainment. Some promising
material is uncovered.

25 Tower News out today. Miss Morrison fainted
because Harper and Clauder didn't call for
library slips 5th period.

27 Five cents is collected for the privilege of
taking exams. Make us realize how near they
are.

31 Assembly at 8:38. Fire drill. Second period
this time. Cramming has begun—you can
tell it by the blank expression everyone wears.

EEBRUARY

1 The fatal days have come. That is, exams
begin today. English and History. The Sophs
wonder why the "Lady of The Lake" isn’t a
ballad.

2 More exams. They give our "dear teachers"
a chance to smile at our originality.

3 Ditto.
4 No more school this week. A good chance to

catch up on sleep. These late, or rather, early
hours we keep are beginning to tell on us.

7 Assembly. The band plays for us for the first
time since football season closed. Tower News
out, too. These exam grades! Which are
worse, the exams or the grades?

9 More hard blows. Junior and senior girls
have an assembly.

10 We begin to relearn the Gettysburg address.
It's queer how our memories fail us. Tryouts
for "Sherwood," to be given under the auspices
of the Dancing Club and the Thalians, begin
today.

11 Sherwood tryouts continued. Bob Evans
hasn't much competition for the part of Friar
Tuck.12Lincoln's birthday—and on Saturday! Better
luck next year,—It's leap year.

14 Dr. Herget gives us an interesting talk on
"Men Whom We Delight to Know."

16 Dr. Charles Wishart, president of Wooster
College, talks to us on Lincoln.

17 Reports out. Don't ask too many questions.
18 "Know your city" campaign begins. Special

home room session. It's surprising how little
we really know of our city. Faculty basket
ball game. The father and son game proves
popular. The faculty wins—for the first time.

21 Math exams for those who missed the first one.

22 No school, thanks to the "Father of His
Country."

23 Another home room session to hear about
Cincinnati.
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24 Tower News out. Mr. Jenkins leaves for
Florida to enjoy the sunlight which is so sadly
lacking here.

25 Assembly. Several seniors talk on the great
people whose names will adorn the Western
Hills High School. We vote on our favorite
magazines and what we read in the papers.
We guess that the comics win first place. Mr.
Brubaker, who has been ill for several days, is
taken to the hospital. We all hope he won’t
be there long.

MARCH

1 How many can get scholarship pins? Don’t
all speak at once, please.

3 Fire dismissal—3rd Period. Queer thing how
these “fires” happen in regular succession.

4 Mr. F. V. Fisher gives us an illustrated lecture
on “Ultimate America.” Good advertisement
for the west. We all make secret resolutions
to go exploring in California some time.9Tower News out. It’s a Junior issue. As¬
sembly. Mr. C. E. Hottes tells us about wild
flowers and the different kinds of “nuts” that
live in this world.

10 Wild Flower Preservation collection. Each
100 percent room gets a subscription to a flower
magazine. Puzzle—Who will get to read it?

11 Sixty more days of school after today for the
seniors. Anyone the victim of spring fever?

14 Too bad all this fine weather comes on school
days. The teachers complain of too many day
dreamers.

17 Mr. Lyon goes to Chicago. Those called to
the office have one more day of grace.

21 Spring is really here. However, it surprises us
and turns cold. Mr. Hunt exhibits the advan¬
tages of a fire sale. Mr. Duning found an
overcoat at the same sale.

22 Mr. Cushing gives the Hyde Park teachers who
eat lunch here a lesson in the proper way to go
to the lunchroom.

24 Home room meetings. Miss Swineford’s room
stages the most “far reaching” program. At
least, the nearby rooms say so.

25 Two assemblies! Will wonders never cease?
The first was to hear a musical program and
the second to hear the truth about Hollywood
from Rev. Clinton Wunder. The first base- 18
ball game. It begins at three-thirty, tea was
served at live-thirty and the score at sundown
was 17-8, but not in our favor. 19

28 Mr. Hamilton forgets to bring his morning
paper, much to the inconvenience of Mr. 20
Webster, Mr. Van Winkle, Mr. Walke, and
others.

29 Miss Braunecker joins the Prince of Wales club. 21
30 No symptoms of an auditorium session.

31 Heard in Mr. Ralston’s class, “We will now
have a test, open your books to page 169.”

APRIL

1 Mr. Mathias and Mr. Hunt don’t eat lunch.
Miss Donnelly invites the boys of 217 to spend
each morning for the rest of the year in the
vicinity of 229. April Fool!

4 Assembly for senior girls. To hear about the
opportunities in library work. There are quite
a lot of them it seems.

5 Again we must fill out those little census cards.
What a nuisance they are!

7 The seniors entertain themselves this morning
by writing adverbial phrases and such things
for the U. C. English exam.

11 Assembly. We hear our organ again, played
this time by Miss Lucille Scharringhaus.
Seventy-six pupils receive scholarship certifi¬
cates. We didn’t know there were so many
“brilliant folks” among us.

12 Two whole cents are taken with force from
every one to cover the cost of soap and towels.
Mr. Peoples is a victim of writers cramp—from
signing the excuses of those who are attending
the opening game.

14 Hooray! Seniors have an assembly to discuss
plans for the Senior party. It comes off soon.

15 One little freshie asks a puzzled cashier in the
lunchroom the price of the “rabbit eggs” dis¬
played there.

Another assembly. Mr. Michael Kley tells us
about conditions in Europe. Tennis fans
organize a tennis club.
Tower News out. Short home room session to
discuss the merits of the Community Chest.
The sale of tickets for Sherwood is progressing
fine. Not many days left 'till the great event,
and not many tickets left either.
Dr. Frank Nelson speaks to us in the interest
of the Community Chest. The first perform-
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ance of Sherwood. A miraculous bugle was
discovered there—one that blows before it is
put to the lips. Every one acclaimed the play
as a great success.22The final performance of Sherwood. It “made
a hit'' with the most hard-hearted of critics.

25 Dean Schneider speaks to the seniors this
morning. The girls inter-class “Color Day”
takes place in the stadium. The seniors did
not win. A fire drill during the sixth period.

26 Our fire drill yesterday was a good example of
“What is wrong in fire drills,” so we get an¬
other chance at it this morning.

27 Flowers of all kinds and descriptions bloom in
the front hall today. They say they are tame
wild flowers.

28 The scholarship pins are distributed today.
Did you notice the satisfied smiles on the faces
of those privileged to wear them?

"4"29Report period closes today. Only one more in
which to redeem ourselves. f

MAY S'
2 The group pictures for the Annual are taken.

Mr. Lyon gets his “Annual” coat of sunburn.
The editors take the day off.

3 More pictures. Some are unable to attend—
their faces haven't recovered from yesterday's
sweet smiles.

4 On a check up it is found that Bill Crawford
missed having his picture taken with one group
—that was the Girls Dancing Club. Dean
Pechstein speaks to the seniors.

5 The calm before the storm—reports tomorrow.
6 The worst has come. A few more place their

orders for graduation outfits. Others recall
theirs.

9 Four more weeks of school for seniors. There
is a rumor that all seniors are to be excused
from examinations, but it's only a rumor.

13 We play Hughes on Friday, the thirteenth at
Taft Field; could anything be worse? We
might win. The alumni hold their annual
meeting here tonight.

16 The weeks are slowly diminishing—three more
now. A nice long assembly. Why do they
always come on Monday?

17 A fire drill. One of Mr. Surdo's numerous

lengthy speeches is interrupted.
18 Nearly recovered from the effects of yesterday,

Mr. Surdo awaits with pleasure the coming of
next Tuesday's second bell music class, in
which are the stellar songsters, Hodge, Sweeney
and Crawford.

19 The senior party. Everybody has a good time.
The “eats” were splendid.

20 We are thankful it is Friday. May there never
be another like it.

23 Miss Donnelly gives her Latin classes a vaca¬
tion. She thinks they study too hard. Quit
yer kidding.

24 We feel the necessity of another fire drill.
These days are awfully long.

25 Kalidasa presents a vaudeville show.
26 Doc Reuter tells the boys to have their track

suits washed. Really, school must be nearly
over.

27 Miss Taylor begins to lighten the work on the
senior “guls.”

30 A Holiday. We're glad Decoration Day comes
on Monday this year instead of Sunday.

31 Mr. Surdo almost weeps as he says goodby to
his second bell music class. Never mind, he'll
probably have one like it next year.

JUNE

1 Class Day. The last big assembly. The
building will soon be bare and empty.

2 The seniors must be nearly broke, so many of
them are borrowing erasers and cleaning up
their books.

3 and 4 The Annual Concert given by the musical
organizations. Every year they are better.

6 The last regular school day—the seniors hear
the worst or the best.

8-9-10 Senior exams. These upper classmen look
pretty glum when thev emerge from 229 and
217. ^

14-15-16 Exams for lower classmen. Their time
for rejoicing has come.

17 The great night toward which we have strug¬
gled for the last four years—Commencement.
All is over now but those report cards.

FINIS
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The Lighter Side
INCINNATI, through the medium of her Zoo, parks, theaters, waterways, and
schools, furnishes amusements to citizens of all ages. The problem of entertain¬
ing her half million population, though difficult, has been adequately solved.

Cincinnati has one of the best zoological gardens in the world. It contains the second
largest collection of wild animals in the United States. Besides this, it provides up-to-
date recreational facilities. There is a very large ice skating rink for use in the summer.
The Zoo is also the home of one of the best summer opera companies in the country.
Merry-go-rounds, pony tracks, and other pleasures for the younger generation have
recently been installed. In this way, the amusements found at the Zoo are both edu¬
cational and recreational.

The seventy-one parks in Cincinnati, both private and public, are noted for their
beauty, scenery, and playground facilities. There are two important private parks—
Coney Island and Chester Park. The trip to Coney Island, whether by boat or auto,
takes in a great deal of scenery. The park itself is thoroughly up-to-date with some
of the latest thrillers. It likewise owns one of the largest swimming pools in the world.
Chester Park also contains a swimming pool as well as other up-to-date recreational
facilities.

In the eyes of the older generation, the scenic parks of the Eastern Hills afford
the most enjoyment. Probably the best known of these is Eden Park, situated on a
hill overlooking Cincinnati and the majestic Ohio River. This park is the setting for
a fine art museum and greenhouse, besides several lakes and other picturesque spots.
For scenic beauty these parks are unsurpassed by any in Ohio.

In the eyes of the younger generation the public parks, playgrounds, and swim¬
ming pools furnish the most enjoyment. These playgrounds in the metropolitan district
furnish fresh air and recreation for the children of the tenement sections. They also
tend to divert the activities of idle youth away from criminal affairs and tactics.

Cincinnati is well supplied with theaters to furnish year-round entertainment for
her movie fans. There are two burlesque theaters, five large moving picture houses,
and two regular vaudeville shows situated in the metropolitan area. In addition to
these there are three theaters, the Cox, Shubert, and Grand, that have achieved nation¬
wide fame in the field of spoken drama. Besides these twelve large theaters, there are
over seventy secondary moving picture houses scattered over the city and through the
suburbs that serve thousands of local fans daily.

Nature has supplied Cincinnati with rivers on three sides. The Big and Little
Miamis and the Ohio furnish swimming and boating facilities to thousands of residents
annually. This bountiful gift of nature has been used to good advantage.

Recreation in the schools, especially at Withrow, is largely derived from athletics
and entertainments. The athletic activities of the school are dealt with in detail in
another article. The entertainments at Withrow are chiefly social, dramatic, and
musical. The social side of school activities may be illustrated by two important parties.
The senior party in June is a final entertainment of the senior class. The A-D girls’
party in October serves to introduce the freshman girls to Withrow. The most im¬
portant musical entertainments are the band concert, the May concert of the other
musical organizations, and the Christmas program. Dramatic entertainment is fur¬
nished twice a year in two plays given by the Dramatic Club.

Thus, Withrow is supplying entertainment and enjoyment
Cincinnati is furnishing it to her citizens.

to her pupils just as

F. Russell, '27.
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Humor
Rumor gives me .hecreal ion.

—shoever haid-il.
POOR WITHROW
A Senior’s Version

After all we have done in the four or more years of our existence, we, the seniors of Withrow High
School, take our leave.

We ask the single question—how can Withrow ever get along without us? It is quite evident that
the school will suffer a great loss. Even the faculty grows restless. They seem to understand the situ¬
ation. (The least of our expectations, yet the peak of our desires). They sense the danger in letting the
control of school business slip from our able hands. That's why some of the ablest are being saved.

Will the routine be as smooth under the new management as it was under our gentle, but firm, guid¬
ing hand? Will Withrow ever produce a class of such modest, unassuming, level-headed, brilliantly schol¬
astic, and capable young men and women as this class of '27?

Ah, Withrow, hard must be the blow and slow it will be to heal.

POOR WITHROW!
A Junior’s Vision

It couldn't be helped, Withrow. We realize just what a trial it has been to the faculty and every
other institution within the school to contend with a bunch of stuck up, conceited, self-esteeming, big¬
headed, know-it-all, self-satisfied seniors. Remember that it was only one year. Let it have no effect
on the good name of Withrow—we intend to increase the high standard set by classes preceding '27. Now
that we have the floor, and have no one to check our progress toward high standards and scholarship, we
intend to carry our ideals through with as much executive power as our broad minds will generate. We
hope to blot the dark spot in W ithrow history, we intend to leave a high mark in that history so that fol¬
lowing classes will have something to work forward to. W7e fully expect to so recuperate the worn out
faculty, that they will want no vacation in 1928, but will earnestly desire to remain in friendship and per¬
sonal contact with a class of so high a standing.

WE SUGGEST
That Fred Scharinghausen buy self-adjusting drums.
That Mr. Regan prove resistance is inversely proportional to height.
That castors be put on lunch room chairs.
That drinking fountains be installed in classrooms.
That detention be abolished.
That Sadie Taylor become better acquainted.
That Johnny Bacon get a frog in his throat, then, for goodness' sakes, let. the frog sing.
That Philip Gain calculate horsepower wasted annually in chewing gum.
That sails be put on collegiate Fords.
That Ed Fern improve his line.
That Francis Lilie learn to chew while sleeping.
That Marion Deschler comb his whiskers, at least.
That Betty and Margaret Morton use placards of identification.
That the faculty strike indefinitely.
That the John Robinson Circus be held on our campus.

THE DIFFERENCE
Coal Merchant (anxiously): “Hold on! That

load hasn't been weighed. It looks a trifle large for
a ton."

Driver: “Taint intended for a ton. It's two
tons."

Coal Merchant: “All right, go ahead."

PUZZLING PEDAGOGS
She takes a set of papers up,

Then sinks upon a chair:
Her pupils dumb replies make chills

Run up and down the
“Class, how do you like Byron's poems?"

She hears a dozen cute's
Her tortured soul can hear no more

She grabs a gun

I think that if she had a dog
And one inquired of her

If he were well, she would reply,
“Yes, he's a "

“Aha!" the folks in Hamlin said
W7hen to the flute the rodents ran

“We must admit that pipes pied
Is one efficient "
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HAVE A HOBBY?

Myra Maxner likes best to drink tea. It tea furnishes that complexion, Myra, we all will try it.
There is something fishy about Dot McCrone's liking to swim.

Virginia Morse says she loves to try on shoes. Try, try again, Virginia.
Explosives and chemicals hold a fascination for Willis Vinson. When did you take that last dose

of nitro-glycerine, Willis?
Bill Crawford says he likes to sleep. Bill can be earnest once in a while.
Marie Mieth's hobby is reading Shakespeare. Now tell another one, Marie.
Florence Schmalhorst likes deep sea diving. A merri-maid?
Bill Monroe's hobby is studying. You certainly possess wonderful self control, Bill.
Male Elam catches polar bears in Florida. We were doubtful at first, but after careful study of the

map, we were convinced that it is perfectly possible for polar bears to swim down the Great Northern rail¬
way, enter the Bay of India by the Straits of Manhattan and proceed inland via the trail of the Overland
Stage to the point where Sir Isaac Newton captured the first known Unicorn. Probably they take the
north-south route from here, for hoof-tracks have been discovered, which proves that Columbus at one
time discovered America, and cut a path which later led to the colonization of the mountains of Florida
bv these huge beasts which Male loves to hunt.

Murray Elstun catches whales for pastime. He is laying for the Prince even now.

Vera Sherwood likes canoeing. We can't understand why some young gentleman didn't confess his
hobby the same.

Louis Hornberger likes to raise poultry, and we thought all the time that it was cane.

"Art" Fortwangler admits that he likes to go out with blondes. We thought gentlemen preferred
blondes.

Walt Mussman has a passion for Fords. Emphasis on the passion.

THE WITHROW CLUB

The members of T1 e Withrow Club will tell you that they are behind the school. How far behind
no one knows. Their favorite pastime seems to consist of crashing the gate at all Withrow functions, in
the capacity of ushers.

They were fortunate this year in that only seventeen of the nineteen issues of "Tower News" carried
a dirty dig about them. The other two issues were cancelled.

CAMERA CLUB

The Camera Club had a perfect attendance once. (When eats were served.) No, the numerous
pictures of the Camera Club showing a handsome, bronze-faced Apollo are not ads for Ronald Coleman,
but merely the smiling visage of the faculty advisor.

MATH CLUB

Everybody enjoys the Math Club. They ought to, because they are missiri'g forty-five minutes of
delightful trig. However, after hearing Niedermeyer's delightfully technical speech on "Math and the
Radio Man," most of the club members longed for the relief afforded by the soothing trig.

TENNIS CLUB

Has-beens and not-yets. Yes, there are some good players in the tennis club but they are ineligible.
However, an entrance requirement is that each member talk a good game and thus we predict that in a
dual meet with Hughes our tennis team would get at least second.

GARDEN CLUB

We always wondered about the preponderance of feminine faces at the garden club meetings. After
one look at the male president's face, the whole mystery was explained. One of the members was heard
to say in May that she now knew the difference between poison ivy and a rattle snake.

PHILOLOGIA

All pupils aspiring to be elevator boys should become members of Philologia. A primary qualifica¬
tion for this age-old club is the ability to escape from the elevator stalled between the third and fourth
floor. The ability to make humorous excuses for absences and tardiness is also a prime requisite for mem¬
bership. Some Math genius figured that if all the money owed by tight members were paid, Philologia
could fund the entire war debt and still have enough to buy some good official stationery.
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OVERHEARD IN THE TOWER NEWS OFFICE

“Ho-hum!" signed the Watchman to Dinky Dodo, “guess we'll have to close shop 'til September and
I don't pretend to be sorry, either!"

“I, also!" responded Dinky grammatically. “Besides, I'll need a rest!"
“Why?" asked Watchman (scenting news).
“Because I have something four out of every five have and wish they didn’t."
“What's that?" inquired Watchman, regarding Dinky critically through his telescope.
“Aw, can't you guess?" he replied as he flipped ink at his little playmate.
“Please, tell me. You will eventually—why not now?"
“No! you guess!" cried Dinky with a wicked twinkle in his eye.
“Have I got it?" asked the Watchman (with his dog).
“If you did have it not even your best friend would tell you!" giggled Dinky.
“Has it scratched yet, bon ami?" inquired the Watchman brightly, following Dinkv's lead.
“Yes, it's scratching at my very throat—and I'd walk a mile for—a remedy!"
“It isn't—" quavered Watchman, putting down his telescope. “It isn't a school-girl complexion?"
“Time for you to retire! by Fiske!" chided Dinky “guess again!"
“Have you," he cried with inspiration, “a head that is 99-44/100 per cent, pure-ivorv?"
“No, a hundred times no! Study fifteen minutes a day and you'll acquire culture enough to say

polite things!"
“Yes, sir," sobbed Watchman forlornly (without his dog).
“Ah! I see you know vour master's voice!" cried Dinky gleefully, “Use vour gray matter!"
“I haven't any—you blow some my way."
“Now be serious and guess!" commanded Dinky belligerently.
“Well—are you 'Wrigley' after meals?"
“Yes, but that's not the only time I feel that way. That's only one of the symptoms."
“How do you feel?"
“I Jed a wreck;—look a wreck—"
“Every picture tells its story!" murmured the watchman (looking for his dog).
“I sigh—" continued Dinky utterly ignoring his friend (?)—“I moan; I—!"
“Do you cry for it, too?" inquired Watchman excitedly.
“Yes!" said Dinky, with an encouraging smile, “Yes."
“Oh than I know what it is!"
“What?"
“You have a longing for Castoria!"
7 . . . ,:.(--?!!;;);;::!!?

(Intermission while Watchman is laid up for repairs.)
(Some hours later.)
"Ah—Dinky dear—what have you? Please tell me," pleaded Watchman as he tried to put his

telescope together again.
''Heh! Heh!!!! And I thought, you thought you could answer all questions!" taunted Dinkey.
“I was wrong—horribly wrong—but tell me, please—please—."
“Well," remarked Dinkey picking his teeth with his quill pen. “Well—I've got—."
“Yes—?" breathed Watchman ecstatically.

Sue Dreutzer, '28.

LIFE'S MINOR TRAGEDIES

Dropping tray in the Cafeteria
Sitting on a radiator
Rival gaining headway
Missing lunch call
No soap
Trying to digest Chaucer
Inhaling hydrogen-sulphide
Kerosene in the salad
Last lunch
Stiffness after gym
Being a half minute late
Dropping that compact in auditorium
Exams

Jack Coughlin and Frank Konnersman were discussing the
plans for giving a dance. Frank said,

“We can get Murray Elstun's orchestra cheap."
“That is bad sentence structure," said Jack, “the word 'cheap'

should be in front of the word 'orchestra'."

A Scotchman is a man who intended to throw a cent over Niagara Falls, but couldn't find a long
enough string.
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Found in a Country Churchyard, A. D. 2027
Art Clauder

Died1929, Age 20 gears

Here lies Art
By now apart,

He died soon after
She broke his heart.

Ged Brown

Died 1953, Age 55 gears

We did not know,
When Ged was here,

He was so thoughtful,
Kind and dear.

James Broadston
Died 1975, Age 78 years

Oh, Jim, your wit and foolishness
and silliness combined

Together with some common sense
Impressed our every mind.

Mary Games

Died 1928, Age 19 years

Our Mary spent vacation
a-yachting on the Bay

A storm came up quite suddenly
And sailed her away.

Doris Berman

Died 1935, Age 26 years

Miss Berman went up in an aeroplane
To view the countryside.

Miss Berman came down in a parachute
That would not open wide.

James and John Daugherty
When Jim and John were living

And walking both along,
It was no easy matter,

To recognize them wrong.
But were they not together—

Then sing ye a different song.

Naughton Reuter

Died 2009, Age 100 years

Oh, Naughton Reuter
The time did loiter

On a reailroad track one day.
He was caught in the ties

Under this stone he now lies
In the sod stored safely away.

Mary Elizabeth Cramer

Died 1927, Age 18 years

Miss Mary was a fine actress,
But her tale is very sad—
The lost her life in “Sherwood"
For the sake of a love-sick lad.

Herman Niedermeyer

Died 1937, Age 28 years

Our Herman was a daring fellow
With power lines he played
But now he lies here, victim of

A radio he made.

Bill Rippey

Died 1931, Age 22 years

Bill went to see the football game
And led in cheers galore—

In fact he yelled so loud and long
He made his tonsils sore.

And they interred him as a result
A full six feet or more.

Ruth Cunningham

Died 1927, Age 18 years

“Tower News" feels quite honored
To have had an editress

Who gave her life in the mad rush
To get it to the press.

Victor Lowe

Died 1999, Age 90 years

To Victor belongs the spoils.
It is to he regretted that he took the expression

too literally.

Oliver Dresback

Died 1927, Age 18 years

Poor Oliver was curious,
And uninvited went

To a party of the Girl Scouts
(Which was his natural bent.)

He went in slow; he came out fast
You understand, reader, this could not last.

Dot McCrone

Died 1959, Age. 50 years

Oh, Dot McCrone is happy
As happy as can be

For she was good while living—
How thankful now is she I

Johnny Crone
Died 1931, Age 22 years

Jack made the try
Went up in the sky

To bring down a record in vaulting
Jack missed his pearch
Came down with a lurch

And visited China before halting.

It is always said that the big things in life cause the most trouble. An exception to the rule is that
Woolley book.
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JAZZERANTHEM
We are the chosen, the young intellekshulls
Can we be frozen by old guys with egg-shells

Over their gray matter
Razzing the gay 'fratter,

Calling us weaklings and ‘vain eneffekshulls?'
No!

We have busted the trammels
Shieks, stand by your Camels.
Show 'em that us Arabs sure know our dates

Give 'em the stuff, boys,
But don't be too rough, boys,

A peppy defense would drift over their pates
If you must give 'em a piece of your mind
Take care it's dignified, swell and refined.
FIRST: (and undoubtedly worst)

They say we are dumb-bells, just as flibbertv-gibberty.
I think they are st—w—d
Why, say, we read Freud
(It says so in Liberty)
What's more, us free souls are in quest of the truth.
(That's one that I seen
In a swell magazine.)
Yes: You gotta serve youth.

NEXT:
Some people are vexed
On account of the Shebas who cover their faces
With lipstick, mascara and redolent glaces.
Lay off of that static
They're just democratic
When their faces are hid one's as plain as another
Before panning the girl take a look at her mother
Is she painted? Yes, sir!
It's a case of ‘Cats' fur . .v . .

THIRD:
Is a charge that's a bird,
Sounds like an old gag from Albee's or Pantage's.
“The youth of today doesn't seize its advantages"
I know I'm on feathers. I'm not such a fool.
As to doubt that I'm lucky to still be in school,
I work for my school, I'm not one of those dubs
Who dives in his book and forgets about clubs
And dancing and rooting and stuff that puts pep
In the old Alma Mater, and gives her a rep.

Well, I suppose I could go on forever
Writing defenses like this, just as clever,
And pleasant to edit,
But this generation
Is given no credit
For keen penetration.
This has gone far enough.

Jim Golden, '28.

LVOLUTION
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Cincinnati's Industrial Arts
N many lines of industry Cincinnati has always ranked among the foremost cities
of the world. The favorable location of the Oueen City has been an important
factor in her rapid growth. As a result of our water highway the raw material

from Pittsburgh’s blast furnaces soon became the finished product of Cincinnati’s fac¬
tories. Again when we had exceeded our own needs, the river served as a means of
distribution to the Mississippi Valley and eventually to the whole world. With the
advent of the railroad Cincinnati was truly “at the crossroads of American commerce.’’
Thus from the outset our city was the trade center and parent city of the West.

The early origin of Cincinnati’s main industries carried her into the front rank
where she has remained ever since. In the early days our city attracted the skilled
artisans who were migrating west, and as a result the fame of “Cincinnati-made” prod¬
ucts has become world wide.

Cincinnati is the metropolis of the industrial empire in the distribution of ma¬
chinery and metal working equipment. A business founded by Thomas Lawson, “an
English iron monger and copper smith,” in 1816 has flourished and grown into a great
Cincinnati sheet-metal industry. The Bromwell family established an industr3r that
has long been connected with our city in the manufacture of wire-goods. Among those
who pioneered in Cincinnati’s industries is John Step toe, who was the first builder of
machine tools in the Ohio Valley. Little did he think that a great business would develop
from the trail which he had blazed.

Some of Step toe’s machines are used in Withrow’s machine shop. Our shop is
outfitted almost exclusively with Cincinnati-made machinery. Nothing has been
spared to install the best. Every conceivable provision has been made to insure thor¬
ough training and give a broader education. Mr. Leach, who has charge of metal¬
working at Withrow, was a machinist before he became an instructor.

There are four different phases of metal-working. First come the sheet-metal
jobs, which include the making of everything from tin cans to window boxes. Next in
line comes the “lost art” of forging, where all kinds of forge work are taken up, including
welding, and everyone turns blacksmith. Finally the fourth year student reaches the
stage where he is allowed to use the much admired lathes. Here metal turning, thread¬
ing, and the rest of the finer jobs are tackled. Although the first attempts result in a
mass of twisted metal due to inability to properly manipulate the costly machines,
splendid work is turned out eventually, as a visit to our machine shop will prove.
Founds practice is taken up in connection with the wood pattern-making. Here the
student makes the sand mould from his wood pattern and finally pours the molten iron,
which, when cool, gives him an iron casting similar to his pattern.

The wood-working industry in Cincinnati has always been of major importance.
At one time our city was considered the finest inland shipbuilding yard in the United
States. The abundance of raw timber in the forests above the clearing of the city
formed a handy lumber supply. An important role was played in the development
of the wood-working industry by the makers of wood-working machinery. The first
to be established was the J. A. Fay and Egan Company in 1830. This plant turns
out a wide variety of machinery that is of a standard that is recognized throughout
the world.

The wood-working shops at Withrow are completely equipped with products of
local manufacturers; hence the Fay and Egan name-plate is prominent in the Industrial
Arts Building.

Two steps comprise the wood-working side of industrial arts. Cabinet making is
the first step and is taught by “J. P.” or “John,” who is none other than Mr. J. P.
Herdtner, who was a professional wood-worker before joining our faculty. Here actual
working conditions are encountered when a class problem is undertaken. By a class
problem is meant anything from a table lamp to a cedar chest, when the whole class
works together on the same problem. The second step is the more advanced subject
of pattern making under the supervision of Mr. Carlson, who is a past master in the
art. Here the student is schooled in accuracy and in the perfection of workmanship.
The foundry practice mentioned before is taken in conjunction with this pattern making.
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To do all these things requires plans to work by; therefore the art of drafting is
given its share of attention in connection with industrial arts. Both mechanical and
architectural drawing at Withrow are supervised by Mr. C. R. Walker, whose classes
produce a quality of work above the average. In four years of mechanical drawing a
wide variety of subjects are treated, ranging from the simple isometric drawings to
the more complicated cams and gears. Even original inventions are worked out in
theory, and a surprising number of potential geniuses are discovered. The problems
are first drawn up, then traced, and a blue-print made by the student. Architectural
drawing is a comparatively new subject and since it was added two years ago the classes
have grown rapidly. The technic of house planning is the object of this training. The
plans are practical and not merely dreams as is shown by the fact that some of them
have been used in the construction of real houses.

To sum it all up—the industrial arts are well provided for in Withrow High School.
It is right that they should be in so industrial a city as Cincinnati.

Chas. Hagen, ’21.

THE GRUEN WATCH CO. Courtesy oj the Camera Club
of Cincinnati
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ASSETS OVER $2,000,000.00

4%
Interest

on

Savings
Deposits

Safe

Deposit
Boxes

$2.50
a Year

You are invited to make use of the facilities of this Bank

THE

Hyde Park Ravings Rank
CINCINNATI

OFFICERS

Myers Y. Cooper, President

Dr. Charles Weber, Vice-Pres, L. F. Kispert, Cashier

R. B. Burch, Vice-Pres. R. W. Willits, Asst. Cashier
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LeBLOND
LATHES MILLING MACHINES

TOOL ROOM GRINDERS
For Trade and Technical Schools

To the engineering student body we extend a cordial invitation to visit
our modern plant, to see on display the latest developments in lathes, milling
machines and tool room grinders, and to study our manufacturing methods.

A visit will prove decidedly interesting to those who contemplate
positions of responsibility in manufacturing shops.

THE
R. K. LEBLOND MACHINE TOOL

COMPANY
CINCINNATI, - - OHIO
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12
BANKING SERVICE

OFFICES
To interpret and translate our resources, our ideals and
service to their individual communities—that is the purpose
of the 12 offices of The Fifth Third Union Trust Company.

12 financial service offices—not "branches” but true banks—
where the same efficient and comprehensive service ren¬
dered at the main office is available—that Fifth Third Union
Trust Company banking service may become more con¬
venient, more usable, more valuable—to merchant, manu¬

facturer and householder.

<r+-3cr'focr*o

^Fifth Third UnionTrust-
Main Office — 14 West Fourth Street

Member Federal Reserve System

Resources exceed NINETY MILLION DOLLARS
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THE DORST CO.
Walsh Bldg., Third and Vine Sts.

Manufacturers of

CLASS PINS AND RINGS

Platinum and Diamond Jewelry
and Diamond Mountings

CINCINNATI, : : : OHIO

I
I
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The Model
Laundrv

Co.
2019 Elm Street

Phone, Canal 4274

“Get Lackey”

THE

LUCKEY
CO.

Cleaners - Dyers
2716 Erie Ave., Hyde Park

Phones: East 165-1414

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
A. E. Anderson Turpin Gerard, Jr.
Clyde P. Johnson J. A. Scallan

W. Thomas Johnson

+ +

DO YOU KNOW

that you can procure

the BEST BOOKS OF ALL AUTHORS

All styles BIBLES and TESTAMENTS
SCHOOL MEMORY BOOKS

FOUNTAIN PENS

EVERY STYLE PENCIL

FINE STATIONERY
RUST CRAFT NOVELTIES

FRAMED MOTTOES

ENGRAVED INVITATIONS

and ANNOUNCEMENTS

at the Retail Book Store of

The
Methodist Book

Concern
420 Plum St., Cincinnati
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FAMOUS THE
WORLD OVER

425 Wain Sired. CmcittMli.O.

PHONE

MAIN 8181

GET IT AT
FILLMORE'S

Full line of “Buescher”

Saxophones,
Trumpets,

Trombones, etc.

“Ludwig” Banjos
and Drums

All Band and

Orchestra Instruments
Music and Supplies

FILLMORE MUSIC
HOUSE

528 Elm Street Cincinnati, Ohio

“Known ’Way Back in ’74”

+ *

* +

FRENCH-BAUER

Quality Products
l

French-Bauer Ice Cream contains butterfat and

sugar, which gives energy and vigor to body and
brain. It is rich in the vitamins essential to promote
growth in children and vitalize the system of adults.

I

The French Bros.-Bauer Company
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Phone Canal 5880

+ . —+
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COMPLETE YOUR EDUCATION!
Learn to Play

Popular Music on the Piano
Largest in the World

AWANDA CINCINNATI STUDIO
45 West Fifth Street Opp. IO-cent Store

Phone Main 94

Phones: East 355, 356, 2191

i

ED. RUTTERER
GROCER

Meals .v Poultry :: Vegetables
S. E. Cor. Delta and Linwood Aves.—Mt. Lookout Square 1

CINCINNATI

I

t +

SPAETH & BAUER I
3704 Eastern Ave. Delta and Linwood Aves. j
Phones: East 1616, 1617 Phones: East 3293, 3294 i

GROCERIES :: MEATS :: VEGETABLES

Bakery Goods from Our Own Ovens !
Your Worries Are Over - We Deliver

——f

Graduation Time Brings Graduation Gifts
Four years have gone swiftly—we have made fraternity and society jewelry
for you—now has come the time to tell you of the fine things we make in
platinum and white gold jewelry:—to show you the diamond you will soon
be wanting—or the watch or beautiful finger-ring or circle brooch.
Don't forget us now that school days are closing—we will not forget you.

THE MILLER JEWELRY CO.
Designers and Makers of Fine Jewelry :: Greenwood Bildg., Cincinnati, O.
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AMBITION!
YOUTH—the time to lay the foundation for intel¬
lectual achievements plus financial independence.
You are now on the threshold of your career —

IT’S UP TO YOU

®§M®P®MTAM
Bairak Liras!

i
I
i
!
!
i
i
I
I
I
i
i
I
I
I
I
i

Boat House Coffee
“Cincy’s Favorite Drink:’

FOR HOME OR RESTAURANT

Distributed only by
THE BOAT HOUSE COFFEE CO.

1202-4 Vine Street

Ask Your Grocerjor Boat House or Phone Canal 5274

f— — * ——— . —— ■■ —“—f

THE DEVERE ELECTRIC CO.
GARFIELD WINKLER, President

Electrical Contractors
Office: Wa rehouse:

11th Floor, Keith Bldg. Court and Reedy Sts.
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STEWART KIDD
BOOKSELLERS : STATIONERS : ENGRAVERS

ENGRAVED ANNOUNCEMENTS
for Graduation Commencements, Fraternity and
Sorority Affairs, Novelty Dance Invitations, Programs,
Coat-of-Arms, Crests, School Pins, Seals, Calling
Cards, Personal Stationery, Book Plates, Diplomas, etc.

High Quality—Moderate Cost
The most distinctive effects, finished in form and
correct in detail, hand engraved by masters of the
craft. Samples and prices furnished on request.

Keeping alive lo the Newer and Better Books means at
least a Weekly Visit to The Stewart Kidd Book Store

19 East Fourth Street Hotel Sinton Building

AGLAMESIS BROS.
Metropolitan

CANDIES : : ICE CREAM

3046 Madison Road, Oakley
Phone: Norwood 1203

All Kinds of Shoe Repairing Shoes Repaired While You Wait

HYDE PARK
SHOE REPAIR SHOP

S. Bederman, Proprietor

3504 Edwards Road Cincinnati, Ohio
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OPPORTUNITY |
In your step from the shelter of the class-room to the open spaces i
of life’s activities, your choice of vocation awaits your considera- !
tion and decision.

Whatever field of endeavor attracts you, your success depends
largely upon your ingenuity and capacity for making use of those
agencies, the application of which has contributed so much to the
world’s progress.

Telephone service—local—national and international, provides the
only avenue of communication over which the immediate discussion
of matters may take place with a probable satisfactory conclusion.

THE CINCINNATI AND SUBURBAN
RETT TELEPHONE COMPANY

JMitmn
The Baldwin is the choice of exact¬

ing musicians the world over—on the
concert stage and for the home.
In any Baldwin you will find a new
revelation of your musical dreams.

The Baldwin Piano Company
142 West Fourth Street
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$5 Down $5 Per Month
13 Months to Pay

Remington TypewriterCo.
18 W. Seventh St. Canal 5369-5373

DOLBEY &
VAN AUSDALL

Distributors—Office Appliances

THE EDIPHONE

DICTOGRAPH

LIGHTNING LETTER OPENER

NEOSTYLE

POSTAGE METER

MAIL-O-METER

ELLIOTT ADDRESSING MACHINE

C'KD

405-410 Temple Bar Bldg.
Phone, Canal 3434

cr+o

Offices:

Cincinnati Indianapolis
Fort Wayne Louisville

■ ■+

INFORMATION
AND ADVICE
on insurance matters are almost as important as insurance poli¬
cies. It takes experience and special training to know the right
type of policy for every risk and to apply available insurance
protection most economically. It won't cost you anything to
ask us for information and advice. We shall be glad to tell you

everything we can about efficient, dependable insurance
protection.

WALTER P. DOLLE & CO. Inc.
508-13 Dixie Terminal : : Cincinnati

Phones, Main 1203-4-5

“Consult your Insurance Agent as you would your Doctor or Lawyer”
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AN “INTERESTING" STUDY

Classes grow “tiresome”—
School books become “dry”—

But

A “SAVINGS BANK EGOK”

If Properly Used
Will Assure an Interesting Future

Let Us Help You Save

THE
WASHINGTON BANK &

SAVINGS CO.
Main Ojjice Branch

Sixth & Main Sts. — Pleasant Ridge

Powdered

Mmoline
Prepared Expressly For

ICE CREAM
FRUIT FROSTS
and WATER ICES

STend for Recipes

WILLIAM RIPPEY
126 E.SECOND ST CINCINNATI,OHIO.

Fine Linens
Handkerchiefs

Damask

THE MRS. H. GATTLE
LINEN CO.

129 West Seventh Street
Cincinnati
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Cincinnati’s Greatest Sport and Athletic Goods Store, featuring

‘^Everything for Every Sport”
BASEBALL FISHING CAMPING TENNIS ARCHERY

GOLF FENCING FOOT BALL HUNTING SCOUTING

TOYS BICYCLES AND WHEEL GOODS
: : Largest Selection in the City : :

r

Headquarters for Playground Equipment
Carlton Canoes—Elto Motors—Kolster Radios

Eastman, Pathex, Bell-Howell Moving Picture Camera and Projector
Demonstrations Cheerfully Given

THE BOLLES - BRENDAMOUR CO.
130-132 East Sixth Street

CHARLES F. LAHKE
HARDWARE

3446-3448 Michigan Ave. Phone East 1879

Hyde Park Hardware Co.
Gifts of Utility

ORR BROTHERS
3569-71 Montgomery Rd. Eighth and McLean Ave.

Phone, Woodburn 1862 Phone, West 6181

Tire, Battery & Auto Repair
Call and Deliver

R. R. ORR C. A. ORR
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THE

OAKLEY BANK
CINCINNATI, OHIO

“The Ban\ where you feel at home ’

Transacts a General Banking Business
Safe Deposit Boxes, $2 a Year

OFFICERS

R. RUZICKA President
AUG. H. TUECHTER Vice-President
WM. BORCHERDING Cashier
G. J. NORTMANN ..... Assistant Cashier
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EXCELLENCE IN EVERY DETAIL

ROSTONIANQ-^FAMOUS SHOES FOR MEN^J

514 Vine St. Cincinnati 514 Vine St.

4.

Phone, Main 7189 Residence Phone, Woodburn 5562-Y

Farrell & Company
FLORISTS

143 East Sixth Street, near Main Cincinnati, Ohio

* *

+■■—”—■■—■■——■■—■■—"—>■—■■—“—■■—■■—■■■—”—■■——”—'■—■"——'■*—■"—-—■■—■■—■■——"■—

| DANA COAL
] Always the Best

POCAHONTAS AND THACKER LUMP

The Dana Coal Co.

Office, Melrose Bldg. Phones, Woodburn 208, 2712, 2340

THE HIGGINSON GIFT SHOP
East 1190 2714 Erie Avenue

Gifts

Foreign Potteries—Lamps—China—India Rugs
Unusual Jewlry

Holiday and Everyday Cards—Dennison Goods—Stationery
School Supplies—Readers’ Library
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Phones: East 415 and 456

We Serve DeHaven Ice Cream

Your Community Drug Store
Cosmopolitan in Prices

Hermann’s Drug Store
Erie and Michigan Avenues

Hyde Park Square

Whitman’s Candies
Eastman Kodaks : : Thermos Bottles

Exquisite Toilet Articles

“Shop Here for Your Vacation Needs’

+ — .—,4

“For Better Painting”

DANIEL BERL
Member The Master Painters Association of Cincincinnati

PAINTER :: DECORATOR

3113 Hackberry Street—Cincinnati Woodburn 2576

j

| COURTNEY BROS.
| GROCERS
j Phones: Woodburn 270, 271, 272
I 2041-2043 Madison Road
I
I
4 4
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GRADUATION TIME
IS THRIFT TIME!
Right now—as you leave high school
and enter the business world or college,
your first impulse should be to open a
savings account at the Provident.

Your savings account will be your
first aid in providing a solid founda¬
tion of financial independence.

Our Madison Road Branch
2047 Madison Road

(Near Grandin Road)

PROVIDES AN IDEAL PLACE FOR YOUR SAVINGS

INTEREST
ON SAVINGS

Provident1 SAVINGS BANK 6 TRUST CO.
Home Office: Seventh and Vine

ELEVEN BRANCHES IN VARIOUS PARTS OF THE
CITY FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
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Homes of Quality
Myers Y. Cooper-built homes are outstanding because of their
uniform attainment of complete desirability. The culmination
of more than a quarter of a century of successful home building
experience, they embody the most in modern architecture, appoint¬
ments and utility.
Kilgour Park, in Hyde Park, conceded to be the finest real estate
development in Cincinnati, is an imposing contribution towards
a Better City. We invite your inspection of this subdivision as
well as our popular Country Club Heights, adjoining the Hyde
Park Country Club.
Remember—in buying a Myers Y. Cooper-built home, you are
buying the best.

MYERS Y. COOPER
THE HOME BUILDER

408-16 Union Trust Bldg. Main 2213

—.—+

BEEF
VEAL
LAMB
PORK

Wholesale
Market

+—««—>

I
I
I
I
I
i
i
i
I
I
I
—

T lie Central Oyster House
210 EAST FIFTH STREET

J. ROSENFELD, Proprietor

* +

1
T
}
1
]
I
i
I
i
i
I
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Humor
RADIO CLUB

A group of harmless boys A. W. 0. L. from Longview. Give them a message to Uncle Looie in Czecho¬
slovakia and six weeks later Aunt Minnie in South Africa will thank you for your birthday greetings. The
poor dears are expert marksmen in dropping bombs from the radio station window, and it is whispered
that an honorable faculty member, one Mr. Hunt, was the butt of one of their liquid jokes.

OFFICE GOSSIP
The pencil has made quite a few pointed remarks about the sponge’s being soaked all day, and the

waste basket's being full also. The scissors are cutting up, and the paper weight is trying to hold them
down. The mucilage is sticking around to see the stamps get a good licking in the morning. The ink’s
well, but feels blue because bill is stuck on the file. The calendar is expecting to get a few days off and,
worst of all, blotter is taking it all in.

When a man starts to talk, he never stops to think, but when a woman starts, she never thinks to stop.

She was only a taxidermist’s daughter, but she knew her stuff.

If a man who is out for the sprints is called a sprinter, why isn’t one out for track called a tractor?

A SHORT, SHORT STORY
He was hungry, ravenous, empty, starved, and he wanted food, sustenance, diet, feed, fodder, viands,

but he did not have the money, capital, cash, currency, specie, so he didn’t eat, partake of food, have a
meal, dine.
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‘^ART-GRAFTS
ENGR4VJMG CD.

* Sttpefiot Printing Plates ■
Perfection ofDepth and Galop

Canal 268-9 705-11 Sycamore St
^ CINCINNATI
^_____ *
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Photographic Illustrator

Whose years of experience has
made his services invaluable to

School and College Annuals and
other beautiful publications.

THE WEBB STUDIO

126 West yth St.

Cincinnati, Ohio

2/our y^oloyrajo/ier
(jaAAon d)e^->
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HE editors of this Annual have
given to their classmates a book
of which they can well be proud,
a book that will be a pleasure for

years to come.

The Printing and binding were done
by The Henderson Lithographing Co.,
owned and operated by The Strobridge
Lithographing Co., specializing in

Annuals

Catalogues
Broadsides

Cut-Outs

Booklets

Envelope Enclosures
Calendars

Street Car Cards

Advertising Blotters
Labels

All Direct-by-Mail Advertising, Etc.

Whether Offset, Four Color Process, Type
Printing, or Combination Offset and Type
Printing, we are fully equipped to produce
work of the highest quality. Ours is a complete
Lithographing and Printing Service, from twen¬
ty-four sheet posters to the smallest piece of
printing.

The
Henderson Lithographing

Company
4530 Main Avenue Norwood, Cincinnati, O.
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Directory
Helen May Adams, 39 Alexandra Apts.
Marie Helen Appleton. 4107 Sherwood Ave.
Virginia Arata, 1527 Gilpin Ave.
Henry P. Babbs, 2603 Euclid Ave.
Katherine Bachman, 2326 East Hill Ave.
John S. Bacon, 4517 Whetsel Ave.
Harold Ballman, 1315 Cryer Ave.
Katherine Bartlett, Herschell Ave. and Observatory

Road
Anna M. Bartruff, 2360 Eastern Ave.
Lillian Baumring, 1922 Fairfax Ave.
Nellie Mae Beam, 4323 Eastern Ave.
Elmer Beamer, 3310 Bevis Ave.
William Bell, 3526 Erie Ave.
Stewart Bennett, 6311 Kennedy Ave.
Robert Berl, 3113 Hackberry St.
Doris Berman, 2927 Woodburn Ave.
Alice Mae Berning, 3091 Markbreit Ave.
Dorothy Bertermann, 1339 Cryer Ave.
Irvin Bettman, 2323 Park Ave.
Charles William Biondi, 920 B St. S. E., Washing¬

ton, D. C.
Dale Bogart, 6247 Beechmount Ave.
Daniel Bonbright, 1712 Brewster Ave.
Esther S. Bosse, 6218 Kennedy Ave.
Virginia Mae Botley, 1127 Halpin Ave.
Dorothy McMillen Bradford, 2519 Moorman Ave.
Thelma Bray, 5339 Chapman St.
Allene Breuer, 1351 Michigan Ave.
J. Wesley Broadhurst, 3040 Hackberry St.
Jafries A. Broadston, 3813 Regent Ave.
Evelyn Brock, 3031 Hackberry St.
Geddes Brown, 3535 Michigan Ave.
Gertrude Brunner, 6837 Kenton Ave.
Maratta K. Burkhardt, 1146 Inglenook Place
Edwin Burroughs, Mt. Washington, O., R. R. 17
Howard E. Callahan, Aldocase, K. H.
Dorothy Chambers, 3441 Stettinius Ave.
Ralph Chapman, 226 Stanley Ave.
Florence Cholmondeley, 3300 Linwood Rd.
Bernard Christopher, 1121 Inglenook Place
Jeannette Clark, 5829 Valley View Ave.
Norma M. Clark, 1942 Mears Ave., Mt. Washington
Arthur Clauder, 4026 Eastern Ave.
Everett W. Clawson, 950 E. McMillan St.
Norbert L. Cochran, 4339 Waterson St.
Dorothy E. Coleman, 3531 Zumstein Ave.
Lillian Condon, 1924 Hudson Ave., Norwood, Ohio
Florence E. Conners, 2614 Stanton Ave.
Marion Corbly, 6215 Cambridge Ave.
Tack Coughlin, 3161 Niles Ave.
Bob Courtney, 2461 Madison Rd.
Lester W. Covert, 3419 Brotherton Rd.
Gladys M. Cowperthwaite, 2886 Victoria Ave.
Mary Elizabeth Cramer, 3645 Edwards Rd.
William Crawford, 2225 St. Tames Ave.
Tohn T. Crone, Newtown, Ohio
Ruth Cunningham, 1314 Duncan Ave.
Tames Daugherty, Salem Pike, Mt. Washington
John Daughertv, Salem Pike, Mt. Washington
Garnet C. Davis, 2516 Marryatt Ave.
Martha Davis, 3412 Stettinius Ave.
Marion P. Deschler, 2560 Erie Ave.
James W. Dodd, 3522 Wabash Ave.
Roger Drackett, 3611 Zumstein Ave.
Oliver T. Dresbach, 1819 Mears Ave., Mt. Wash¬

ington
Marjorie Dunn. Salem Pike, Mt. Washington
Laura Evelyn Duvall, 6219 Roe St.

George O. Eiche, 3312 Eastside
Malcolm Elam, 5530 N. Whetsel
Murray Elstun, 1996 Lexington Ave., Norwood, 0.
Lloyd R. Everhard, 3334 Columbia Ave.
Mary Elizabeth Evers, 1529 Beacon St., Mt. Wash¬

ington
Mary L. Fagin, 1940 Kinney Ave.
Alma K. Feldhaus, 4410 Appleton St.
Emily L. Ferger, 1846 Kinney Ave.
Ed. B. Fern, 144 Cleveland Ave., Milford, Ohio
William Fetick, 2497 Erie Ave.
Fred G. Fleig, 6215 Prentice St.
Blanche C. Flinn, 1715 Hewitt Ave.
Wanda Foerster, 1881 Kinney Ave.
Marie Foertmeyer, 3562 Shaw Ave.
Marjorie Belle Ford, 2499 Erie Ave.
Arthur Fortwangler, 5538 Chandler St.
Nellie Fowler, 3422 Edwards Rd.
Bettie M. Foy, 2332 Grandview Ave.
George H. Fromhold, 1976 Fairfax Ave.
Margaret C. Fry, 3678 Kendall Ave.
May Belle Fry, 5605 Ridge Ave.
Philip J. Gain, 3850 Odin Ave.
John A. Galloway, 6255 Orchard Lane
Mary Harrison Games, 5833 Valley View Ave.
Lillian Gardner, 3641 Brooks Ave.
Eva M. Garnette, 422 Strafer St.
Frances Rae Gibbons, 3591 Monteith Ave.
Dorothy Giesen, 3243 Fairfield Ave.
Donald H. Gill, 1918 Hewitt Ave.
Pearl Glynn, 3425 Cardiff Ave.
Kathrvn Golden, 3334 Wabash Ave.
Ruth Granger, 4411 Erie Ave.
Marie M. Grauten, 1800 Clarion Ave.
Miriam Green, 1927 Crane Ave.
Walter Greife, 3628 Evanston Ave.
Willard L. Groene, 1311 Delta Ave.
Helen C. Grosse, 5300 Stewart Place
Chas. Hagen, 2728 Hyde Park Ave.
Jack Halsey, 3357 Woodford Ave.
Ruth Hammond, 2459 Madison Rd.
Jean Taylor Handy, 5738 Whitney Ave.
Hermine E. Harte, 1137 Delta Ave.
Mildred Hartsock. Milford, Ohio
Eleanor Hatton, 2925 Cleinview Ave.
Dorothy Haubrock, 1621 Potter Place
Clara Luella Hawkins, Mt. Washington, Ohio
Donald Haynes, 3567 Michigan Ave.
Will Havnes, 1641 Winchester Ave.
Elbert Hecker, 5612 Abbotsford Ave.
Pierpoint Helwig, 3351 Evanston Ave.
Ruth Hershev, 6858 Kenton Ave.
Albert Herweh, 3739 Woodburn Ave.
Edward T. Herweh, 3739 Woodburn Ave.
Gest Hodge, 6363 Grandvista Ave.
Frederick L. Hoffman, 2719 Madison Rd.
lane W. Hoffmann, 2001 Clarion Ave.
Charles B. Hohnstine, 5708 Ridge Ave.
Clara E. Holden, 2994 Linwood Rd.
Roberta Hopkins, 1214 Cvpress St.
Merle C. Hopper, 2847 Observatory Ave.
Louis M. Hornberger, 2719 Minot Ave.
Dorothv M. Horton, 3646 Brentwood Ave.
Frank O. Horton, Jr., 4608 Simpson Ave.
Janice Hoxie, 1305 Crver Ave.
Margaret Hunt. 4821 Ward St.
Dorothy Mae Hutchinson, 2530 Ridgland Place
Ralph johansman, 3209 Menlo Ave.
Eloyse A. Johnson, 6137 Ridge Ave.
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Lois Isabel Johnson, 3659 Paxton Rcl.
Dorothea Johnston, 6112 Navarre Place
Elizabeth C. Jones, 2552 Observatory Rcl.
Elizabeth Keller, 6820 Park Ave., Silverton, Ohio
Alice Kellerman, 3646 Woodford Rd.
Lateure Kendall, 5856 Yononte Ave.
M. Dorothy Kershner, 3555 Vista Ave.
Robert W. Kershner, 3555 Vista Ave.
Nedra Kestel, 3601 Morris Place
Wm. K. Kinder, 2054 Hewitt Ave.
Frances King, 1924 Fairfax Ave.
Florence Kirkpatrick, 1336 Cryer Ave.
Howard Kline, 4103 Whetsel Ave.
Emanuel Korb, 1311 Paxton Rd.
Vernon E. Korb, 3608 Belle Crest Ave.
Katherine Kouschuetzky, 3862 Millsbrae Ave.
Selma B. Kroenche, Ridge Ave.
Helen Louise Kyle, 3588 Outlook Ave.
Ross Karson Lance, 3759 Drake Ave.
Virginia Landen, 36 Lincoln Terrace
Ada M. Laymon, 3559 Newton Ave.
Use Lehmann, 4315 Eastern Ave.
Mina Belle Levi, 2500 Melrose Ave.
Francis C. Lilie, 1803 Hewitt Ave.
Harold G. Lind, 5703 Adelphi St.
Lillian E. Lindahl, 3147 Mapleleaf Ave.
Jewel Litz, 1015 Locust St.
Anna E. Long, 1283 Michigan Ave.
Melzin L. Lorenz, 3943 Odin Ave.
Edward R. Lotz, Jr., 3169 Markbreit Ave.
Victor Lowe, 4417 Whetsel Ave.
Catherine Ludlow, 2853 Minto Ave.
Alline Lykins, 5856 Montgomery Rd.
Wm. McCord, 6216 Erie Ave.
Dorothy R. McCrone, 3198 Lookout Circle
Bessie McDermott, 917 Curtis St.
Jeanne Mahl, 5312 Owasco St.
Cathryn A. Mathis, 5916 Bramble Ave.
Myra D. Maxner, 1255 Grace Ave.
Robert Oliver Mayer, 1613 E. McMillan St.
Edna Meier, 6624 Afton Ave.
Wilton H. Mergler, 2332 Beechmont Ave., Mt.

Washington
Janet Meyer, 3441 Wellston Place
Marie Anne Mieth, 3109 Woodburn Ave.
Margaret T. Miller, 3637 Stettinius Ave.
Charlotte Milligan, Erie and Michigan Aves.
Charles Moeller, 12 Circle Drive
Mildred Molloy, 218 Congress Ave.
Elizabeth Moncrief, 3212 Observatory Rd.
William R. Monro, 6430 Ridge Ave.
Maurice Moonitz, 3207 Brotherton Rd.
J. Robert Moore, 3129 Hackberry St.
Virginia Anne Morse, 4527 Hector Ave.
Betty Morton, 3432 Wellston PI.
Margaret Morton, 3432 Wellston PI.
Sidney A. Millikin, 2827 Observatory Rd.
June E. Murray, 3450 Greenlawn Ave.
Walter B. Mussman, 3556 Edwards Rd.
Dorothy D. Neal, 3655 Besuden Court
Grace Nichols, 22 Earlcourt, E. Grandin Park
Mildred Nichols, 1218 Grace Ave.
Herman Niedermeyer, 5812 Wyatt Ave.
Marjorie Ann Noe, 6261 Beechmond Ave.
Alta Odoms, Milford, Ohio
Frederick Ott, Mt. Washington, Ohio
Edith Otte, Forest Hills Lane
Robert Otto, 1818 Fairfax Ave.
Edith Parry, 928 Massan St.
Jeannette C. Parvin, 1956 Lexington Ave.
Eleanor E. Patten, 4840 Glenshade Ave.
Elizabeth Anne Peoples, 5517 Arnsbv Place
Leanore Piper, 3115 Woods field Ave.
Kathryn Postler, 4228 28th St.
Jack Pressler, 3310 Eastside Ave.

Robert M. Putman, 4815 Winona Terrace
Marvin Ralston, 5802 Adelphi St.
Maurice E. Raquet, 1141 Inglenook PI.
Tom Read, 3316 Lambert PI.
Worth Reis, 3392 Erie Ave.
Naughton E. Reuter, 4147 Maple Drive
William Reuter, 1937 Hewitt Ave.
William Rippey, 1312 Grace Ave.
James B. Roberts, 6120 Fairway Drive
Esther Elizabeth Rogers, 3338 Ibsen Ave.
George W. Rose, 2711 Observatory Ave.
Carl Roush, 5716 Whitney Ave.
Francis Russell, 6207 Roe St.
Ralph C. Sargent, 3299 Linwood Rd.
Fred Scharringhausen, 3827 Isabella Ave.
Florence Schmalhorst, 5956 Montgomery Rd.
Kenneth Schmid, 1349 Burdette Ave.
Margaret Schuck, 1345 Edwards Rd.
Carl Schwenkmeyer, 6677 Iris Ave.
Lincoln Seelig, 3504 Trimble Ave.
Genevieve A. Seibel, 6820 Orchard Lane
Vera L. Sherwood, 3576 Mooney Ave.
Marjorie Short, 3147 Willis Ave.
Ruth V. Sickenger, 4004 Sherwood Ave.
Birdie K. Small, 3619 Amberson Ave.
Daisye E. Smith, 3908 Eastern Ave.
Mary E. Smith, 3239 Harvest Ave.
Kenneth C. Snowden, 3565 Paxton Rd.
Edna M. Sponseller, 3643 Zumstein Ave.
Ruth M. Staley, 6383 Montgomery Rd.
Sylvia Stanton, 6441 Ridge Ave.
Lillian N. Stayton, 3217 Gilbert Ave.
Howard Stewart, 4499 Eastern Ave.
Monti Stewart, 3623 Woodford Rd.
Eleanor Claire Stickel, 3619 Michigan Ave.
Denham A. Stiers, 4302 29th St.
Alice Virginia Stone, 3757 Ferdinand Place
Paul Dudley Stoner, 3442 Zumstein Ave.
Leora E. Straka, 2335 May St.
Esther Stritmatter, 2878 Ziegle Ave.
Robert M. Sweeney, 6420 Desmond Ave.
David S. Tashman, 1647 Clayton St.
Ralph Taurman, 2115 Gilbert Ave.
Sadie Taylor, 2807 Erie Ave.
George Thompson, Ridge Ave.
Carl Ulrich, 5631 Bramble Ave.
Laurine Van Ness, 426 Strafer St.
Willis G. Vinson, 3139 Linwood Ave.
Roger Vordenberg, 4524 Whetsel Ave.
Helen Elizabeth Von Otte, Blue Ash, Ohio
Carl Frederick Wagner, 2510 Salem Ave.
Dolores E. Wagner, 6760 Doone Ave.
Charlotte Walker, 2463 Madison Rd.
Ellis W. Walker, 1569 Ruth Ave.
Nat Walker, R. F. D. No. 1, Madisonville
Clifford E. Ward, 3935 Jahnigen Ave.
Marie Weber, 6227 Desmond St.
Ernst C. Weier, 6264 Kincaid Rd.
Harold Welsh, 1355 Fleming St.
Dorothy White, 1825 Sutton Ave., Mt. Washington
Gladys M. Widman, 6073 Montgomery Rd.
Lucille K. Wiese, 2915 Lincoln Place
John R. Williams, 600 Crown St.
L. Murdoch Williams, 3743 Drake Ave.
Grace E. Williamson, 3538 Michigan Ave.
Harry Wilson, 3628 Woodbridge Place
Robert Wilson, 3070 Observatory Rd.
Florence Wiot, 6673 Doone Ave.
Mary R. Wottring, 3534 Montgomery Rd.
Dorothy Wulfhorst, 3112 Gloss Ave.
Richard Yates, 1958 Kinney Ave.
Mabel Young, 3047 Cleinview Ave.
Robert J. Zanone, 1667 Herbert Ave.
Walter L. Ziegler, 3648 Brooks Ave.
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